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Abstract

This thesis examines how the voyage of the Challenger Expedition (18721876) and the publication of the expedition’s findings, the Report on the
Scientific Results of HMS Challenger (1880-1895) made knowledge of the
ocean. The thesis argues that the ocean was made visible through a diverse
range of mobilities that operated on many scales and in a variety of spaces
in addition to the ship at sea. Each chapter explores a different aspect of
mobility and the construction of natural knowledge. The motive forces of the
Royal Navy supported the voyage of HMS Challenger around the world; the
Baillie depth sounder followed the routes of future submarine telegraphic
cables while surveying the great ocean basins; the speed of travel was
paramount to the preservation of marine specimens; expedition
photography was guided by the aims of the Royal Engineers but was also an
embodied mobile practice; and the study of Challenger echinoderms
involved the travels of the American naturalist Alexander Agassiz (1835-1910)
and international scientific networks. To illustrate the geology of the ocean
floor in the Report on Deep-Sea Deposits (1891), authors John Murray (18411914) and A. F. Renard (1842-1903) worked within a complex mobile-system
of publication coordinated from the Challenger Office in Edinburgh using
improved administrative systems. Knowledge of the ocean was thus made
by a vast meshwork of mobilities on both land and sea, made possible by
nineteenth-century transformations in how people and things moved. The
resources of the British Empire further assisted and channelled the mobility of
the ship, instruments, scientists, and materials through global flows of trade
that connected London to its colonies. This historical geography underscores
how the Challenger Expedition operated on an unprecedented scale and
thus contributed to the development of oceanography as a global science.
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Introduction

The period from 1850 to 1900 transformed how the deep ocean was
perceived. Telegraph ships, national scientific expeditions, and naval survey
ships undertook deep-sea soundings in an effort to chart and define the
ocean floor. The ocean became visible in significant ways: specimens raised
from the ocean floor proved that life existed in even the deepest parts of the
ocean around the world; temperature measurements at different ocean
depths revealed complex global currents; and bathymetric charts made
visible mountain ranges and valleys previously hidden deep beneath the
ocean’s surface. By the end of the nineteenth century, the deep ocean had
become increasingly defined as a place of science and empire.1

FIGURE 1. HMS CHALLENGER UNDER SAIL DURING THE OCEANOGRAPHIC EXPEDITION
Source: Tinted lithograph, artist unknown, 1880, NMM PAD6215;
Credit: National Maritime Museum, Greenwich
1

Michael S. Reidy and Helen M. Rozwadowski, 'The Spaces in Between: Science, Ocean,
Empire', Isis, 105 (2014) 338-51, p. 105.
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The Challenger Expedition was one of several national expeditions
undertaken to collect information about the deep ocean during the second
half of the nineteenth century. Organised by the Royal Society and the British
Government, the Challenger Expedition was unique for the ambitious scale
and scope of the endeavour. Departing from Sheerness on 7 December
1872 aboard the naval frigate HMS Challenger (Figure 1), Charles Wyville
Thomson (1830-1882), a Professor of Natural History at the University of
Edinburgh, directed a civilian scientific team to collect data and specimens
of the physical, chemical, and biological characteristics of the deep sea. On
the expedition’s return in 1876, Thomson distributed the vast array of
materials gathered during the voyage to over seventy taxonomic specialists
for in-depth study and analysis.
Over the next twenty years, the findings were published as the Report
on the Scientific Results of HMS Challenger, a series that consisted of fifty
volumes.2 With the publication of the final volume in 1895, the expedition
report presented a compendium of what was known of the oceans at the
end of the nineteenth century and provided the basis for future researches
of the deep sea. Today, historians and scientists regard the Challenger
Report as the intellectual foundation of oceanography. For these reasons,
the Challenger Expedition provides insights into the development of
oceanography as a scientific discipline, and offers a better understanding of
the character of national expeditions within nineteenth-century science.
Given its significance to nineteenth-century science, the history of the
Challenger Expedition is surprisingly understudied. The historiography is
largely limited to the voyage at sea and the legacy of the expedition’s
scientific publications. Using an approach adapted from mobilities studies,
this thesis explores the history of the expedition in a new way. Paying close
attention to the travels of six objects—the ship, a sounding instrument, two
natural history specimens, a photograph album, and a scientific report—all
offer new avenues of inquiry. How people and the materials of science
travelled in the making of natural knowledge makes manifest for the first time
2

Report on the Scientific Results of the Voyage of H.M.S. Challenger During the Years 187376, 50 vols. (H.M.S.O., 1880-95).
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the complex infrastructure and systems of mobility required to conduct the
global scientific expedition in the last quarter of the nineteenth century.
With a focus on the many travels necessary to science besides the
ship at sea, the thesis greatly expands what has been considered the
historical geography of the expedition. The thesis demonstrates how the
generation and circulation of knowledge through the Challenger Expedition
relied on places that were linked through movement. The expedition’s
scientific results relied on steam ships, naval bases, and coaling stations, but
also printers’ workshops, natural history museums, administrative systems, and
railroad and telegraphic cable networks. The thesis thus reveals a broad
range of techniques and practices used to make the oceans visible in the
late nineteenth century, and contributes to a better understanding of how
scientific knowledge circulated through long-distance expeditions.
The following sections establish the theoretical groundwork of the
thesis. I first review the historiography of the Challenger Expedition before
engaging with the question of how science travels.

Making the Oceans Visible
Historians and scientists regard the Challenger Report as providing the
intellectual framework for the modern study of oceanography.3 Although the
scientific work of the Challenger Expedition rightly deserves acclaim,
historians of science have worked to better place the voyage within the
legacy of previous and contemporary efforts to explore the deep sea. As a
result, the historiography of ocean science has significantly shifted over the
past five decades. Historians no longer tell the story of the Challenger as a
heroic journey solely in the pursuit of science but as an expedition rooted in
imperial ambitions and commercial interests.

3

Helen Rozwadowski, Fathoming the Ocean: The Discovery and Exploration of the Deep Sea
(Cambridge, MA: Belknap, 2005), p. 216.
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Knowledge of the ocean can be traced to ancient times, but
oceanography as a modern science developed in the last decades of the
nineteenth century.4 In the late 1850s, evolutionary ideas prompted
excitement and scientific curiosity of the sea, and naturalists speculated on
the existence of primordial life living in the ocean depths.5 There can be no
exact date for the beginning of the discipline, but John Murray (1841-1914),
a naturalist on the Challenger Expedition who went on to become a leading
force in the field, regarded that the establishment of the Zoological Station
at Naples by Anton Dohn in 1880 marked a new era in the study of marine
life and the ocean.6
The history of oceanography has often been told as a series of famous
voyages, of which the Challenger was a part. When the First International
Congress of History of Oceanography (ICHO) was held at the
Oceanographic Institute in Monaco on 12-14 December 1966, historian Eric
Mills stated ‘there was little forewarning that a new sub-discipline of the
history of science was about to emerge’.7 Approaches to the history of
oceanography, and the Challenger Expedition, have significantly changed
over the past five decades since the first ICHO, and the most relevant works
are discussed here.
In 1972, the centenary of the voyage had a significant impact on
scholarly and public attitudes towards the Challenger Expedition. During the
first half of the twentieth century, the voyage had fallen into obscurity and
little was known of the voyage outside of naval history. But the history of the
expedition was revived in the early 1970s through museum exhibitions at the
Science Museum, the Natural History Museum, and the Royal Scottish
Museum where photographs, instruments, and marine specimens from the

4

For a nineteenth-century perspective on the history of oceanography see John Murray, A
Summary of the Scientific Results Obtained at the Sounding, Dredging, and Trawling
Stations of H.M.S. Challenger, Report of the Scientific Results of the Voyage of H.M.S.
Challenger During the Years 1873-76 (H.M.S.O., 1895), pp. 1-106.
5
Edward Forbes, The Natural History of the European Seas (London: John Van Voorst,
1859), pp. 10-11.
6
John Murray and Johan Hjort, The Depths of the Ocean: Scientific Researches of the
Norwegian Steamer Michael Sars (London: Macmillan, 1912), p. 21.
7
Eric Mills, 'The Historian of Science and Oceanography after Twenty Years', Earth Sciences
History, 12 (1993) 5-18, p. 5.
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Challenger were put on public display.8 The Second ICHO was held in
Edinburgh in September 1972, and scholars reflected upon the history of the
Challenger Expedition and its scientific legacy.9
Despite new critiques, the Challenger stood as landmark voyage in
the development of oceanography, a claim that reverberates today in
oceanographic textbooks and popular histories of science.10 The most
successful work in this regard is The Voyage of the Challenger (1971) by Eric
Linklater.11 This beautifully illustrated volume told the history of the Challenger
Expedition through the words of those who made the long voyage and
wrote about it in private journals, published narratives, and official reports.
The book vividly showcased the excitement, drudgery, and danger of
conducting science at sea. But the exploration of the deep sea was
presented as an uncomplicated story. The unknown ocean was seemingly
conquered through the bravery and intelligence of a few gifted and
dedicated men. Linklater, born in 1899, celebrated the ‘uncommon quality’
of nineteenth-century scientists such as Murray and the ‘talent and
ingenuity’ of the ship’s naval officers.12 As part of this grand narrative,
Linklater claimed the Challenger Report was ‘the greatest advance in the
knowledge of our planet since the celebrated geographical discoveries of
the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries.’13
At the same time, scholars began a more nuanced history of
oceanography. The Edge of an Unfamiliar World: A History of Oceanography

8

See Natural History Museum archives DF EXH/700/2/2/1-4 for brief of ‘Challenger
Expedition’ temporary display. Example of objects put on display at the Science Museum
(SM), London: Baillie sounder, SM 1918-22 was restored and put on a stand, and a scale
model of sections of HMS Challenger was made by Severn-Lamb Limited (1976-77), SM
1977-26. At the National Museum for Scotland (NMS): a Hydra sounder, NMS T.1977.110
and sinker weights, NMS T.1977.113 were displayed. A silver medal was also issued in 1972
to commemorate the event, NMS K.1999.234.1.
9
‘Second International Congress on the History of Oceanography, Challenger Expedition
Centenary, Edinburgh, 12-20 September 1972, Proceedings-I,’ ed. by William H. Rutherford,
Proceedings of the Royal Society of Edinburgh, Section B: Biological Sciences, 72 (1972), 1469.
10
For example see C. P Summerhayes and S. A. Thorpe, Oceanography an Illustrated Guide
(Southampton: Manson Publishing, 1996), pp. 18-20.
11
Eric Linklater, The Voyage of the Challenger (London: John Murray, 1972).
12
Linklater. p. 18.
13
Ibid. p. 279.
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(1973) by Susan Schlee is a formative text in the subject.14 By placing the
Challenger within contemporary scientific debates, Schlee argued that the
voyage was designed to answer three primary questions:

What animals, they wanted to know, might live three miles or more
below the cold abyss? What oozes carpeted, or rocks paved, these
great dark basins? And in what grand and timeless pattern did the
waters of the oceans sink and rise, and sink again?15

While an insightful work for regarding the scientific motivations of the
expedition, Schlee’s review of the Challenger was brief and did not explore
the voyage beyond its scientific aims.
Scholars questioned how the technologies and practices of ocean
science developed over time. Margaret Deacon, one the most influential
historians of oceanography in the twentieth century, placed the Challenger
within the context of previous and contemporary voyages that surveyed the
deep-ocean in her phenomenal work, Scientists and the Sea 1650-1900: A
Study of Marine Science (1971).16 The Challenger Expedition did not
revolutionize oceanographic knowledge or practice, Deacon argued, but
extended existing knowledge and techniques on a global scale. The British
expedition ‘represents the summit of achievement of an earlier period, the
work of John Ross, James Clark Ross, Du Petit-Thouars, Lenz, etc., carried to its
logical conclusion’.17 While offering a better understanding of the culture
and practices of ocean science from which the Challenger emerged, it is
not clear that in 1872 a circum-navigation voyage was the next ‘logical’ step
in ocean science or that the expedition was an inevitable result of previous
explorations. But by pushing against established tropes, Deacon opened
new avenues for research into the social, economic, and political contexts
of ocean science. She also brought attention to places on land, such as the

14

Susan Schlee, The Edge of an Unfamiliar World: A History of Oceanography (New York:
Dutton, 1973), pp. 107-128.
15
Schlee, p. 106.
16
Margaret Deacon, Scientists and the Sea 1650-1900: A Study of Marine Science
(Aldershot, Hampshire, UK: Ashgate, 1997), pp. 333-406.
17
Deacon, Scientists and the Sea 1650-1900, p. 369.
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Challenger Office in Edinburgh, as critical to the scientific project of
constructing knowledge of the ocean.18
Delving into national archives and museum collections, historians
gathered empirical evidence that further disturbed the narrative of the
Challenger as a ‘purely scientific’ voyage. One of the trailblazers of the
history of oceanography, Harold Burstyn, argued that oceanography
developed as a commercially driven science. In a 1975 essay, Burstyn
illustrated how Murray reaped a fortune from his discovery of phosphate
deposits on Christmas Island, an island that he visited while a naturalist on the
Challenger.19 The expedition’s work clearly had commercial worth. Further
demonstrating the monetary and social value of ocean science, P. F.
Lingwood found that the Challenger naturalists gave specimens away as
gifts during the voyage, and ‘Challenger’ specimens also appeared on the
open market.20
Significant work has been accomplished with the study of Challenger
materials held in museum collections. In 1982, a central figure in the history of
oceanography, Anita McConnell, worked with the Science Museum to
document the development of nineteenth-century oceanographic
instruments including sounders, temperature gauges, and dredges.21
McConnell’s study added considerably to the material history of
oceanography, but many questions remain on how sounding was practised
on Challenger.22
In another collections-based study, Eileen Brunton catalogued the
large assortment of Challenger photographs held at the National Maritime
Museum, Natural History Museum, and other collections. Her published work,
The Challenger Expedition, 1872-1876: A Visual Index (1994), included
descriptions of over eight hundred unique images produced during the
18

Ibid., pp. 366-408.
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voyage.23 Despite Brunton’s extensive research, a lack of historical
documentation meant that crucial questions about how or why the
photographs were taken remained unanswered.24
Polar historian Rosamunde Codling added another consideration to
how images of the ocean were constructed and regarded during the
voyage. Her work explored the first photographic images of icebergs, a
series of six photographs produced by the Challenger Expedition in the
Antarctic in 1874.25 In addition to photographs, the crew recorded their
encounters with polar ice through drawings, journal entries, and official
reports. Codling found the views from the ship reflected prevailing British
attitudes of the Arctic; after the disappearance of the Franklin expedition in
1845, images of polar ice were equated with mystery, danger, and beauty.26
Together with Brunton’s work, Codling brought attention to photography as
an important, but little understood part of the voyage.
The centenary of the publication of the final volumes of the
Challenger Report prompted new studies and perspectives. As part of the
anniversary celebrations, ‘The Challenger Legacy’ symposium was held
during the opening of the Southampton Oceanography Centre in 1995. The
resulting papers were compiled in the edited volume Understanding the
Oceans: A Century of Ocean Exploration (2001).27 Reflecting a changing
approach to the history of oceanography, many chapters dealt with
technological improvements since the 1950s that had transformed the
principle fields of ocean research. Other chapters were concerned with
infrastructures that were built in the twentieth century that were ‘capable of
sustaining the degree of scientific activity necessary to observe natural
phenomena on an oceanic or even a global scale’.28 With the opening of
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the Southampton Oceanography Centre, the book reflected on the
importance of research stations on land for continuing long-term studies of
the ocean. This approach advanced the question, what historical
infrastructures did the Challenger Expedition rely upon to conduct a global
study of the ocean in the late nineteenth century?
The historiography of the voyage took another leap forward in 2005.
Helen Rozwadowski questioned the cultural context of nineteenth-century
ocean science in her important work, Fathoming the Ocean: The Discovery
and Exploration of the Deep Sea.29 In a related paper, she brought to the
foreground the importance of social cohesion on ships at sea, and how
potential conflicts between scientific and maritime cultures had to be
mitigated for oceanographic voyages to be successful.30 Like Deacon,
Rozwadowski’s work again placed the Challenger within the rich context of
nineteenth-century ocean science, and brought attention to contemporary
expeditions sponsored by the United States and other nations. As part of the
international effort to study the deep ocean in the late nineteenth century,
the Challenger expedition was ‘novel only in its huge scale’.31 This raised the
problem, how was the large scale of the Challenger Expedition made
possible?
Returning to themes first suggested by Burstyn and Deacon, historians
next considered oceanography within the context of post-colonial science
and technology studies. In the textbook, Exploration and Science: Impact
and Interaction, authors Michael Reidy, Gary Kroll, and Erik Conway argued
that voyages such as the U.S. Exploring Expedition (1838-1842) and the
Challenger operated as imperial projects. Collecting and assembling
knowledge of the ocean in large, expensive publications was not a only a
scientific exercise; the Challenger Report served as ‘an imperial archive, a
compendium of natural knowledge that symbolised, demonstrated, and
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stood in proxy for actual imperial power and control’.32 Knowledge of the
ocean was a powerful symbol of power, but the results of the scientific
project also enabled the movement of navies, people, information, and
goods.
Extending this claim, Reidy and Rozwadowski published a lead article
in the June 2014 issue of Isis that argued that the practice of science must be
understood not only from imperial centres and colonial positions on land, but
also from the perspective of the ocean.33 Through the study of the ocean,
scientists developed new ways of visualising knowledge about nature. For
example, one of the most influential naturalists and philosophers of the early
nineteenth century, Alexander von Humbolt (1767-1835), developed his
graphical representation of natural knowledge during his time working on
the Pizarro in 1799. Influenced by his time at sea, he imagined and
represented the ocean as an isomap, a technique he would later apply to
land.34 Reidy and Rozwadowski thus encouraged historians to consider the
ocean as a place where key scientific ideas were developed.
Offering a broad theoretical structure, these more recent studies
changed how historians approached the history of oceanography. Above
all, ocean science was no longer considered a politically neutral enterprise.
Subsequent studies re-evaluated the development of oceanography within
the history of empire, with a focus on how knowledge was produced,
represented, and circulated.
As part of this effort, Stephanie Hood found that photography on the
Challenger Expedition was not used as scientific evidence, as was previously
assumed, but offered a flexible strategy that served many purposes.35
Photographs of ‘exotic’ places and peoples were also duplicated, sold,
exhibited, and displayed in personal albums.36 Hood gave evidence for the
many ways photographic images travelled after the voyage, but her work
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prompted difficult questions: How can the collection of more than eight
hundred Challenger photographic images, most of them taken on land, be
understood as a whole? If not for ocean science, how and why was
photography supported during the expedition?
Historians continued to investigate material aspects of the expedition
in limited but detailed studies. The most recent work has interrogated how
the vessel provided a space for science at sea. In a paper published in The
Journal of the History of Biology in 2014, Anthony Adler closely investigated
the modifications made to the interior of the ship before the voyage. He
argued that the unique design of HMS Challenger ushered in an era of the
‘ship as laboratory’.37 The addition of scientific laboratories changed how
scientific and naval crews interacted, Adler argued, and was thus crucial to
the expedition’s success. Ship space was dedicated to the transport of
specimens, scientists, and scientific work. These shipboard spaces
‘established a place for scientists at sea and gave scientific legitimacy to the
new science of oceanography’.38 More needs to be known, however, about
how the ship operated in its entirety. The Challenger was a sail and steam
corvette, a significant feature for the science of the expedition. But the
literature has not discussed how the naval vessel was deployed or the
infrastructure necessary to support the voyage around the world.
In another spatial study, Anne-Flore Laloë adapted Richard
Sorrenson’s concept of eighteenth-century expedition vessels as scientific
instruments.39 She argued that nineteenth-century vessels such as the
Challenger gathered information as a complex ‘instrument’ mediating
between observers and the natural world. But the ship was also an active
space of scientific deliberation, testing, and debate.40 In a new finding,
Laloë demonstrated that the Challenger scientists remained active in
London scientific societies through technologies such as the telegraphic
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cable network. The idea of Bathybius, a material some believed was
primordial ooze, had travelled through many scientific spaces, Laloë argued,
but ‘the place of its death can be pinpointed to Buchanan’s laboratory,
somewhere in the East China Sea’ where he discovered the ooze was not
alive, but a precipitate formed in reaction to preserving fluid. ‘From there,
the creature’s death was relayed to London and presented to the Royal
Society in 1876’.41 Although her essay was more concerned with ship-space,
Laloë’s work brings attention to an aspect of the expedition largely
overlooked by historians: How was the practise of science at sea shaped by
the resources and technologies available on land?
The historiography of the Challenger has thus become richer over the
last fifty years, but leaves many questions unanswered. Deacon argued that
the expedition was unique for its large scale, but what resources,
technologies, and practices made this scale possible? What was required for
a steam-assisted sailing ship to travel around the world in the 1870s? The
extent of the natural history collection the voyage collected and returned to
Edinburgh is often cited in the literature, but how were natural history
specimens gathered and preserved, and then distributed to experts for
study? Deep-sea sounding was a crucial aspect of the oceanographic work
of the expedition, but how and where was this work actually carried out?
Why do the Challenger photographs look the way they do? Finally, the
science of the Challenger Report has been studied in detail, but how was
the extensive publication designed, edited, and manufactured? These are
the primary questions that are explored and answered in the thesis.
Considering the relationship between mobility and the production of
knowledge, the thesis significantly adds to the historiography of the voyage.
Several elements and themes that have been previously referenced to only
individually are considered together here. In this broad approach, the thesis
better reveals the complex infrastructure required to undertake a global
scientific exploration of the ocean in the late nineteenth century.
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Circulation of Knowledge
The history of travel and movement is not a new theme for the history of
science, but there is room to develop it further. Since the 1980s, historians of
science have considered the significance of travel to the dissemination of
ideas, practices, and instruments. In Leviathan and the Air-Pump: Hobbes,
Boyle, and the Experimental Life (1985), Steven Shapin and Simon Schaffer
tracked the movements of an air-pump designed by Robert Boyle (16271691), one of the pioneers of modern chemistry, as it was taken around
Europe and replicated.42 While the successful dissemination of the instrument
was shown to be necessary for the replication of Boyle’s results, Shapin and
Schaffer gave little attention to the actual process of movement, such as
how Boyle was able to travel frequently between London and Oxford to
build and maintain his machines.
On the other hand, Science in Action (1987) by Bruno Latour
prompted much debate on how travel is essential to the construction of
scientific knowledge.43 In the book, Latour described his concept of ‘cycles
of accumulation’.44 In this model, information, data, specimens, and other
materials were mobilized from distant locales to ‘centres of calculation’,
places where information was gathered, processed and synthesized.45 Latour
illustrated these concepts through the operations of the French vessel
L’Astrolabe captained by Lapérouse under the orders of King Louis XVI. In
1787, Lapérouse visited an island largely unknown to European map-makers
located in the Pacific. The crew observed, collected, and studied as much
as they could during their visit but Lapérouse did not stay long; he was more
interested ‘in bringing this place back first to their ship, and second to
Versailles’.46 In this model, Versailles operated as a centre of calculation
where information was accumulated through the efforts of multiple voyages,
or cycles of accumulation.
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Through repeated voyages, Latour argued, an asymmetry of power
slowly developed between European visitors and Pacific island residents.
Lapérouse did not survive his return voyage to France, but the information
that he forwarded to Versailles gave an advantage to subsequent European
visitors to the island. Over time, the ‘local’ islanders began to know less of the
place where they lived than the ‘moving’ geographer who was armed with
charts and observations produced through several cycles of accumulation.47
Latour described this process of ‘going away’ to a distant place, ‘crossing
other people’s paths’ from which knowledge is extracted and ‘coming
back’ to the centre of calculation.48 With Science in Action, circulation
came to the foreground as a crucial part of the process of science.
However, as James Secord wrote, Latour’s model can be taken to lack
historical context.49 The different ways travel occurred and how knowledge
was further shaped during transit was not accounted for.
Circulation and the production of natural knowledge were clearly
intertwined, yet authors debated how to theorize the dynamic between the
two. In 1995, Shapin succinctly defined one of the central problems of the
sociology of scientific knowledge: ‘If, as empirical research surely establishes,
science is a local product, how does it travel with what seems to be unique
efficiency?’50 Latour suggested, ‘we have to keep in view all of the
conditions that allow a cycle of accumulation to take place’ such as how
voyages were equipped and how specimens and materials were acquired,
preserved and mobilized.51 In his 1998 essay ‘Long-Distance Corporations, Big
Sciences, and the Geography of Knowledge’ Steven Harris further pressed
the problem of mobility to the movements of all aspects of science, from the
mundane to the extraordinary.52 As he stated in response to Leviathan and
the Air-Pump, ‘The problem of travel’ involves more than the movements of
skilled practitioners from London to Paris, but also the earlier ‘stages of
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scientific practice that involve the collecting, transporting, and collating of
all the things that go into the making of scientific knowledge’.53 Harris’s
approach revealed the great number of materials, actors and practices
required in order for a scientific expedition to successfully operate. Without
these ‘dynamics of travel’ science would not be possible.54
These new interests in circulation were accompanied by an increasing
focus on the material aspects of exploration. In his essay ‘Knowledge in
Transit’, James Secord argued evidence of the past consists of material
things; through ‘tracing the patterns of circulation’ of these objects, historians
could ‘create a history that goes beyond particular instances’.55 Applying
this approach to the travel of the materials of science could connect diverse
practices, places, and people and could span long periods of time and
different countries. The movement of materials and ideas in the distribution of
knowledge took on increased importance. However, Secord’s emphasis on
science as communication gave precedence to materials such as
laboratory notebooks, diaries, scientific journals, and books and how these
objects were received and read by different audiences. Unlike Harris, the
movement of everyday objects was of less concern to him.
Historians went on to consider how different historical geographies
shaped how science travelled. David Livingstone’s book, Putting Science in
Its Place (2003) presented an excellent summary of the work that had been
done by historians at that time.56 In a collection of empirical case studies,
Livingstone argued that science was conditioned by the place in which it
was made: ‘At every scale, knowledge, space, and power are tightly
interwoven’ and ‘place is essential to the generation of knowledge’.57
Regarding historiographical method, however, Livingstone was vague. There
was no single formula to interpret the spaces of science, as particular spaces
left their mark on science in unique ways. The geography of science was
further problematic, as science operated at a range of scales from the local
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to the global.58 Livingstone’s theoretical concepts based on the analysis of
place helped to ground the development of abstract scientific ideas to
particular localities, but did not as adequately describe the complexity of
how things, objects and people moved.
Following this, scholars influenced by the spatial turn began to
conceptualise European voyages of exploration in new ways. In a case
study of a late seventeenth-century French expedition published as a paper
in 2010, Nicolas Dew illustrated many of the problems the French Academy
of Sciences had to overcome in order to undertake a long-range expedition
to Gorée and the Antilles.59 Firstly, the Académie had to rely on other
organisations for transport. Secondly, things did not always go as planned.
Rather, Dew argued, ‘the process of travel itself caused problems for
instruments and observers alike’.60 Taking this view, the investigation of how
long-range expeditions solved problems of travel gave a better
understanding of how the organisation of science changed over time.
Similarly, solutions to travel revealed who had power in society to mobilise
such a complex and wide-ranging undertaking.
Bringing a post-colonial perspective to issues of power, mobility and
scientific knowledge, Kapil Raj further questioned how knowledge of the
natural world was produced and travelled through voyages of exploration.
Rejecting Latour’s notions of centre and periphery, Raj contended in
Relocating Modern Science (2007) that knowledge is made through the
intersections of varied people and perspectives.61 Examining geographical
surveying and map-making practices in India and Great Britain in the late
eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, Raj illustrated that ‘how British
and Indian practitioners and skills met around specific projects’ and ‘the
modern map and its uses co-emerged through the process of colonial
encounter’.62 Knowledge was produced when European geographers,
military officers, and naturalists engaged with Asian mapmakers, scholars,
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and others who taught and helped them along the way.63 The resulting
knowledge was a hybrid of both cultures and co-produced when
heterogeneous communities of people and things met.
In the model of hybrid knowledge, the production of knowledge
occurred at many points besides the imperial metropolis, the colonial
outpost, or designated scientific spaces. In his 2013 essay ‘Beyond
Postcolonialism … and Postpositivism’, Raj elaborated on his ideas and
attended to the making of science not in ‘confined spaces, such as
laboratories, cabinets of curiosity, libraries and the like’. Instead, he focused
on the ‘movement of scientific skills, practices, materials, and ideas and their
encounter’.64 Paying particular attention to the movement of science, Raj
understood circulation as ‘the processes of encounter, power and
resistance, negotiation, and reconfiguration that occur in cross-cultural
interaction’.65 In other words, circulation was a transformative process of
making knowledge on the move.
Added to the concept of hybrid knowledge, Raj’s essay on the origins
of ‘big science’ is less discussed but offers a thought-provoking approach to
how scientific expeditions are organised. In a consideration of eighteenthcentury voyages of exploration, Raj argued that the scientific and
technological system of voyaging included ships and also ‘shipbuilding,
repair, docking facilities, navigation, hydrography and surveying, along with
natural history, anthropology and the other domains to which they more or
less richly contributed’.66 As with Harris’s concern for the movements of
things, Raj’s concept of voyages as a scientific and technological system
brings to light the often hidden labours and resources required to undertake
scientific voyages and highlights the global political and economic
connections that allowed the system of voyaging to operate.
In a study that brought together many of the above themes,
Lawrence Dritsas traced the movement of specimens from the Zambesi
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Expedition, launched by the Royal Geographical Society of Britain to explore
southeast Africa from 1858 to 1864.67 In describing the historical context of
the journey of six freshwater shells from where they were collected on Lake
Nyassa to Kew Gardens in London, Dritsas argued that many forms of travel
were required to transform the mussels into forms of regimented knowledge.
In turn, the movement of specimens linked the diverse spaces of ‘the field
and museum, the collector and analyst’.68 This approach brought out
problems of mobility, such as the vessel HMS Pioneer running aground in
November 1861, and how mussels were made to move using small tin boxes,
canoes, and naval correspondence networks.69 These aspects of travel were
then connected to the processes of analysis at the British Museum where the
specimens were named. As Dritsas wrote, ‘By tracing the trajectory of the
shells, a number of other journeys besides that of the expedition itself have
become important’ and the historical geography of the voyage was greatly
expanded.70
This type of historiographical approach that attends to the making of
knowledge as a series of interconnected networks, materials, practices, and
heterogeneous movements could be applied to the intersection of maritime
history and the history of science. In a paper delivered at the 2018 meeting
of the European Society for the History of Science, Jordan Goodman
brought attention to the movement of ships as part of the knowledgemaking process. To keep plants alive during long sea voyages from around
the world to London in the early nineteenth century, ship space had to be
renegotiated and special provisions made. Knowledge of the plants was not
only made at the point of collection and at Kew Gardens, but also during
the voyage at sea. Through travel, the production of knowledge of the
plants ‘continued until the plants reached their final destination and
beyond’.71 What could be known of the plants also depended on their own
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ability to survive, Jordan added, a point that includes nature as an active
force in the making of scientific knowledge.
Since Leviathian and the Air-pump, historians of science and historical
geographers have done much to theorise how science moves; empirical
studies have elucidated spaces of science and how these places and
materials shaped the science being produced. Raj has offered a
historiographical approach that brings to the foreground how knowledge is
made through movement. Added to this, theoretical approaches from
mobilities studies could offer historians new ways of thinking about how
movement—and knowledge—was socially, politically, and materially
constructed.

‘Mobilities of Science’
Concepts developed within mobilities studies are well suited to the study of
how science travels. Advancing the work of the spatial turn, mobilities
research questions how the world is constructed through pathways of
movement. Mobility is a fundamental concept, but like the terms ‘space’,
‘nature’, or ‘society’ its meaning is contested within different academic fields
and areas of research.72 In geography, mobility is fundamentally ‘a
displacement of something across, over, and through space’ including the
movement of ideas, information, and feelings.73 Within this broad area of
research, Tim Cresswell, one of the early proponents of mobility theory,
argued that mobility has an advantage in that it connects ‘different scales
of moving’ from the scale of the body to the flows of global trade.74 Mobility
theory has the potential to link academic disciplines, and bring spatial
theories of geography together with sociology, anthropology, media studies,
phenomenology, and others to think about what Mimi Sheller and John Urry
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have described as ‘the combined movements of people, objects. and
information in all their complex relational dynamics’.75
In his book, On the Move (2006), Cresswell argued that mobility is a
form of ‘socially produced motion’.76 To explain this foundational concept,
Cresswell described mobility as comprised of three interwoven components:
physical movement through space from one point to another;
representations of mobility that convey value and meaning; and the way
mobility is experienced and practised by individuals.77 Movement can then
be theorised as a combination and interaction of its physical,
representational, and embodied aspects. Through this approach, the
concept of mobility can add layers of meaning to previous studies of
movement. Cresswell has described this process of making meanings on the
move as ‘a dynamic equivalent of place’.78
As discussed, historians of science have debated how to theorise the
relationship between power, movement, and the production of knowledge.
Concepts from mobilities studies could provide another perspective to this
dynamic. The ‘politics of mobility’ can be said to have begun as Doreen
Massey’s critical response to discussions of time-space compression. In a
1993 essay Massey brought attention to how individuals and groups in
society experienced differential abilities to control, access, and direct
movement. She argued, ‘some are more in charge of it than others; some
initiate flows and movement, others don’t; some are more on the receiving
end of it than others; some are effectively imprisoned by it’.79
Mobility can therefore be regarded as a resource that is not equally
shared in society. Cresswell defined the ‘politics of mobility’ as the study of
how mobile and immobile subjects are engaged with ‘wider social themes
of power, exclusion, resistance and emancipation’.80 By taking notice of how
75
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people and things move, mobility scholars have reflected on structures and
hierarchies of power ranging in scales from the local to the global. Studies
have examined how mobility can be associated with freedom and
resistance or criminality and exclusion.81
Mobilities scholarship suggests entry points to further examine how
science is closely related to the production and distribution of power. The
essay ‘Towards a Politics of Mobility’ can be useful for theorising how people
and the materials of science move. Cresswell suggested mobility could be
analysed through constituent parts including: motive force (why does a
person or thing move?), velocity (how fast does a person or thing move?),
and route (what route does it take?).82 All of these aspects offer fruitful
avenues for better understanding how science travels in particular times and
places and how that movement is related to power in society.
These elements are particularly appropriate to scientific voyages and
the mobility of science. First, the problem of motive force is that an object
must have a form of power, influence, or strength applied to it before it can
move.83 Considering motive force means paying attention to the material
resources and energy necessary for movement. But through this term,
Cresswell also highlighted the social and political significance of mobility.
There is a crucial distinction between an individual being compelled to
move and choosing to move. (For instance, tourists and refugees are moved
by very different cultural and political forces to travel.) A consideration of
motive force, therefore, could bring out the different forms of power required
in order for voyages of exploration to move. Material resources, labour,
political power, government funds, and public opinion could all be
considered elements of motive force.
Second, routes of mobility are of a particular concern to the study of
scientific expeditions. As Cresswell argued, mobility ‘does not happen evenly
over a continuous space like spilt water flowing over a tabletop’.84 Rather,
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mobility is channeled through particular pathways or routes. Using this
concept, scholars have shown how infrastructures of mobility in the modern
metropolis were shaped by power. Urban infrastructures that support
movement such as subway lines, roads, and internet cables are routed
through certain (wealthy) areas of cities while other (less valued) areas are
effectively disconnected.85 Closely examining the route of scientific materials
thus offers exciting new avenues to explore the dynamic between scientific
expeditions, knowledge, and power in the nineteenth-century.
Objects themselves are an important part of the heterogeneity of
mobility and the production of power. John Urry has claimed it is necessary
to recognise the agency and role of material objects in the enabling or
blockage of movement, and how materials themselves ‘can resist or afford
movement with other entities’.86 In other words, materials assist or hinder the
movement of other objects, ideas, and people. This way of thinking opens a
creative door to tracing the history of objects associated with voyages of
exploration. The properties of objects, such as sounders or specimens, help to
determine how knowledge travels and how knowledge of the ocean is
made.
Following the ‘politics of mobility’, an important theme of mobilities
research is how movement depends on material spaces that are solid, static
and relatively immobile. Mobilities studies uses the concept of (im)mobilities
to refer to the changing and dynamic relationships between people and
things ‘on the move’ and others that are relatively fixed. 87 While transport
geography has long considered the significance of train stations, airports,
and car parks to making mobility possible, Peter Adey theorised how
movement and staying-in-place are related to power in society.88 Adey
further explained in his 2010 book Mobility that ‘mobilities and immobilities
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compose different positions from which we make sense of the world’;
mobility is a social and material activity often dependent on others.89
Immobilities have also been thought of as moorings, places were
movement pauses or rests.90 In the first issue of the journal Mobilities,
published in 2006, Sheller, Urry and Kevin Hannam described moorings as
critical places where networks and material flows overlap. Moorings structure
the physical placing of people and things, and can involve ‘those immobile
infrastructures that organize the intermittent flow of people, information and
images, as well as the borders or ‘gates’ that limit, channel and regulate
movement’.91 For instance, airports are carefully designed to support and
direct the movement of baggage, passengers, taxis, and airplanes while
prohibiting the movement of contraband, wanted criminals and those
without proper authorisation. Cresswell and Merriman have described
moorings as ‘spaces that have their own grammar which can direct or limit
mobility’ and are ‘active agents in the production of mobilities’.92
The concept of moorings is particularly apt in the study of voyages of
exploration. In the maritime world, a ‘mooring’ refers to any permanent
structure to which a vessel may be secured, whether it is a point on a wharf
or pier, or an anchor dropped at sea. In 2014, a special issue of Mobilities
explored the (im)mobilities of ships. The collection of articles brought
attention to questions of how ships move and the many human and nonhuman factors that come together to hinder, facilitate, delay or speed
movement, and the implications of these movements for the people and
things ships carry.93 For instance, mobilities scholar Anyaa Anim-Addo
showed how steamships enabled more rapid communication between
London and the West Indies in the mid-nineteenth century, but that the
mobility of ships relied upon coaling stations and a ‘slave-like mode of labor’
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to operate.94 As will be seen below, the Challenger similarly relied on
specialised resources located in a variety of moorings.
Although ocean-going vessels are now less visible in our collective
imagination, ships are vital to moving things around the world and the
functioning of global capitalism.95 Ships were crucial to the movement of
things and people in the nineteenth century, but historians have not often
looked at the local effects of these global flows. Anim-Addo showed how
the arrival and departure of the Royal Mail Steam Packet Company
steamships from St Croix in the 1840s had consequences for imperial
communications but also ‘mattered to island lives’.96 The thesis examines the
mobility of the Challenger around the world but also brings out how this was
shaped by local environments and communities. Many other vessels besides
the Challenger also played a crucial role in the scientific project and the
production of knowledge of the ocean.
Social relationships also have a great bearing on how people and
objects move in the world.97 Adey argued that, ‘mobilities are a way of
relating’ and ‘one kind of mobility seems to always involve another mobility.
Mobility is never one but necessarily plural.’98 This central idea developed
from the work of John Law, who argued that while the ability of science to
travel depended on what Bruno Latour called ‘immutable mobiles’, the
movement of materials also depended on social relationships.99 For instance,
in the zoological study of the deep sea what could be known depended on
what specimens the expedition could collect, transport, and preserve. This
work depended on the social arrangements on the ship, at the Challenger
Office and at the many places where Challenger specimens were studied.
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Adding another perspective to the historical geographies of science,
Cresswell argued that an interrogation of mobilities connects movements
across a range of scales, from the body to global trade.100 One way to
investigate this theme is to consider how mobility is practised. Cresswell and
Merriman reasoned: ‘Mobile, embodied practises are central to how we
experience the world, from practices of writing and sensing, to walking and
driving.’101 Mobile practices are associated with different materials,
technologies and scales of movement, as well as the experiences of
individuals. For instance, walking in London is not a general experience.
Walking in the city involves a personal knowledge and sense of place,
identities in relationship to others (such as parents or professionals), and an
interaction with elements of the built environment such as pedestrian
crossings.102 A consideration of movement as an embodied mobile practice
is thus useful when thinking about how expeditionary photography was
carried out on the Challenger. This approach prompts questions as to what
apparatus, technologies, personal knowledge, and training shaped how the
ocean was made visible through photographs.
The final theme of interest here is how different mobilities connect and
relate to each other. Rejecting an approach that limits experience inside
places or containers that social scientists typically call ‘space,’
anthropologist Tim Ingold argued that society is created through mobility
when paths of movement converge and intertwine.103 For instance, the
mobilities of ships can be ‘seen as part of a wider global fabric or meshwork
of movement; of ties and knots forging places, times and experiences’.104 As
Dritsas has shown, the many varied spaces of exploration and science are
linked through movement. Extending this idea to several different aspects of
a late nineteenth-century expedition—including the construction of
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knowledge during the voyage at sea and also at many different sites on
land—the thesis demonstrates how the mobilities of instruments, specimens,
data, people, photographs, and publications are interwoven through the
Challenger Expedition to make the ocean visible.
To better understand how the scientific project was organised, the
range of movements involved can be thought of as a mobile-system. John
Urry argued that mobile-systems make movement possible; they create
spaces and methods through which things and people can repeatedly and
predictably travel.105 In this way, the mobility of ships, instruments and people
can be investigated as part of the much larger scientific and technological
system of voyages of exploration that Raj described.
This section has shown how mobilities scholars have done much to
theorise how society, culture, and the material world is constructed through
movement. The politics of mobility has interrogated how movement is
related to power in society through concepts such as routes, velocity and
motive force. Confronting the tension between bounded spaces and
circulation, mobilities studies has developed the concept of moorings to
reveal the dynamic relationship between objects and people that move
and those that remain still. Mobilities studies also offers a framework for
thinking about how movement occurs on the scale of the individual as
embodied mobile practises, but mobility also relies on social connections
and is therefore usually involved with other movements and actors. A
meshwork or a convergence of mobilities expands on the concept of
‘place’ and connects many different scales and spaces through movement.
Lastly, mobile-systems help to explain how large, global endeavours such as
voyages of exploration were organised.
Mobilities scholars, however, have taken little interest in applying these
concepts to epistemology. At the same time, historians of science have
typically been interested in considering mobility as it relates to the
production of knowledge, but do not exhibit the sensitivity of movement
seen in mobilities studies. This thesis thus presents a combined approach, a
‘mobilities of science’, that draws from both the rich theorisation of mobilities
as a form of meaningful motion and from critical approaches to science.
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To apply a mobilities approach to the Challenger Expedition, the
thesis follows the travels of six objects, each of which is described below in
the chapter summaries. These objects were selected as they represent some
of the major themes that came together to define oceanography at the
end of the nineteenth century including the study of deep-sea zoology,
submarine geology, and the depth and structure of the great ocean basins.
The six objects also represent a wide variety of methods and technologies
through which the oceans were made visible, from the travel of the ship at
sea to the process of scientific publishing. Together, the six objects present a
broad spectrum of the scientific and technological system of voyaging and
offer different aspects to how knowledge was made through travel.

Thesis Organisation
Each chapter reveals a different story of mobility connected to the
Challenger Expedition. Together, the chapters bring attention to the
historical context of travel in the period 1872 to 1895, and how travel shaped
and defined ocean science. Closely investigating the mobility of six objects,
the thesis demonstrates how knowledge of the ocean was made in many
places before, during, and after the voyage at sea. The thesis thus argues
many systems of mobility—including the travels of the ship, instruments,
scientists, specimens, and photographs—contributed to making the oceans
visible. The results of the Challenger Expedition were made possible not only
by the voyage at sea, but also by nineteenth-century transformations in how
people and things moved. The resources of the British Empire further
supported and channelled the mobility of the Challenger and its materials
through global flows of trade that connected London to its formal and
informal colonies. Understanding the particular context of travel reveals how
the Challenger was able to operate on a larger scale than previous
expeditions, a result that contributed to the development of oceanography
as a global science.
Chapter One recovers of history of HMS Challenger, the Royal Navy
warship in which the expedition travelled and the motive forces used to
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mobilise the expedition around the world.106 Oceanography emerged as a
global study of the ocean in the late 1870s partly because the Challenger
was able to collect information and specimens throughout the Atlantic,
Pacific, and Southern oceans. The chapter thus establishes the background
of the voyage by examining how the ship was made available and
prepared for the expedition, and better places the oceanographic
expedition within the global history of the Royal Navy and steamship travel.
Chapter Two further examines how motive forces shaped the
construction of knowledge of the ocean through the mobility of an
oceanographic instrument, the Baillie depth sounder. 107 Combined with the
efforts of other nineteenth-century voyages, sounding on the Challenger
made visible the great depths, broad plains, and mountain ranges of the
global ocean. However, how exactly sounding was carried out on the
expedition was unclear in the existing literature. A focus on the movements
of the Baillie sounder reveals how mobility was often channelled along
routes, pathways of movement that served particular interests and power
structures.108 The sounder made visible the contours of the great ocean
basins but was also directed by the resources of the Hydrographic Office
and the desire to expand the submarine telegraphic cable network.
Chapter Three follows the travels of an Antarctic mussel, Cardita
astartoides, from where it was collected near Kerguelen Island to the
Challenger Office in Edinburgh.109 One of the defining achievements of the
expedition was its immense collection of natural history materials, the largest
single collection that had so far been procured from the deep sea.110
However, how this feat was accomplished is not clear in the existing
literature. Adding a new perspective to the historiography, the chapter
examines how C. astartoides travelled in terms of velocity, how fast or slow a
person or thing moves, and the moorings or places that supported and
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directed the movement of Challenger specimens from remote ocean
stations to the metropolis.
Chapter Four addresses how the Challenger collection of deep-sea
animals offered new opportunities for ocean research but also posed
problems of analysis through a close study of the travels of a sea urchin,
Salenocidaris varispina.111 The distribution of Challenger specimens to
taxonomic specialists working in several countries was critical to the
production of the expedition’s scientific results. Yet historians have given little
attention to how specimens travelled or the places where they were studied.
To better understand this process, the chapter explores how knowledge was
produced through the involved mobilities of S. varispina and Alexander
Agassiz, the American naturalist who identified the Challenger collection of
sea urchins.
Chapter Five explores how the ocean was made visible in
photographic images by tracing the construction of three photographic
albums belonging to John Hynes, Assistant Paymaster on the Challenger.112
The expedition was the first global scientific voyage to embrace
photography in an official capacity. Yet the resulting photographic
collection and their relationship to ocean science is not well understood. The
chapter offers another interpretation by exploring expedition photography
on the Challenger as a mobile practice.113 The chapter thus closely examines
the materials and technologies associated with photography such as
developing chemicals, traveling dark rooms, and the trained ‘eye’ of the
three photographers who accompanied the voyage.
Chapter Six interrogates the publication of the Report on Deep-Sea
Deposits by John Murray and Belgian geologist Alphonse Renard, in
particular how scientific illustrations made the ocean visible in print.114 The
Report on Deep-Sea Deposits includes the first published chart of the global
distribution of ocean sediments, and vivid illustrations of deep-sea deposits
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that transformed the study the sea floor. The scientific work of analysis and
discovery was entangled with other systems of illustration, typesetting, and
printing yet little is known of how this process actually operated. To better
understand what Thomson called the ‘machinery’ of publication, the
chapter considers the mobile system he and later John Murray developed to
publish the expedition’s scientific results.
The Conclusion brings these diverse stories of mobility together to
consider how the exploration of the deep ocean operated within larger
systems of mobility developed during the nineteenth century and how this
contributed to the development of oceanography as a global science. The
thesis concludes by suggesting avenues for further research.
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1. Motive Forces: HMS Challenger

The progress of nineteenth-century oceanography depended on steam
power and mechanical aids, wrote John Murray, one of the naturalists on
the Challenger, ‘but also on the whole arrangement of the ship itself’.1 The
development of oceanographic vessels was vital to conducting research at
sea. Yet historians have given little consideration to the larger systems such
as dockyards, coaling stations, and naval bases on which research vessels
relied upon to operate. Consequently, this chapter recovers the history of the
warship HMS Challenger, illustrated by an unknown artist in Figure 1.2
The way the Challenger was built and travelled is important because,
as a material system, the ship shaped the scope of the scientific study—
specimens, depth measurements, temperature, and other data were
collected at ocean stations from a diverse geographical range that
included the major ocean basins of the world (Figure 2). National expeditions
contemporaneous with the Challenger did not operate on such a large
scale. The American steamer the USS Tuscarora surveyed the Pacific
between California and Japan in 1873 and 1874. The German Gazelle
Expedition also circumnavigated the Earth but for a shorter period of time,
from 1875 to 1876.3 How did the Challenger make the journey and conduct
ocean science for three and a half years? The Royal Navy fully supported
the expedition, but the literature has not addressed what exactly this
entailed or how this impacted the scientific project.
A consideration of the ‘politics of mobility’ brings to the foreground
the dynamics between movement, the resources of the British Empire, and
1
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ocean science in the late nineteenth century.4 In this approach, the
production of knowledge is considered through the movement of the ship
and the interconnected networks, materials, practices, and heterogeneous
movements this entailed.5 Rather than thinking about the interior of the ship
as scientific ‘space’, a term that implies a container or bounded space, this
chapter explores the Challenger as a nexus point where paths of movement
converged and intertwined.
The chapter further focuses the question of how mobility is connected
to power through a study of motive force. Tim Cresswell described motive
force as the forms of power, influence, or strength that must be applied to
an object before it can move.6 Motive force involves the material resources
and energy necessary for movement but also encompasses the different
cultural and political forces necessary for travel. Considering the travels of
the Challenger from its construction in 1858 at Woolwich Dockyard to the
return of the circumnavigation in 1876, the chapter argues that the
oceanographic expedition was made possible by the infrastructure and
resources of Britain’s imperial navy. In the 1870s, the British Empire projected
naval power around the globe through an expansive network of Royal Navy
warships, dockyards, naval bases, and coaling stations.7 The Challenger was
built, travelled, and conducted ocean science as part of this mobile naval
force.
The chapter begins with an overview of the political and social motive
forces that launched the expedition and how the Circumnavigation
Expedition came about through the collaborative efforts of the Royal Society
and the Admiralty. The motive forces and material resources of the Royal
Navy are then considered, and the chapter examines the selection of the
Challenger for the expedition and how the ship was prepared for the
voyage. The final section brings to light how the voyage of the Challenger
was made possible by the work of sailors and steam power and was
4
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maintained by British coaling stations and Royal Navy bases. The chapter
concludes with a consideration of how the development of oceanography
in the late nineteenth century was shaped by British imperial naval power.

FIGURE 2. ROUTE OF HMS CHALLENGER
Source: W. J. J. Spry, Cruise of Her Majesty’s Ship “Challenger”, Preface;
Credit: Biodiversity Heritage Library

Building Momentum for Deep-Sea Research, 1839-1871
To understand the origins of the Challenger it is useful to consider previous
efforts to survey the ocean depths. In the early decades of the nineteenth
century, it was extremely difficult to mobilise materials from the bottom of the
deep ocean to the surface to be collected and examined. Technologies,
instruments, and techniques had to be developed to overcome the
challenges of exploring the ocean depths beyond the relatively shallow
waters near shore. To do this required the entangled mobilities and
motivations of scientific, naval, and commercial interests concerning the
deep sea.
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Knowledge of the ocean was integral to Britain’s maritime trade
network and imperial expansion.8 As part of the effort to define ocean space
for the safety of shipping, the British Admiralty contributed to the
development of science at sea in a number of ways.9 The Hydrographic
Office, established in 1795 to collect information for the purpose of making
charts, coordinated much of the Admiralty’s work with the British scientific
community. Leading the department from 1829 to 1846, Hydrographer
Francis Beaufort actively commissioned a small fleet of survey cruises to
acquire new information on coastlines, winds, currents, and tides that served
the trade and colonial interests of the British Empire, such as charting
Australia’s barrier reefs.10 During his tenure, Beaufort established a working
framework for joint expeditions that combined the efforts of the Navy with
the expertise of the Royal Society.
Naval surveys were opportunities for natural philosophers to study the
sea and its environs. The Hydrographic Office circulated precision
instruments, trained naval personnel, and provided the indispensible use of
naval vessels.11 For its part, the Royal Society selected naturalists to
accompany voyages, gave access to specialist knowledge, and suggested
programmes of scientific work to be carried out during expeditions. The
collaboration resulted in considerable expeditions, such as James Clark
Ross’s Antarctic exploration between 1839 and 1843 on HMS Erebus and HMS
Terror. Added to Ross’s magnetic observations, the Royal Society directed
the expedition to study oceanic features such as tides, currents, ocean
depths, temperature and water samples from varying depths.12 Joseph
Hooker accompanied the expedition as assistant surgeon and aided in the
deep-sea investigations. Hooker and Ross’s findings, especially of the animals
and corals recovered from deep-sea dredging, were some of the first of their
8
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kind, and gave evidence that life persisted in the deep ocean even in the
polar regions.13
Scientific expeditions such as Ross’s received much public attention,
but routine naval survey cruises also collected information about the ocean.
In 1842, the naturalist Edward Forbes accompanied HMS Beacon on a survey
of the Mediterranean. With the assistance of Lieutenant Thomas Abel Spratt,
Forbes studied the distribution of marine animals in the Aegean Sea. It was
during the cruise of the Beacon that Forbes suggested that three hundred
fathoms was the limit of marine life due to the extreme pressure, darkness,
and cold of the deep. Forbes’s findings prompted the idea of the ‘azoic
zone’, a region in the ocean devoid of life.14 Despite Ross’s findings of life in
the deep Antarctic Ocean in 1845, the azoic theory circulated as a wellknown fact within the European scientific community.15 For the next two
decades, the European scientific community was largely unconcerned with
questions concerning the ocean’s lifeless, dark abyss.
Following a different path of exploration of the sea, expeditions led by
the United States contributed momentum to the project of acquiring
knowledge from the ocean floor. Matthew Fontaine Maury, director of the
United States Naval Observatory, led an international effort to create a chart
of the topography of the North Atlantic basin. The development of marine
steam engines and steam winches in the mid-1850s assisted naval and
commercial crews to more easily conduct deep-sea soundings and to
contribute their findings to Maury’s project. In 1855, the American navy
developed the Brooke sounder, an apparatus that made it easier to retrieve
specimens from the deep sea floor.16
As a result of these deep-sea sounding efforts and the raising of
submarine telegraph cables for repair, new evidence was brought to light
and the azoic theory began to be challenged. At the same time, the theory
13
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of evolution brought considerable scientific attention, hypothesis, and inquiry
to the possibility that a form of primordial life, unaffected by a changing
environment, existed in the great ocean depths.17
By the late 1860s, both the British Hydrographic Office and scientific
community held a shared interest in exploring the deep-sea environment.
Diverse motivations thus converged on the sea floor: scientists were
interested in the presence and evolution of marine life, the flow of ocean
temperatures, and the formation of deep-sea sediments. Meanwhile, the
British government desired to extend the ‘red line’, British-controlled
telegraph cables that connected London with its formal and informal
colonies. The submarine cable network was of upmost importance to
furthering rapid communications for both military and commerce. As part of
this effort, in the 1870s, Hydrographer George Henry Richards (1820-1896),
oversaw an ambitious program of naval surveys in preparation for the laying
of submarine telegraph cables.18
This context of rising scientific, commercial, and naval interest in the
deep sea helps to explain why, in the summer of 1868, Richards was happy
to accommodate a request by the Royal Society for two naturalists to
accompany the short survey cruise of the steamer HMS Lightning. Under the
command of Captain Richard Hoskyn, the Lightning was charged with
sounding the sea floor west of Ireland for the laying of telegraph cables.19 In
addition to the sounding work, the two scientists accompanying the cruise,
William B. Carpenter (1813-1885), Registrar of London University and vicepresident of the Royal Society, and Charles Wyville Thomson, Professor of
Natural History at Edinburgh, oversaw the operation of deep-sea dredging
during the cruise. Conditions of work in the Lightning were difficult both as
regards the vessel and the weather that prevailed during the six weeks that
the cruise lasted. However, with the assistance of a steam winch and the
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paddle steamer, dredging was conducted to a depth of 650 fathoms.20
Thomson summed up the scientific importance of the cruise:

It had been shown beyond question that animal life is varied and
abundant, represented by all the invertebrate groups, at depths in
the ocean down to 650 fathoms at least, notwithstanding the
extraordinary conditions to which animals are there exposed.21

This was powerful evidence against the azoic theory, brought to light
in the process of laying telegraph cables. In consideration of these valuable
results, the Royal Society urged the Admiralty to continue deep-sea
dredging experiments, and again requested the use of a steam ship and
naval crew. The following year, the steam survey ship HMS Porcupine (Figure
3) under Captain Calver was assigned to this special service.

FIGURE 3. MODEL OF HMS LIGHTING, A PADDLE STEAMER LAUNCHED IN 1823
Source: Ship model made circa 1979 by John Roe, NMM SLR0709
Credit: National Maritime Museum, Greenwich

During three trips off the west coast of Ireland undertaken between
May and September 1869, the Porcupine conducted deep-sea experiments
including dredging, temperature observations, and the chemical analysis of
20
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water.22 The cruises of the Porcupine confirmed Thomson and Carpenter’s
earlier findings that life existed in the deep ocean, as animals were retrieved
from a dredge deployed in water over two thousand fathoms deep.23 With
these results, the relatively short survey cruises of both the Lightning and
Porcupine generated excitement for further research.
The discovery of new species was important, but so too was the
demonstrated method of working on naval steamships. Previous methods of
deep-sea dredging used by naturalists, such as using open boats and the
labour of fishing crews, were not practical for sustained use. Thomson stated
that ‘although possible, such dredging is too laborious and dangerous to be
frequently resorted to, and for any systematic study of the depths of the sea
more elaborate arrangements must be made’. However, Thomson was
optimistic that the deep ocean could be systematically investigated by
‘ordinary and well known means’ with the addition of dredging gear to a
survey vessel operating under steam power.24 On the Lightning and the
Porcupine, Thomson showed that with the aid of a disciplined naval crew,
trained hydrographic officers, and the power of a naval steamship, it was
possible to successfully dredge the ocean floor well beyond the continental
shelf. Deep-sea dredging, he argued, could now be undertaken in earnest.
The next stage of research was to apply the techniques and methods
gained from these two short voyages on a much longer voyage to explore
the great ocean basins.25 The Narrative of the Cruise relates how with the aid
of naval and steam power, the organisers of the Challenger Expedition
looked to extend systematic research of the deep sea around the globe:

All the efforts of the previous decade had been directed to the strips
of water round the coast and the enclosed seas; great things had
certainly been done there, but as certainly far greater things
remained to be done beyond. This consideration led to the
conception of the idea of a great exploring expedition which should
circumnavigate the globe, find out the most profound abysses of the
22
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ocean, and extract from them some sign of what went on at the
greatest depths.26

Previous efforts had produced a patchwork of data points and materials
collected in the small areas that were surveyed. In contrast, a long
expedition had the advantage of collecting specimens, observations, and
materials from many different regions. This wider geographical area would
aid in the understanding of how ocean currents, and the animals and plants
living in the sea, moved, and circulated. The proposed circumnavigation
involved traveling through and studying both the northern and southern
regions of the Atlantic and Pacific, as well as crossing the Antarctic Circle to
examine the Southern Ocean.
Unlike Thomson’s short surveys of the North Atlantic, however, the
costs of a circumnavigation cruise would be substantial. The short summer
cruises of the Porcupine and the Lightning off the western coast of Ireland
and the north of Scotland had been accomplished with little additional cost
to the British government. Both ships were former gunboats already
commissioned for survey work. Most importantly, a more robust ship would be
needed for an extended oceanographic expedition. The paddle steamer
the Lightning was launched in 1823 and was once known for its speed, but in
1869 the vessel was at the end of its surveying career and was broken up in
1872.27 Paddle wheels were being phased out of the naval fleet and the
Lightning’s shallow draft, as can be seen in Figure 3, was unsuitable for
sustained work in high seas. The ship’s small crew was able to conduct a few
deep-sea soundings and dredge during the 1869 cruise, but sustained
research on such a small vessel was out of the question. A scientific
circumnavigation voyage required a ship and crew of considerable size able
to withstand the rigours of working for months at sea.
One solution was to exploit the model of previous scientific
expeditions undertaken by the Royal Society. In an attempt to gain
government funding for the expedition, Carpenter reached out to his
26
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network of friends at the Admiralty and the Royal Society for support.
Carpenter was a successful scientific administrator through his position at
University College London and the Royal Society. In addition, Carpenter likely
used his powerful contacts to gain the ear of Prime Minister Gladstone and
his ministers.28 Carpenter’s social position and professional networks thus
helped his case for a circumnavigation to reach the highest levels of
government. In 1871, the proposed voyage of circumnavigation quickly
gained momentum.29
But to receive government funding, Carpenter also needed to
mobilise public support for the endeavour. The voyage would be costly, and
the use of public funds had to be justified. To add impetus to his request for
funds for the expedition, Carpenter appealed to nationalism. In a letter
dated 15 June 1871, Carpenter wrote to G. G. Stokes, Secretary of the Royal
Society of London, to advance his agenda. The United States Coast Survey
was preparing to launch an expedition on the steamer the Hassler in the
winter of 1871 to conduct experiments and dredge off the coast of South
America under the direction of Professor Louis Agassiz. In Carpenter’s letter,
the recent deep-sea explorations of Germany, the United States, and other
nations were promoted as cause for concern.

The activity with which other nations are now entering upon the
Physical and Biological Exploration of the Deep Sea, makes it appear
to my colleagues and myself that the time is now come for bringing
before our own Government the importance of initiating a more
complete and systematic course of research than we have yet had
the means of prosecuting.30

Without an immediate national effort to explore the deep sea, the dominion
of the deep ocean would be lost to other nations. Carpenter wrote to Stokes
that the public backed his position. He argued a government-sponsored
28
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voyage would be welcomed ‘in the scientific world and (I have good reason
to believe) by the public generally’. For carrying out the plans of research
and preparation of the voyage, he wrote, ‘No time ought now to be lost, if
the matter is to be taken up at all.’ 31
In addition to his connections to the government, Carpenter was able
to navigate as a middleman between the Royal Society and the Admiralty.
In a letter dated 29 September 1871, Carpenter informed the society that he
had corresponded with the First Lord of the Admiralty, George Goschen,
concerning a circumnavigation voyage to explore the deep sea. The First
Lord’s response was encouraging. According to Carpenter, Her Majesty’s
Government was prepared to support such an expedition on receipt of a
formal application from the Royal Society.32

At the suggestion of Carpenter, the Royal Society then formed a
committee that brought together notable scientists:

Resolved, That a committee be appointed to consider the plan of
operations it would be advisable to follow in the proposed expedition.
[…] That the Committee to consist of the President and officers of the
Royal Society, Dr. Carpenter, Dr. Frankland, Dr. Hooker, Professor
Huxley, the Hydrographer of the Admiralty, Mr. Gwyn Jeffreys, Mr.
Siemens, Sir William Thomson, Dr. Wyville Thomson, and Dr. Williamson,
with power to add to their number.33

Together, the committee took the circumnavigation project forward.
Within the Royal Society committee, representatives of the Admiralty had an
active role in hammering out the expedition’s research aims. Over the next
two months, Thomson recalled that the Royal Society committee, ‘with
Admiral Richards as one of its most influential members, met from time to
time and offered practical suggestions’ on the preparation of the cruise.34
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The committee decided on a general plan of research and made a formal
application to the government. The committee outlined the central scientific
objects of the circumnavigation voyage: the study of the physical and
chemical characteristics of the deep sea; the nature of deep-sea deposits;
and the study of the distribution of organic life throughout the great ocean
basins.35
In the application, the President and the Council of the Royal Society
asked for three provisions to effectively carry out the researches of the
expedition. In a letter dated 8 December 1871 from the Royal Society to the
Secretary of the Admiralty, the first item the committee asked for was, ‘a ship
of sufficient size to afford accommodation and storage-room for seavoyages of considerable length and for probable absence of four years’. In
addition, the expedition required ‘a staff of scientific men qualified to take
charge of the several branches of investigation’. This request consisted of the
salaries of a Scientific Director, four assistants, and an official artist. The third
request encompassed all of the additional scientific materials that the
expedition would need during the voyage: a ‘supply of every thing
necessary for the collection of the objects of research, for the prosecution of
the physical and chemical investigations, and for the study and preservation
of the specimens of organic life’.36 These were not modest requests and it
was not guaranteed that the government would agree to pay such a large
sum. But with Richard’s assurances and oversight, the Admiralty approved
the committee’s application.37 Carpenter’s plan for an ambitious
circumnavigation voyage now began to take form.
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HMS Challenger and the Motive Forces of the Royal Navy, 1858-1871
The travels of the Challenger before the scientific expedition are not often
told, but how the ship was built and moved illustrates the larger story of how
the Royal Navy was mobilised in the second half of the nineteenth century,
and how these movements created the specific context in which the
scientific expedition operated. The launch of the Challenger on 13 February
1858 at Woolwich Dockyard was part of the shipbuilding revolution from sail
to steam, and the transformation of Britain from a maritime nation into a
global superpower. To gain a tactical advantage over the French,
throughout the 1850s the British navy built or converted large numbers of
sailing vessels to steam power.38
The resources of the Royal Dockyard system were crucial to the
building of the naval fleet. The Challenger was one of ten Royal Navy vessels
designated as Pearl-class corvettes, named after HMS Pearl, the first ship of
this particular design that was launched in 1855.39 A defining feature of the
Pearl-class vessels and other ships built during this time was their ability to
move under steam and sail power—a particular fusion of new and old
maritime technologies. The Pearl-class ships were fitted with 2-cylinder trunk
engines, a type of marine steam engine first developed and mass produced
during the Crimean War.40
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FIGURE 4. HMS CHALLENGER (1858) WITH SAILS AND A RETRACTABLE SCREW PROPELLER
Source: Model of HMS Challenger made by Geoff Harvey on display at
the National Oceanographic Centre, Southampton;
Photo Credit: Barry Marsh, Ocean Challenge, vol. 19, 2012

In order to transform steam power into forward motion, the
Challenger was fitted with a screw propeller, a marine technology that
offered significant advantages in speed, stability and reliability to the paddle
wheel (Figure 4). 41 Steam power had many advantages, such as being able
to leave a harbour against the tide. However, the engines consumed large
amounts of coal, a bulky, solid fuel. Long ocean voyages could not be
41
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undertaken under steam power alone. As a consequence, the Challenger
also retained a full capacity for sail. Steam power, therefore, was intended
for use only during battle and for special manoeuvres or navigation. Steam
power gave vessels an advantage over sailing ships during battle, but the
cost of innovation was not cheap. The Challenger’s machinery including the
trunk engine cost £24,264, a third of the total cost of the ship.42
Another significant aspect of the Challenger was how space was
apportioned below decks. Although not as large as other warships, the Pearlclass corvettes afforded more ship space than other types of naval vessels.
The twenty cannons fitted on the Pearl-class vessels were located on the
main deck, a notable design feature that provided ample berthing space to
transport sailors, marines, and supplies. This led to the description of Pearlclass vessels as ‘troop frigates’ because they could transport soldiers when
required.43
The Challenger was built during a time when the Admiralty shifted
from a large number of vessels permanently stationed abroad towards a
more mobile, centrally controlled force. With the advent of rapid
communications by telegraph cable and regular steamship services, ships
could be quickly dispatched for specific purposes during a crisis.44 The British
fleet was thus regarded as a globally connected and flexible force. To curb
military spending, Gladstone and his ministers were able to reduce the
number of vessels assigned to overseas squadrons without fundamentally
shifting Britain’s strategic framework.45 As part of this mobile military strategy,
naval vessels were commissioned for a period of three or four years at naval
bases distributed throughout the British Empire, including Cape Town, Hong
Kong, Halifax, and Sydney, and then returned to Royal Navy Dockyards such
as Sheerness to be repurposed and reassigned among the British global fleet.
This regular circulation of ships between overseas stations and Sheerness
meant naval vessels could be more easily redeployed in response to
changing strategic and geopolitical priorities.
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After its launch, the Challenger was mobilised as part of the extensive
British navy. The ship’s movements illustrate the context in which imperial
naval operations occurred and how the Challenger moved as part of the
larger naval fleet. In May 1861 at Sheerness, the ship was commissioned
under Captain John James Kennedy and was assigned to the North
American and West Indies station.46 In 1862, the Challenger took part in
operations against Mexico, including the occupation of Veracruz. After four
years of service in the Americas, the warship returned to Sheerness, and on 3
February 1865 the crew was paid off. It was a cyclical pattern of movement
between Britain and its overseas military assignments that the ship would
regularly repeat during its active naval career.
The Royal Dockyard at Sheerness operated as a central mooring
where the Challenger returned for repairs before being redeployed. As part
of the redistribution of the fleet, the vessel was then commissioned on 10 April
1866 and sent to the South Pacific. There, Challenger served as flagship of
the Australia Station under the command of Commodore Rowley Lambert.47
As part of the South Pacific fleet, in July 1868, Challenger was deployed to Fiji
to settle conflicts between local landowners and European planters. During
the mission, eighty-five marines were dispatched from the Challenger up the
Rewa River.48 When Lambert’s commission ended in 1870, the warship again
returned to Sheerness. From 1858 to 1870, the Challenger thus circulated as
part of the imperial fleet to protect British commercial interests overseas.
The mobility of the fleet contributed to the navy’s ability to adapt
resources. With twenty cannons, the Challenger was a formidable warship,
but when it left the Australia Station, the Royal Navy’s strength was not
diminished in the Pacific. The national resources put into British shipbuilding
over the past two decades meant that there were other vessels available to
replace it. In 1871, the Challenger was one among the one hundred and
eighteen Royal Navy ships assigned overseas.49 A similar ship quickly
46
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assumed the Challenger’s former duties. HMS Clio, a Pearl-class corvette built
the same year as the Challenger was subsequently assigned as flagship of
the Australia Station.50 On 4 March 1871, the Challenger paid off at
Sheerness.51 As per the regular circulation of the fleet, after being refitted the
steam corvette would once again be redeployed.
The same attributes that had made the Challenger attractive as a
naval vessel were also regarded as beneficial to the scientific expedition.
The Challenger had ample birthing space and a large main deck, aspects
that could provide space for scientific work. For comparison, the Lightning,
the gunboat Thomson and Carpenter used on their 1868 deep-sea dredging
cruise, had a displacement of 348 tons (a unit of measurement that denotes
hull size) and carried a crew of twenty.52 The Challenger consisted of 2,306
tons displacement and carried a complement of 250 men.53 In addition,
Thomson had experienced first hand on the Lighting how paddle steamers
did not run well in heavy swells. The Challenger’s larger hull and retractable
screw propeller could offer greater stability during deep-sea research. These
comparable ship designs are notable in Figures 3 and 4. The large number of
ships in the fleet at that time, combined with a flexible, mobile military
strategy meant that the warship could be redeployed from naval duties and
dedicated to the scientific mission.
The next problem was that the ship was specially designed to move
troops and naval supplies and to operate under naval authority. How could
the Challenger carry a scientific expedition, including scientists, instruments
and specimens, around the globe?
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The Challenger Scientific Staff
The Lords of the Admiralty appointed Captain George Strong Nares (18311915), an experienced survey officer, to take command of the expedition,
and refitting commenced at Sheerness in June 1872.54 The Admiralty
estimated the fitting out of the Challenger would require six months of
planning and work, and informed the Royal Society that the Challenger
would likely be ready to leave England at the end of November 1872.55 As
the vessel was being prepared, the Royal Society chose a group of six
scientists to accompany the voyage. Before describing the ship’s redesign, it
is necessary to give a brief introduction to the Challenger scientific staff, the
six gentlemen who accompanied the voyage and for whom so much effort
was made to accommodate on the naval vessel.
The same motive forces that gathered political backing to launch the
expedition also worked to select the Challenger ‘scientifics’ through social
and scientific networks. Due to his experience organising the deep-sea
investigations of the Lightning and the Porcupine, the Circumnavigation
Committee easily chose Thomson as the director of the scientific staff.
Thomson temporarily resigned his professorship at the University of Edinburgh,
and three naturalists, a chemist, and an official artist were selected to assist
him.56
Most of the staff had some experience traveling on ships. The
naturalist most concerned with anthropology and botany, Henry Nottidge
Moseley (1844-1891), had studied science at Oxford and medicine at
University College London.57 He had recently returned from the Eclipse
Expedition to India, a British expedition to observe the total eclipse of the sun
on 12 December 1871 at Ceylon. On this trip, Moseley had travelled by
steamship to India through the Suez Canal and had worked with nine other
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scientific gentlemen during the expedition, experiences that highly
recommended him for the Challenger staff.58
In addition to Thomson, two other members of the scientific staff had
Scottish connections. The expedition’s chemist, John Young Buchanan (18441925) was born to a wealthy Scottish family in Glasgow.59 After studying
chemistry at Glasgow University, he travelled abroad and conducted
postgraduate studies at the universities of Marburg, Leipzig, Bonn, and Paris.
He then returned to Scotland, and in 1870 was elected as Fellow of the Royal
Society of Edinburgh, a community that was well aware and supportive of
Thomson’s deep-sea work.60
John Murray was a student at the University of Edinburgh at the time
he was asked to join the expedition. One of his professors, Peter Guthrie Tait,
had recommended him to Thomson.61 In 1841, he was born in Canada to
Scottish parents, and as a young man he was sent to Edinburgh to continue
his education. Murray began studying medicine at the University of
Edinburgh, but in 1868, he joined the whaling ship Jan Mayan as the ship’s
surgeon. During a seven-month voyage to the Arctic, Murray collected
marine specimens and made what observations he could as to the weather
and ocean currents.62 He was not originally on the Challenger staff list, but
was asked at the last minute as a vacancy became available, a fortunate
happenstance for the man who would later be regarded as the father of
modern oceanography.63
In addition to Murray’s Canadian upbringing, the scientific team was
more international than is generally recognised. A German naturalist, Rudolf
von Willemoës-Suhm (1847-1875) met Thomson when he visited Edinburgh
with the German North Sea Expedition in 1871.64 Tragically, Willemoës-Suhm’s
role in the expedition is less visible in the historical record as he died while the
Challenger was in the Pacific. Some three hundred miles from Tahiti,
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Willemoës-Suhm was consumed by erysipelas, a bacterial infection of the
skin, an occasion Thomson described as ‘a serious loss to the expedition and
to science’.65 Willemoës-Suhm kept a journal of the voyage, but it has not
been translated from German into English, so his story has remained largely
untold in English literature.66
The sixth member of the scientific staff was John James Wild (18241900), a Swiss natural history illustrator who was hired as the official artist and
secretary to the scientific director. In 1872, Wild was already working closely
with Thomson on the publication of Depths of the Sea, Thomson’s general
account of the results of the Porcupine and the Lightning cruises.67 Thomson
greatly valued Wild’s ability to clearly illustrate marine specimens and the
methods and equipment of deep-sea research, a topic covered in more
detail in Chapter Six.
A man who is rarely mentioned in the historiography of the
Challenger Expedition is Frederick Gordon Pearcey. He joined the expedition
at seventeen years old, ‘then a mere lad’, and served as taxidermist and
scientific assistant during the voyage.68 It appears that he joined the
expedition as part of the navy, as he was listed as a Domestic 3rd Class.69 We
know about Pearcey’s work because Thomson makes a point to thank him in
the first volume of the Challenger Report. In 1880, Thomson wrote that
Pearcey ‘was entered at Sheerness to assist in the Zoological workroom. His
services from that time to the present have been of the greatest value’.70
In addition to the scientific staff, as described below, over two
hundred men were deployed from the navy to make up the ship’s
compliment. A great deal of the work of the vessel’s refit would be how to
materially balance naval and scientific aims, cultures, and modes of moving.
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Modifying the Ship for Ocean Science
Previous exploring expeditions had modified ship space for scientific work. In
the eighteenth century under the influence of Joseph Banks, the Royal Navy
adapted ship-space to transport living plants from distant colonies to Kew
Gardens. 71 In the nineteenth century, the U.S. Exploring Expedition had
designated a cabin on its flagship as a reading room for the naturalists’ use
during its voyage in the Pacific from 1838 to 1842.72 But the degree of
physical transformation of the Challenger marked a fundamental
development in how science was practised at sea.73
In many ways, the ship was modified to act as an instrument to
remotely gather information about the deep ocean.74 Naval survey ships
routinely conducted deep-sea soundings and took temperature readings in
the late 1860s, but dredging was regarded as the concern of naturalists.75
The short cruises of the gunships the Lightning and the Porcupine had
brought together the work of naturalists and deep-sea hydrographers.76 But
in 1871, the practices and technologies of deep-sea dredging were still
experimental and offered unique challenges to the expedition’s naval crew.
For instance, much of the space of the upper deck was devoted to the
movement and storage of the immense lengths of hemp line used for deepsea work. Thomson wrote, ‘Hundreds of miles of line, of strength and material
suited to different purposes, are reeled and coiled in every available spot on
the forepart of the main-deck and elsewhere.’77 Adding to this, a small
steam engine of 18hp was installed on the upper deck to haul instruments to
the surface.
In addition to technological advances, the development of
oceanography required the fusion of scientific and maritime cultures at
71
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sea.78 Deep-sea dredging in particular posed an anathema to clean decks,
a touchstone of naval discipline. After the dredge was hauled in, sailors
emptied the contents—including a great deal of mud and ooze in addition
to a few prized deep-sea animals—into a series of buckets for sorting and
inspection. One solution was to install a dredging platform in the central part
of the ship situated before the mainmast and built level with the hammock
nettings, as illustrated in Figure 5. As described in the Narrative, the platform
helped bridge the naval and scientific work of the expedition:

The contents of the dredge might be emptied, so that the naturalists,
while engaged in sifting the mud and preserving specimens, might not
be interrupted by the seamen working the ropes; and also in order
that the refuse from the dredge might be thrown overboard without
dirtying the decks.79

The platform did not solve many of the technical problems of dredging, such
as the long amount of time required, but it helped to integrate and define
spaces of science within the highly regulated and disciplined confines of a
naval vessel.80
On previous expedition vessels, naturalists regularly competed with
officers over space needed to work and store specimens.81 The alterations
made to the Challenger main deck, Adler argued, were a turning point in
the design of scientific ship-space that helped establish a place for scientists
at sea.82 Certainly, contemporaries agreed, no ship had been as prepared
to conduct science at sea as Challenger. In place of its usual battery of
cannons, the ship carried laboratories, workrooms and storage for marine
specimens.83
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FIGURE 5. DREDGING AND SOUNDING ARRANGEMENTS ON BOARD THE CHALLENGER
Source: Narrative of the Cruise, fig. 12, p. 57;
Credit: The University of Edinburgh
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FIGURE 6. HMS CHALLENGER AS FITTED FOR THE EXPEDITION - MAIN DECK
Source: Narrative of the Cruise, Part III, Plans of H.M.S. Challenger, Plan 1;
Credit: The University of Edinburgh
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In the historiography of the voyage, however, the replacement of
guns for scientific space often fails to acknowledge that this change was
supported by hundreds of other (heavily armed) British naval warships that
could be quickly dispatched around the world.84 With a powerful fleet of
warships at its disposal, the temporary reduction of one vessel’s fighting
power for the expedition did not meaningfully change Britain’s potential
fighting force. The addition of laboratories instead of guns was an important
design modification, to be sure, but must be taken into the larger context
that in the 1870s the British Empire policed most of the ocean-highways of
the world.
Reassessing the modifications to the Challenger’s main deck suggests
ship-space was not wholly dedicated to science, but a careful balance was
struck between the work of naval hydrographers and civilian naturalists.85 This
physical layout can be studied from a diagram of the main deck in Figure 6.
With eighteen of the Challenger’s twenty cannons removed from the main
deck, a series of workrooms were built in their place:

Outside […] the captain’s cabin two large workrooms were built, one
on each side of the ship, 18 feet in length by 12 in breadth, the room
on the port side being appropriated to the use of the naturalists, whilst
that on the starboard side was used by the surveying officers as a
chartroom.86

The natural history workroom provided the naturalists with many of the tools
they used on land, including microscopes and a reference library (figure 7).87
The hydrographic chartroom was equally spacious, and was installed with ‘a
complete set of charts of the world’. 88 In addition to surveying instruments
such as theodolites and declinometers, the chart room was equipped with
books, sailing directions, drawing materials, and stationary.89
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FIGURE 7. THE NATURAL HISTORY WORKROOM ON HMS CHALLENGER
Source: Narrative of the Cruise, fig.2, p. 6;
Credit: The University of Edinburgh
Besides the large workrooms, Thomson described that the space between
the chart-room and the laboratory was ‘occupied by such of our gear as
would not pack into the work-rooms’ including a hydraulic press for testing
thermometers and other instruments subjected to the great depths.90 In the
central part of the main deck, two smaller cabins were built abreast of
the mainmast. On the port side of the main deck, photographic rooms were
outfitted for use by the expedition’s official photographer (Figure 6).91 On the
starboard side, a chemical laboratory was fitted with apparatus especially
fixed and adapted for use on board.92
The lower deck brings attention to the large crew required to operate
the Challenger during the expedition and how social relationships were
organised through the use of space (Figure 8). In contrast to the extensive
90
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remodelling of the upper and main decks, ‘The fittings on the lower deck
differed but little from the ordinary fittings of a man-of-war.’93 With its full
complement at the beginning of the voyage, twenty naval staff, five
scientific staff, and 213 seamen and marines slept, ate and spent most of
their free time in the space of the lower deck.94 But as elsewhere in the ship,
space in the lower deck was strictly regimented.
The balance of naval and scientific space was again upheld in the
design of the living quarters of the expedition’s staff.95 Naturalists occupied
three cabins of about 5ft x 6ft formerly occupied by a gunner, marine officer,
and chaplain—positions that were not filled during the expedition. This
allowed for the junior officers’ mess to be converted into additional cabins
for use by the civilian staff.96 The staff cabins were arranged around a
wardroom, a central dining and recreational space normally reserved for
officers. The wardroom ‘was extended to accommodate the additional
members of the mess, since—there being no midshipmen or subordinate
officers—the sub-lieutenants, as well as the members of the Civilian Staff,
messed in the wardroom’.97
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FIGURE 8. HMS CHALLENGER AS FITTED FOR THE EXPEDITION- LOWER DECK
Source: Narrative of the Cruise, Part III, Plans of H.M.S. Challenger, Plan 2, p. 18;
Credit: The University of Edinburgh
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As a result of this spatial configuration, the ship’s wardroom helped to
bridge scientific and naval cultures at sea.98 During visits to port cities,
dignitaries, naturalists, and colonial administrators visited the ship and were
often hosted by the Captain, officers, and scientific staff in the wardroom.99
In this capacity, the dining room served as site of British diplomacy and
connection to the colonies. During time at sea, the shared space helped to
ease potential tensions while forging a new working relationship between
natural philosophers and the naval service.100 Navigating Lieutenant Thomas
Henry Tizard (1839-1924) wrote that the division of work space ‘enabled each
member to work uninterruptedly at his own speciality’ but that both scientists
and naval officers came together in the evenings:

to compare notes with the others in the smoking circle daily after
dinner, a function always well attended, and where the events and
work of the day were freely and amicably discussed.101

At the conclusion of the voyage, Joseph Dalton Hooker, President of the
Royal Society, declared the success of the Challenger Expedition rested
largely on amicable social relations between the scientific and naval staff.
Unlike previous voyages of exploration, ‘harmony reigned on board’.102 The
wardroom and the division of social and physical space helped to make this
possible.
Historians have pointed to the importance of the redesign of the
Challenger’s interior, but the resources, labour, and skills required for the ship
to move have been largely overlooked. To make the scientific spaces on the
ship effective required a great deal of labour in other parts of the ship and in
the surrounding context.
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Powering the Ship During the Voyage
Wind and steam power, combined with human labour, ingenuity, and the
materials of the ship, were active motive forces that propelled the
expedition on its voyage around the world. This section addresses how the
particular mobility of the Challenger, a steam-assisted corvette, defined the
routes of the expedition. The use of a particular form of power determined
where knowledge of the ocean could be produced, what scientific
experiments were carried out, and the geographical range of the study.
The ship was fitted with a steam-driven propeller, but the motive force
that most often induced the ship to move was wind. The vessel’s steam
engine was fast and reliable, but it required large amounts of coal in order to
operate. Some 280 tons of coal could be carried in the lower hold, a layout
illustrated in Figure 9.103 But depending on the steaming speed, state of the
ocean, and wind strength this supply supported only seventeen to twentyfour days of steam power.104 One solution was to use wind power whenever
possible. Steam power was reserved for carrying out deep-sea investigations,
moving within harbours or along rivers, and at times of duress such as
traveling through heavy storms.
The use of the sails during ocean crossings greatly extended the ship’s
range. For this reason, the crew operated the ship under sail during most of
the voyage, especially when traveling long distances across the open
oceans. The expedition’s movement thus largely depended on a
complicated system of rigging and heavy sails, and a large crew of skilled
sailors to work them. But within this system, the scientific expedition also had
to contend with moving with and against powerful forces of nature. The
prevailing winds and ocean currents—including their speed, direction, and
motive force—greatly determined how and where the ship, and the
expedition it carried, moved both at the local and global scale.105
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FIGURE 9. HMS CHALLENGER AS FITTED FOR THE EXPEDITION - HOLD
Source: Narrative of the Cruise, Part III, Plans of H.M.S. Challenger, Plan 2, p. 18;
Credit: The University of Edinburgh
To conduct scientific experiments, however, the crew relied upon
steam power. Steam winches were part of the essential equipment needed
to haul sounders, dredges, and other apparatus from the ocean floor to the
surface.106 A dredge containing a heavy load of material and had to be
raised hundreds of fathoms through the water, and heaving-in took four
hours or more.107 To make accurate measurements of depth, the ship
needed to remain as stationary as possible during sounding operations.108
Steam power was far superior to sails in this regard as a steamship’s
propulsion could be called upon to help the ship stay in position and resist
the movement of winds and currents. For these reasons, Murray avowed,
‘Steam first made it possible to examine properly the vast marine areas of
the world.’109
Although Murray heralded the use of steam power for ocean science,
he and other scientists rarely acknowledged the human hardship,
technological engineering, and material difficulties that the use of steam
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power entailed. Challenger’s two-cylinder trunk engine and single screw
propeller system was an elegant piece of Victorian engineering. In
operation, however, the steam engine was powered by dirty coal, extreme
heat, and hard human labour. To maintain the smooth working of the engine
required the work of five engineers: Chief Engineer J. H. Ferguson and
Engineers W. J. J. Spry, A. J. Allen, W. A. Howlett and W. J. Abbott. Spry felt an
enormous responsibility for the complex machinery ‘on which so much of the
success of the Expedition depended’.110 In addition to the engineers, the ship
carried a team of twenty-eight stokers and trimmers.111
When steam power was required during deep-sea dredging and
sounding, the hold would have been dark, noisy, intensely hot and
dangerous. A contemporary account explained the labours that kept
nineteenth-century steamships moving:

A stoker works four hours at a stretch, and during that time the
temperature of his surroundings varies from 120 degrees to 160
degrees Fahrenheit [49C to 71C]. One stoker usually has four furnaces
to attend to, and while feeding one furnace a man has to be
extremely careful or his arm may be burned by the furnace behind
him. […] The intense head of the furnaces has sometimes rendered
stokers temporarily insane, and there are many cases on record
where they have jumped overboard after making their way to the
deck.112
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FIGURE 10. STOKERS AT WORK TENDING COAL FIRES, CIRCA 1917
Photo from the boiler room of HMAS Australia. The hard labour of stoking
had changed little since the Challenger Expedition. Source: Imperial War
Museum, artist N/A, Q 18773; Credit: Public Domain

HMS Challenger had four boilers, each heated by a series of coal
furnaces (Figure 9). The trunk engine translated the steam into motion that
turned a shaft connected to the propeller. While steam power implies
mechanical force, a great deal of work was done by hand. During the
several hours it took to dredge the ocean floor, trimmers shifted tons of coal
from the ship’s stores to the boiler room. Stokers threw in coal, opened or
closed furnaces, regulated the fires, and removed ash and clinker from the
bottom of the furnace grate (Figure 10).113
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FIGURE 11. CHART SHOWING DISTANCES BETWEEN BRITISH NAVAL STATIONS IN 1879
Source: Detail of chart published by the Admiralty, 21 January 1874 under
Rear Admiral H. H. Richards, CB- FRS, Hydrographer
During periods when the ship operated under steam, stoking
continued unabated, and stokers worked for hours or days to keep the
engines running. Although an essential part of the work of the expedition, the
human and mechanical motive forces of the ship are largely invisible in the
scientific reports.
During the voyage, the combined forces of steam power, winds, and
ocean currents—and the ability of the crew to manage these elements of
maritime mobility—determined how and where the expedition travelled. The
first week of the circumnavigation was an early test of the ship’s machinery
and crew’s ability to navigate these powerful forces at sea. On 7 December
1872, the Challenger Expedition left Sheerness and steamed west towards
the Atlantic.
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Gales in the English Channel gained strength and the ship’s steam
engine was pitted against the power of the wind. Joseph Matkin, the
Assistant Steward, wrote home about the daily activities of the ship. He
observed that during the storm ‘the Life boat cutter was smashed to atoms,
and the Jib boom carried away with all the Head Sails’.114 The weather did
not improve and Matkin wrote about the voyage to Portsmouth, ‘the
distance is 105 miles & we were 109 hours steaming full speed all the way’.115
Traveling through the storm was dangerous as well as costly. In five days, the
engine expended 87 tons of coal, almost a third of the total coal supply on
board.116 In order to keep the expedition moving, the ship required mooring
places where it could be repaired and refuelled. After arriving at the
Portsmouth naval station, the ship was repaired and gathered additional
provisions before continuing on.117
The same resources that supported the British Empire to project power
in different regions of the world enabled the Challenger to conduct its
oceanographic expedition. Portsmouth was part of a global network of
naval bases and coaling stations in the 1870s that enabled the fleet to travel
from England to distant points of the British Empire, as illustrated by a
contemporary chart maker in Figure 11.
High-performance steam ships demanded extensive maintenance:
warships consumed vast amounts of coal; engines required skilled repairs
and precision parts; large crews had to be fed, clothed and replenished;
and the hulls of large steam ships could only be cleaned and repaired in dry
docks, a key technology that naval stations provided.118 During the
circumnavigation, the ship called upon many of the largest and most
powerful British naval bases of the nineteenth century: Halifax, Bermuda
(Figure 12), Gibraltar, Simon’s Bay, Sydney, and Hong Kong.
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FIGURE 12. HMS CHALLENGER AT THE NAVAL BASE AT BERMUDA, WEST INDIES, 1873

Source: Photographs Taken During the “Challenger” Expedition (J. Horsburgh:
Edinburgh) Vol. II, photograph no. 96; Credit: State Library of New South Wales
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One of the most crucial resources that the naval bases provided was coal.
To ensure the mobility of its naval fleet, the British Empire made quality coal
available on a huge geographical scale. The Royal Navy’s reliance on coal
involved a large number of mobilities and actors, including the export of
Welsh coal to British naval bases and commercial coaling stations around
the world.119 The location of these naval bases and coaling stations shaped
the route of the voyage and made coal available for use for deep-sea
exploration (Figure 13).

FIGURE 13. BRITISH COALING STATIONS USED BY HMS CHALLENGER, 1872 – 1876

Source: Gray (2018) and altered with Challenger information by Erika Jones
The Naval Yard at Gibraltar was one of the large naval coaling
stations Captain Nares relied upon during the circumnavigation. Located at
the southern tip of the Iberian Peninsula at the gateway to the
Mediterranean, the fortified base fuelled British ships en route to southern
Europe, Africa, and the Suez Canal. Spry described the importance of
Gibraltar to the fleet: ‘Stores of all descriptions are to be obtained, and large
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quantities of coal, some 10,000 or 15,000 tons, are usually on hand.’120 During
a visit from 18 to 26 January 1873, the expedition drew upon this strategic
naval resource. Matkin was also impressed and wrote to his cousin, ‘We
came alongside the jetty on the South Mole as soon as the Fleet had gone
ready for coaling, and today, Monday, all hands are busy filling up with it.’121
Despite the advantages, Royal Navy bases alone could not satisfy
the British fleet’s need for coal. Like other traveling steamships in the 1870s,
the Challenger Expedition also relied upon coaling stations maintained by
private companies or other navies for refuelling. In another example from the
early days of the expedition, the Challenger arrived at Lisbon on 3 January
1873. There, the crew took on 150 tons of coal in order to continue dredging
operations on the way to Gibraltar.122 Foreign coaling stations such as Lisbon
greatly extended the range of British steamships, making coal an important
aspect of diplomatic relations in which the Challenger officers and scientists
participated. During the visit, the Challenger gentlemen greeted the King of
Portugal, his officers, and the English ambassador on board. Matkin
described the meeting as a ‘grand affair’ with lunch and ‘All of our officers
were in full uniform & the ships company were all in their best, & manned the
yards for him.’123
The need for coal clearly shaped the route that the ship travelled, but
coal as a strategic maritime resource also influenced what was studied. Coal
was one of the navy’s most necessary and valuable assets. As part of its
duties the Hydrographic Department thus collected information about
coaling stations, including surveys of anchorages where the Challenger
refuelled. The island of St. Vincent in the Atlantic was one such anchorage
the Hydrographic Department ordered Captain Nares to survey. 124
Reporting on the suitability of coaling stations was a routine part of the
expedition’s work, as Tizard wrote in Narrative of the Voyage:
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Notwithstanding the desolate nature of the island, St. Vincent is rising
in importance [as] a most suitable halting place for the mail steamers
running between England and the ports in South America, or the
Cape of Good Hope. […] Spacious coal stores have been
constructed on shore, and piers have been run out into the bay to
admit of loading boats rapidly.125

During a stay from 27 July to 5 August 1874, the expedition took in 250 tons of
coal (at £5 per ton) at St. Vincent and conducted a survey of Porto Grande.
126

The survey of the anchorage was then sent to the Hydrographic Office

and added to naval charts. The St. Vincent coaling station had afforded the
mobility of the expedition. In turn, the island’s maritime resources, natural
history, and marine environment became objects of the expedition’s
scientific and hydrographical research.
This pattern of refuelling at foreign coaling stations and conducting
scientific work in the anchorages where these resources were located was
repeated throughout the voyage. Knowing that the islands of the Azores,
Madeira, Canary Islands, St. Thomas, Bermuda, and Cape Verde were all
critical coaling stations gives insight when considering the expedition’s
chosen route (Figure 14). The same coaling stations that powered the British
naval and commercial fleet thus greatly shaped the expedition’s study of
the ocean.
Coaling stations had their own politics of mobility that the Challenger
Expedition engaged with, from the scale of international trade, to the scale
of the body and personal mobility. The way that coal was moved reveals
some of this story, as each coaling station devised its own method and
protocol for coaling ships. In the 1870s, the difficult process of shifting tons of
coal from dock to ship was not mechanised and so was primarily done by
hand.127
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FIGURE 14. SOUNDINGS OF HMS CHALLENGER IN THE NORTH ATLANTIC
NEAR AZORES, CAPE V ERDE AND CANARY ISLANDS, 1873 AND 1876
Source: Narrative of the Cruise, Part IV, Charts Showing the Dredging and
Sounding Stations, detail of Sheet 6, p. 124;
Credit: The University of Edinburgh
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To fully coal the ship could last one or two days, Matkin wrote, and
usually involved the work of all of the crew.128 In addition to the ship’s
company, convicts, enslaved people, and former slaves did the heavy work
of coaling that kept the scientific expedition moving. Tizard reported on the
coaling process at St. Vincent:

The coal, kept in bags, is conveyed to the ships in barges, and
laborers can be hired from the shore to assist in passing the bags on
board, so that vessels requiring to replenish their fuel here can do so
without difficulty or delay.129

While sailing around the Philippine Islands, the Challenger took on 100 tons of
coal at Port Isabel, a Spanish colony on the island of Zamboanga. Matkin
related: ‘the convicts carried our coal on board; they were rigidly
overlooked by Spanish soldiers.’130 In another instance, at the port of Bahia,
Brazil, Matkin related that enslaved people carried coal onto Challenger:

The greater part of these negroes are slaves, and are let out for hire
by their masters for about 6d per day. We had about 60 of them
getting in our coal, while the ship’s Company went on leave, and
they got in 200 tons in a day.131

In these instances, coaling enabled the mobility of the scientific expedition
but exploited the labour of colonial people whose freedom to move had
been taken away.
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Conclusion
Several different motive forces came together so that the Challenger
Expedition voyaged around the world. In 1858, when the Challenger was
built, it was not a foregone conclusion that scientists would conduct a
circumnavigation study of the deep sea. Only in the late 1860s did scientific,
commercial and government interests and technologies align in order to
build political momentum for the project. To win government approval and
to allocate funds to the expedition, Carpenter navigated his social and
scientific networks in order to bring together the Committee for the
Circumnavigation, a group of men who held powerful personal influence
within the Royal Society, the highest levels of British government, and the
Admiralty.
After funds had been secured for the expedition, there still remained
the considerable problem of acquiring and preparing a vessel that could
perform long-range scientific work at sea. The trajectory of the warship—from
its launch as part of an ambitious steam-ship building program by the Royal
Navy in 1858, to its tour of duty in Australia and return to Sheerness in 1871—
was part of a flexible and mobile naval strategy that afforded the rapid
movement of Royal Navy vessels around the world. It was within this specific
context of abundant naval motive force, that the Admiralty permitted a
warship to be altered and dedicated to scientific work.
Additional resources were required in order to prepare the vessel for
the specific demands of the expedition, including the materials, labour and
technologies of the Royal Dockyard system. The degree of physical
transformation of the vessel helped to change how science was practised at
sea. The redesign of the ship, however, was not universally scientific. Paying
close attention to the modifications made to the ship in the preparations for
the voyage reveals an attempt to balance naval and scientific aims,
cultures, and ways of working and moving at sea.
In addition to social and political motive forces, the movement of the
ship was shaped by the benefits and drawbacks of steam power. Steam
power allowed scientists to more easily collect information and materials
from the seabed and to investigate the composition and temperature of
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ocean water at different depths. However, the requirement for refuelling and
repair meant that important moorings such as coaling stations and Royal
Navy bases necessarily shaped the route the expedition took. In turn, the
mobility of the ship ultimately determined where and how knowledge was
made of the ocean. By revealing how these different mobilities came
together reveals how the British Empire’s availability and control of a
strategic maritime resource—coal—helped to make the oceans visible.
The mobility of HMS Challenger occurred within the specific context of
the power of the Royal Navy in the 1870s to circulate vessels, people, and
resources through strategic points around the world. However, the launch of
the scientific expedition in 1872 would not have been possible except for the
political power and social influence of the scientists involved who initiated
the study. Steam power assisted the mobility of the research vessel, but
many labours, including the work located in the engine room, dockyards,
and coaling stations, was required to keep the ship moving. Ocean science
was not apolitical, but was constructed through the political and material
power of the British Empire to mobilise a naval vessel around the world. To
study the contours of the great ocean basins, the Challenger Expedition
travelled as part of the mobile and globally dispersed Royal Navy fleet in the
late nineteenth century. But other powerful motive forces also influenced
how and where oceanographic experiments were carried out, a
predicament that the next chapter will explore.
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2. Following Routes: The Baillie Depth Sounder

One of the great difficulties of nineteenth-century ocean science was that
the deep sea could not be directly observed. Knowledge of the ocean thus
depended on the circulation of instruments to and from the ship, floating at
the ocean surface, and the ocean depths below. To better understand the
mobility of oceanographic instruments, this chapter closely examines the
history of ‘the Baillie’, a type of depth sounder deployed on the Challenger
from 1874 to 1876 to measure the depth of the ocean and to collect
material from the ocean floor (Figure 15).1 As with the travels of the ship, the
route that the Baillie sounder followed—and how the ocean was made
visible—was shaped by political forces and material infrastructures, including
the striking expansion of transoceanic telegraphy in the 1870s.2
Historians have celebrated deep-sea sounding as one of the
Challenger Expedition’s greatest contributions to oceanography. During the
voyage, deep-sea sounding was carried out at 362 ‘stations’ throughout the
route the ship traversed.3 The results helped to make visible the great depths,
broad plains, and mountain ranges of the Atlantic Ocean, Pacific Ocean
and the Southern Ocean basins.4 The Baillie sounder was used in the
discovery of the Challenger Deep—now known as the Mariana Trench—the
deepest point on the surface of the Earth. To measure this great depth, the
Baillie sounder, consisting of a 450lb lead weight attached to a line, was
deployed on 23 March 1875 to the ocean bottom and was retrieved from a
depth of 4475 fathoms.5
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FIGURE 15. THE BAILLIE SOUNDING MACHINE
The iron cylinder (a) has a butterfly valve (f) at the bottom of the tube and is
attached to a brass top (c); iron weights (e) are held by a wire resting on the shoulder
of the top section (b) that freely moves backwards and forwards in the iron tube.
Source: Narrative of the Cruise, fig. 14, p. 60; Credit: The University of Edinburgh
<https://www.hydro-international.com/content/article/thirty-years-of-discovering-themariana-trench> [accessed 10 April 2019]
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Despite these achievements, how exactly sounding was carried out
on the Challenger is not clear from existing literature. Historians have argued
that the expedition ‘sailed with technology conservative for its time’ in
regards to sounding.6 Historians have pointed out that the expedition’s
scientific director, Charles Wyville Thomson, chose to use hemp rope rather
than the recently invented system of wire sounding, as rope was considered
a more reliable technology. This analysis, however, overlooks how sounding
on the Challenger was practised as a complex mobile system that involved
many other materials and instruments besides the sounder, including the size
and deployment of the ship.
Furthermore, historians have long assumed that deep-sea sounding on
the Challenger Expedition was conducted ‘at intervals as nearly uniform as
possible’ throughout the voyage of 68,890 nautical miles. This idea can be
traced to a statement Thomson wrote in his book, The Voyage of the
‘Challenger’: The Atlantic, in 1877.7 Surprisingly, other than Thomson’s
account, historians have not looked closely at where, when, or how
frequently the expedition conducted deep-sea soundings during its
circumnavigation. Deacon recognised that the crew had the additional
duty to ‘make soundings on routes for possible submarine telegraph cables’.8
Yet, this vital aspect of deep-sea sounding on the Challenger has not been
fully investigated.
Addressing these unanswered questions, this chapter regards the
Baillie sounder as it operated within a mobile-system, meaning that sounding
encompassed the movements of many different actors and practices
including vital resources and institutions beyond the ship at sea. This follows
recent studies that have contributed a broader understanding of sounding
that takes into consideration the importance of labour practices, social
relations, and the materials of sounding.9 Further building on the concept of
6
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the ‘politics of mobility’ and the construction of knowledge, this chapter
gives particular consideration to the routes the Baillie sounder followed.10
Cresswell argued that mobility is not an evenly distributed resource in society.
Instead, the movement of objects, people, and ideas, are channeled
through particular routes that are shaped by power.11 Focusing on the
pathways of movement thus reveals how instruments such as the Baillie
sounder were deeply interconnected to power in society. The chapter thus
argues that what came to be known about the ocean depths through the
Challenger Expedition ultimately depended on the confluence of the Baillie
sounder, the resources of the Hydrographic Office that made its movements
possible, and the demands of cable telegraphy that directed its route.
In order to understand the larger system of mobility in which sounding
operated, the chapter follows the Baillie sounder from its invention in 1872 to
its deployment on the Challenger from 1874 to 1876. The chapter first places
the invention of the Baillie within the development of sounding technology
and the demands of marine science, imperial aims, and submarine
telegraphy in the second half of the nineteenth century. It then reveals the
critical role of the Hydrographic Office in the manufacture and circulation of
sounding instruments, including sending the sounder to the expedition during
its circumnavigation. Paying close attention to how sounding was practiced,
the chapter then investigates how the Baillie sounder worked as part of a
complex mobile system including the ship, other instruments, materials,
sailors, and the ocean environment. The final section demonstrates that
deep-sea sounding was not performed at uniform intervals, but was
concentrated in areas important to British trade and directed along the
pathways of future submarine telegraphic cables. In conclusion, the chapter
considers how knowledge of the deep ocean made through the Baillie
sounder was shaped by a mobile system that was largely directed by
commercial and imperial aims.

10
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Sounding the Depths, 1850-1873
In the middle decades of the nineteenth century, stimulated by the needs of
the new technology of submarine telegraphy, American and British
hydrographers began experimenting with devices that would be able to
accurately measure to over 1500 fathoms.12 Thomson reflected on the
complications of sounding the deep: ‘In all deep-sea investigations it is of
course of the first importance to have a means of determining the depth to
the last degree of accuracy, and this is not so easy a matter as might be at
first supposed.’13
In shallow waters or near shore, sailors used a simple method of
sounding to determine the depth of water beneath the ship’s hull. A lead
weight was affixed to a long line and thrown overboard. The sailors then
counted how many fathoms of line, designated by coloured pieces of cloth
tied to the line, passed through their hands before the weight hit the bottom.
To know the nature of the seabed, tallow (a sticky substance made from
animal fat) was placed on the bottom of the sounder. On hitting bottom,
mud or other debris from the seabed stuck to the tallow. When the sounder
was retrieved the ‘nature’ of the bottom was identified by colour, texture,
and even taste: descriptive features that could then be compared to
charts.14 Together, both the depth and composition of the ocean floor aided
navigation and helped to determine a vessel’s location in relationship to the
shore.
The investigation of the deep ocean added many complications to
the practice of sounding. Sounders had to travel through great distances of
water to reach the ocean floor. One of the first problems was how to
mobilise a sounder from a moving ship to the ocean floor. If the sounder did
not travel quickly to the bottom, a great deal of additional line would pay
out as the sounder descended. To drop a sounder to the bottom as quickly
and vertically as possible in deep waters, a heavy weight was used with a
light line. But due to the great depth, a light line such as twine was not strong
12
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enough to retrieve the weights and the sample of the seabed. 15 Great
depth could therefore be known, but not the nature of the seabed, a
problem for hydrographers and telegraphic companies. After the USS
Dolphin returned from an expedition sounding the Atlantic in 1853, Matthew
Fontaine Maury, Superintendent of the U.S. Naval Observatory asked: ‘What
is the use of knowing how deep [the Atlantic] is unless we know what is at the
bottom…be it ooze or mud, or rock, or sand?’16
Knowing the nature of the ocean floor was important to navigation
but also provided valuable information in the laying of submarine telegraph
cables. In areas of rocks or currents, heavy armouring was put on to protect
the cable or alternative routes were sought. Hazards also had to be known.
In areas where the ocean floor consisted of fine sediment, however, the
cable could be manufactured with less protection. The topography of the
ocean floor thus dictated the mileage of cable to be manufactured since
the cable needed to be laid on the seabed and not hang unsupported from
one ridge to another. With this information, telegraphic companies could
more accurately determine the length of cable and the thickness of armour
required to lay cable between two points, and therefore could better
estimate the total amount of capital that needed to be raised. 17
Knowing the nature of the seabed was important to determining the
cost of submarine telegraphic cables, but was also crucial to sustaining the
cable’s long-term operation. If a cable was routed through a harsh
environment without the proper armouring, the entire operation was likely to
fail. In 1861, after a review of the collapse of the Atlantic cable, the
Submarine Telegraph Committee emphasised the importance of a ‘careful
and detailed survey of the nature and inequalities of the bottom of the sea’
before cable laying took place. The committee remarked that: ‘it would be
of great advantage for this purpose if some instrument could be devised
which would enable the actual outline of the bottom of the sea to be
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traced’.18 In response, throughout the 1860s and early 1870s, a variety of
sounders were designed and tested in an attempt to survey the topography
and composition of the sea floor.
To collect ooze, mud, rock, and sand from the sea bottom to the
surface required a modification of existing sounders that were designed
primarily to measure depth. In 1868, under the command of Captain
Shortland, HMS Hydra sounded across the Arabian Gulf in preparation for
laying the Indian Cable.19 During this voyage, a blacksmith and two sailors
aboard the Hydra invented a sounder, which subsequently was given the
ship’s name. While derived from the Brooke’s sounder, the Hydra’s sounding
rod was hollow and divided by butterfly valves, as illustrated in Figure 16.
When hitting the bottom, the weight of the sounder drove the end of the
cylinder into the ground; a spring then released the sinkers. When the
sounder was hauled up, the butterfly valves closed and trapped a sample of
the seabed in the cylinder.20 The Hydra thus had an advantage over
previous designs in that it could pierce the ocean floor, capture a sample of
sediment in a tube, and carry it back to the surface for collection.
In the early 1870s, naturalists and the Hydrographic Office praised the
Hydra. Thomson described using the Hydra during the short cruise of the
Porcupine, ‘where sounding was carried on to the utmost attainable
accuracy and at great depths’.21 Likewise, the Hydrographic Office placed
a greater value on soundings obtained from the Hydra than other sounders.
In 1871, Hydrographer Richards wrote in his instructions to Captain Nares,
‘None of the soundings shown on the chart of the South Atlantic, with the
exception of those obtained by Captain Shortland in the “Hydra,” can be
considered reliable.’22
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FIGURE 16. HYDRA SOUNDING MACHINE

The brass cylinder (A) has a butterfly valve at the bottom of the tube (B) and a sliding
iron rod at the top (C); weights (F) are supported by a wire attached to a washer (D).
Source: Narrative of the Cruise, fig. 13, p. 59; Credit: The University of Edinburgh
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In December 1872 when the Challenger left Sheerness and began its
circumnavigation, the telegraph cable network stretched nearly around the
globe and connected Britain with its far-flung empire. Throughout the
decade, Britain’s worldwide telegraph cable network rapidly expanded and
was regarded as central to safeguarding British commercial, industrial, and
military interests. Yet telegraph cables remained costly; submarine cables in
particular posed unique problems of manufacture, laying and operation.23 In
order to assist with this task, Challenger was outfitted with six Hydra sounders
to be used for deep-sea sounding and the collection of materials from the
sea floor.
In practice, however, the Hydra sounder could be difficult to operate.
During the first leg of the Challenger Expedition, from leaving Portsmouth in
December 1872 to arriving at Cape Verde in July 1873, the Hydra sounder
was the primary instrument used for deep-sea sounding.24 Tizard related that
it was a difficult job to correctly adjust the Hydra’s spring; the mechanism
had to be delicately adjusted in order to release the sounder’s weights at
the correct moment when striking the bottom of the ocean:

The whole secret of the successful disengaging of the weights at the
bottom rests on the spring of the rod being nicely adjusted as to
strength—that is, it must not be so strong as to push the wire off the
stud directly a portion of the weight of the sinkers is removed by letting
go the line, and it must be strong enough to spring sharply back into
its place directly the whole weight is removed.25

A sudden change of tension on the line could prematurely release the
weights before the sounder hit the seabed. To keep the strain on the spring
consistent, the crew had to take great care with the line as the sounder
23
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descended. Whilst using the Hydra on the Challenger, ‘a system was
adopted to ease the sinkers down without jerks for almost 400 or 500
fathoms. By letting go the line suddenly when the sinkers were near the
surface, they were found frequently to disengage all at once’.26
For these reasons, in his book the Depths of the Sea published in 1873
that described the results of the Porcupine and the Lightning, Thomson
suggested a new design of sounder would be desirable to aid deep-sea
investigations. Thomson complained the Hydra was complicated to work,
and collected only very small samples of the seabed. The needs of cable
telegraphy had demanded knowledge of the nature of the ocean bottom,
but marine scientists now wanted even larger samples. Thomson wrote that
when it was not practicable to use a large dredge and ‘all information as to
the condition of the bottom must be got from soundings, some simple
adaptation […] would certainly have a great advantage.’27
The problem of how to accurately survey the ocean floor for the
laying of submarine telegraphic cables and to collect materials for
observation thus shaped the context in which the Baillie was invented on
HMS Sylvia in 1871. The duties of the Sylvia under Commander Henry Craven
St. John reflected the political and commercial nature of deep-sea sounding
during the early 1870s when the maritime world was undergoing
revolutionary changes in ship design, navigation, and communications
technology.
The Sylvia was purpose built for surveying work and was launched in
1866 at Woolwich Dockyard, the same dockyard that built the Challenger
eight years previously.28 Similar to the size of the Challenger (as seen in Figure
17) the ship had the appearance of a traditional wooden sailing ship but
was additionally fitted with a steam engine and propeller. As the Royal
Navy’s foremost survey ship serving on the China Station, the Sylvia was
responsible for undertaking much of the detailed hydrographical work
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around Japan.29 Using the Hydra sounder, the crew and officers surveyed
the depth and nature of the ocean bottom surrounding the Japanese
islands.30

FIGURE 17. SURVEY VESSEL HMS SYLVIA, 1870
Source: Photograph, artist unknown, NMM N05395; Credit: National Maritime
Museum, Greenwich

Deep-sea sounding on the Sylvia served the combined interests of
British merchant ships, British diplomatic efforts, and the expansion of the
telegraphic cable network. New larger steam ships required deeper
channels to navigate, and the old routes were no longer adequate. In order
to provide a safe passage for larger vessels, the Sylvia used sounders to chart
a new route through the Inland Sea of Japan. Deep-sea sounding was also
part of building diplomatic relations between Britain and Japan.
Underpinning a British effort to support the Meiji government and modernise
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the Imperial Japanese Navy in the 1870s, the Sylvia conducted a joint survey
with a Japanese naval ship off the coast of Hiroshima.31
Most significantly, the hydrographical work of Sylvia helped to
integrate Japan into the expanding global cable telegraphic network. In
1871, the Danish Great Northern Telegraph Company completed the laying
of a submarine cable linking Japan to Shanghai, and thus for the first time
connected Japan with the Asian mainland and the larger telegraph cable
network. A year later, the Japanese government was able to lay a
submarine telegraph cable across the Kanmon Straits and connected the
main island of Honshu, and Japan’s capital city of Tokyo, with the more
southerly island of Shikoku and its ports. For their hydrographical work,
Captain St. John and the officers of Sylvia were praised by the Royal
Geographical Society for their exhaustive survey of ‘the many groups of
islands extending far seaward from the southwest of Korea, and laying in the
line of direct sea-communication between Japan and the northern ports of
China’.32 In this way, the deep-sea sounding conducted on naval survey
ships such as the Sylvia significantly expanded the telegraphic
communications system that connected Britain with its far-flung colonies,
naval bases, and strategic trading points around the globe.
The sounding work of Sylvia in the preparation of prior to the laying of
telegraphic cables prompted improvements to the Hydra. Possibly frustrated
with the same limitations of the instrument mentioned by Thomson and
Tizard, Navigating Lieutenant Charles William Baillie devised a new sounder
on Sylvia that was soon referred to as ‘the Baillie’.33 The design closely
matched Thomson’s desired criteria for a ‘simple adaptation’ of the Hydra.34
In 1872, after Sylvia paid off, Baillie sent a model and design of his new
sounder to the Hydrographic Office.35 There, the sounder could be built and
replicated, and then mobilised to survey ships for testing and use.
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The Hydrographic Office and the Mobility of Instruments
In an effort to create more accurate charts of the world’s oceans, the
Hydrographic Office sourced specialised instruments and materials for
surveying and worked closely with manufacturers on experimental designs.
Under the direction of Richards, the department organised and coordinated
the movement of a wide variety of materials necessary for the Challenger’s
scientific and survey work, from microscopes to fishing nets.36
During the Challenger Expedition’s preparation, Richards’ office had
the daunting task of coordinating orders between different government
offices and scientific institutions, and coordinating the movement of
materials from Royal Navy dockyards and private manufacturers to where
the Challenger was prepared for the voayge at Sheerness. Richards regularly
corresponded with the Royal Society and the Royal Observatory to
coordinate the movements of the instruments provided to the expedition,
from their selection for the voyage to the plans for their eventual dispersal.37
However, it is little known that this process continued during the voyage.38
The ability of the Hydrographic Office to coordinate and mobilise materials
to the naval fleet meant that new innovations, such as the Baillie, could be
sent to the expedition en route.
After Baillie submitted his design, Richards ordered a model of the
sounder to be made at Chatham, a Royal Navy Dockyard on the River
Medway in Kent:

I submit the Capt. Sup at Chatham receive the necessary directions
to prepare as soon as possible a Baillie Sounding Machine from the
Models and drawings sent from the Hydrographic Department. The
instruments when made together with the model, to be sent to the
Hydrographic Office.39
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Chatham Dockyard had supported Britain’s naval power since its
establishment in the mid-sixteenth century, and by the nineteenth century
Chatham was a massive industrial enterprise that employed some two
thousand artisans and labourers. Naval ships as well as instruments were
constructed at Chatham, a process that included experimental designs and
maritime technological innovation. In the 1870s, the dockyard was
undergoing a large building programme as the Admiralty adjusted to the
new technology of steam-powered ships with metal hulls.40
Within the large military-industrial complex of Chatham, a large store
of materials was reserved for the use of the Hydrographic Office and the
survey service. In the making of twelve Baillie sounders for the Challenger
Expedition, older sounders were recycled to construct the new design. In this
matter, Richards directed older sounding leads to be altered to fit the
Baillie’s design:

The 1 cwt iron sinkers now in store to be converted into ½ cwt sinkers.
These will supply the foregoing demand and the remainder to be
retained in the store. The ‘Champagne’ and ‘Cup’ leads now in store
to be converted to ‘tube’ leads for supplying the above.41

The new Baillie sounder had clear advantages over the older Hydra
model. The spring mechanism of the Hydra needed to be carefully handled.
In contrast, the sturdy and unfussy construction of the Baillie suggested a
steadier and more predictable instrument.42 The Hydra’s complicated spring
was replaced with a freely moving iron bar inside the Baillie sounding rod.
When the Baillie sounder was held upright by the sounding line, the wire that
held the sounding weights rested on two metal ‘shoulders’ or small hooks.
When the sounding tube hit the bottom, the sounding line slackened and
the ‘shoulders’ retracted inside the sounding tube and the weights were
released.
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Furthermore, the Baillie was much heavier and larger than the Hydra,
characteristics that allowed the collection of larger deposit samples from the
ocean floor. The Hydra sounding tube had a diameter of ‘not more than one
inch’ and collected only a small sample of the seabed. In contrast, the
diameter of the Baillie sounding tube was two-and-a-half inches and ‘the
tube was made to project fully 18 inches below the weights’ into the
seabed.43 The Baillie rod constructed at Chatham was made of iron instead
of brass, and weighed 35lb even without sinkers.44 Although both sounders
were fitted with butterfly valves, with its extra length and weight, the Baillie
rod could project further into the ocean bed than the Hydra. Although the
Baillie lost its weights on reaching the seabed, the sounding tube alone was
heavy enough to penetrate soft sediments to take a long core. In this way,
the Baillie’s ability to make accurate measurements of depth and retrieve
significant samples of the ocean floor appealed to the converging interests
in surveying the sea floor for navigation, the laying of telegraphic cables,
and the developing field of ocean science.
In addition to the twelve new Baillie sounder tube leads, the
Hydrographic Office ordered the manufacture of an array of sounding gear
necessary to work the new machines. Sounding instruments did not operate
in isolation but depended on many other materials in order to operate. The
materials manufactured at Chatham for the Baillie sounder included: 310
iron sinkers cut specially to fit the new sounding tube; two iron gin blocks with
anti-friction sleeves; forty deep sea leads; seventy pounds of worsted blue,
white and red; five hundred iron rings for the sounding rods and two
thousand yards of iron wire.45 All of these items were necessary to mobilise
the Baillie from a ship to and from the ocean floor.
While the Baillie was being constructed at Chatham, the
Hydrographic Office gathered a variety of other materials for the Challenger
and prepared the objects to be sent to meet the expedition. Supplies
included ‘4 bags and 2 boxes of fishing gear and 24 trawl iron heads now in
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the Hydrographic store at Chatham Yard’.46 Sounding materials were also
sourced from other sites. Adding to the growing list of gear being prepared
for the expedition, the Hydrographic Office requisitioned ten thousand
fathoms of specially strengthened sounding line to be prepared at
Devonport. The next problem was how to send these items to the Challenger
then traveling in the north Atlantic.
Detailed in the minute book, the plan was to gather the materials
together at the Hydrographic Office and then send them all to the
Challenger Expedition at St. Vincent, Cape Verde. The Baillie needed to
travel quickly in order to meet the ship. In late July the expedition was
expected to leave the North Atlantic and begin its voyage south.47 Added to
the sounder, line, weights, fishing gear and other materials, the Hydrographic
Office deployed naval staff to assist with surveying:

There being a vacancy in the Challenger for a Sub. Lieut., I submit
that H.C. Harslon, at present serving in the Flag Ship at Devonport, be
appointed, and that he be ordered to join by the packet which
leaves Southampton on the 9th of July for St. Vincent, Cape Verde,
which will meet the Challenger there.

After the Baillie was invented on the Sylvia and constructed at the Chatham
Royal Navy Dockyard, it was then mobilised along international trade routes
to meet the expedition at St. Vincent, a small but strategic island off the
western coast of Africa where the vessel was expected some ten days after
leaving Madeira on 17 July 1873.48
Several strategic lines of mobility intersected through the small islands
of Cape Verde that shaped how the oceans were made visible. As
previously discussed, the island’s location and availability of coal meant that
St. Vincent was ‘a most suitable halting place’ for steamships traveling
between England and South America.49 The bay at Porto Grande also had
natural characteristics that granted access to the large vessels that began
46
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to dominate the Atlantic and global traffic.50 International trade was thus
directed through St. Vincent as part of the flow of commerce to and from
Britain and its colonies, a route that the Challenger also followed.
Detailed in Hydrographic Office archives, Richards arranged for the
Baillie sounder, Sub-Lieutenant Harslon, and the accompanying materials to
be transported via the Royal Mail Steam Packet Company from
Southampton on 9 July 1873 to St. Vincent.51 Because of its location, deep
harbour, and access to supplies of coal, San Vincent was an important
mooring and hub of the Atlantic steamship packet service. The Royal Mail
Steam Packet Company connected the Cape Verde Islands with Britain and
the West Indies, and thus formed an important material basis of the transAtlantic communications network.52 Challenger arrived at St. Vincent on 27
July, and the Baillie sounder was taken aboard.
During the Challenger’s visit to the Cape Verde archipelago, the
expedition carried out soundings to connect the archipelago to the
expanding global telegraph cable network. In 1873, the British company
Telegraph Construction and Maintenance Company was awarded the
contract to manufacture and lay the telegraph cable system linking Portugal
with Brazil via Madeira and the Cape Verde Islands.53 In preparation, the
Challenger Expedition was ordered by Richards to sound part of this route.54
Captain Nares wrote about carrying out soundings for the Lisbon-Madeira
telegraph cable in the Challenger Remark Book, 13 January 1873.55
Recorded in the sounding logs, the crew used the Hydra to obtain a few
deep soundings in a direct line between Cape St. Vincent on the south west
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coast of Portugal to the island of Madeira, and from Madeira to the island of
St. Vincent at the Tenerife archipelago. The report makes clear that sounding
was conducted several times in areas of interest, rather than at ‘regular
intervals’.56 Less than a year after Captain Nares submitted the findings to the
Hydrographic Office, the cable-laying scheme was successful and Cape
Verde became part of the global scheme of wires that connected Britain
and other imperial nations with their colonies.57 The Challenger wasn’t the
only survey ship gathering information to lay submarine telegraphic cables,
but its work was a significant part of this process in the 1870s.

Sounding on the Challenger with the Baillie
In late August 1873 the Challenger crew began working with the Baillie
sounder; thereafter the sounder was the primary instrument used to conduct
deep-sea soundings throughout the southern Atlantic, an extensive tour of
the Pacific and part of the Southern Ocean. 58 In order to successfully
operate, a new sounding apparatus needed to be able to move and
operate within the expedition’s existing system of shipboard materials,
instrumentation, and methods of calculation.
The adoption of a new instrument during Challenger’s voyage,
especially one on which so much of the expedition’s findings depended,
raises an interesting question. How did the Baillie, a newly designed
apparatus, become accepted to conduct some of the expedition’s most
important work? The historiography suggests the crew choose to use
sounding technology that was familiar rather than experimental. For
instance, much has been made of a wire-sounding machine that was
employed early in the voyage, failed, and then abandoned. A closer
examination of the sounding practices on the Challenger reveals the choice
of sounder did not depend on the crew’s reluctance to employ new
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technologies, but was largely constrained by the existing system of
instrumentation established on board.
Following the movements of the Baillie sounder from ship to the
bottom of the ocean, and the necessary labour and materials involved
reveals that sounding apparatus did not work in isolation but rather within a
complex interaction between the structure of the ship, other instruments and
calculation methods. It is important to remember that the Baillie was
invented on the Sylvia, a Royal Navy steam corvette of similar size and
stature to the Challenger. The Baillie was designed to be integrated within
the Sylvia’s existing system of instrumentation and thus move in a similar
manner to the Hydra.
Challenger’s large size was advantageous to the addition of
laboratory rooms and storage for specimens. However, the large size of the
warship also presented a unique set of problems to the expedition’s scientific
work. Thomson explained:

It is altogether a new experiment to dredge and to take deep-sea
observations from so large a ship, and it seems to present some
special difficulties, or at all events, to require great management […]
The roll of the ship, her height above the water, her want of flexibility
of movement compared with the vessels which had been previously
employed for the purpose, raised new questions as to the method of
working. 59

On smaller ships, it was possible to sound directly over the rail with the
aid of a steam winch, but sounding on a warship was more complicated.
The ship’s height above the water made it necessary to carry out sounding
from a raised platform above the main deck, with the sounding line
attached to the main yardarm.60 This platform gave a better purchase for
working with sounding lines and also separated the work of sounding and
dredging from the work of navigating the ship.
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In the same manner as the Hydra, the Baillie was fitted with weights
and released from a sounding platform on the port side. The Narrative of the
Cruise explained how the Challenger was adapted:

A block (A) was secured to the foreyard and a line rove through it to
trice up the set of accumulators (B). At the bottom of the
accumulators a 9-inch gin-block (C) was hooked with the sounding
line rove through it and secured to the sounding rod and sinkers (D).
To the line immediately above the sounding apparatus was attached
a collecting water bottle (E), thermometers and a pressure gauge
(F).61
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FIGURE 18. DIAGRAM TO ILLUSTRATE THE METHOD OF SOUNDING
Source: Narrative of the Cruise, fig. 16, p. 64;
Credit: The University of Edinburgh
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Deep-sea sounding was thus a complex system that was specially
adapted to the materials of the ship. Immense lengths of line were led from
two large reels on the forecastle, through a block to the winding-engine,
then up through the block at the main yard and attached to the soundingrod. When the sounder touched bottom and the weights were released, the
apparatus was hauled to the surface with the aid of a donkey engine, a
small steam engine located on the deck.62
As the crew engaged the steam engine and ship’s propeller to keep
the ship in position, smoke would have billowed from the ship’s funnel, as
illustrated in Figure 5. During deep-sea sounding, sailors worked on deck to
control the paying out or hauling in of the immense lengths of sounding line,
while engineers and stokers laboured below decks to keep the furnaces fed
with coal.
During sounding, the ocean depths the sounder traversed put a great
strain on both the yardarm and the sounding line. The sounding weights used
on the Baillie were sometimes as heavy as two hundred kilos. In addition,
3000 fathoms of line in water had the weight of roughly 108 kgs.63 The deepsea hemp sounding line had a breaking strain of seven hundred kilos, more
than enough to support the sounder. But the motion of the ship and the
movement of the ocean added additional tension to the line. Thomson
stated the ‘weight of the ship is so great that there can be no ‘give and take
[…] as we have in smaller vessels’.64 In an effort to prevent the sounding line
from breaking, forty accumulators, consisting of rubber bands three feet long
and a three-quarter inch thick, were added to the line to absorb an increase
in pressure as the ship rolled (Figure 18, B). In this way, several materials and
methods worked together to adapt sounding instruments and techniques to
the vessel’s large size.
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Despite these precautions, the first time the Baillie was used on the
Challenger the apparatus failed. On Sunday, 24 August 1873 a crewmember
recorded in the Sounding Log:

Tried a new [sounder] sent from England called ‘Bailey’s’ weight 35
lbs. disengaging apparatus by a shot without a spring – apparatus
failed to disengage the weights which were brought to the surface.65

However, Captain Nares and the crew were undeterred and modified the
sounder. The ‘shoulder’ holding the wire was filed down to make the
disengagement of the wire easier before the sounder was tried again.66
Sounding the South Atlantic from St. Vincent to St. Paul’s Rocks, Captain
Nares wrote:

Baillie sounding rod is a great improvement over the Hydra, but the
hook for the wire of those supplied was turned up and too great an
angle; instead of releasing the wire, it nips and jams it unless the hook
is filed off nearly horizontally.67

The on-board modification was successful, and the Baillie was put into
regular service. Captain Nares reported from Simon’s Bay, on 15 December
1873: ‘I can again report most favourably of the Baillie sounding machine;
the rod is far more serviceable than the small Hydra-rod, and its weight is not
too much for No. 1 line.’68
Another factor that contributed to the Baillie’s success was that the
sounder worked in concert with other instruments and observations.
Although the quantity of materials collected by sounders was small, the
Challenger scientists believed the sounding tube samples were more
representative of the composition of the sea floor than specimens gathered
from the dredge or trawl. John Murray stated that the sounder’s contents
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were useful to compare against ‘a very large quantity procured in the trawl
or dredge at the same spot, often amounting to several hundredweights’.69
While the dredge collected a large amount of material, it was evident there
had been ‘much washing away while the apparatus was being hauled up
through the water; indeed often all the deposit was washed away, and only
manganese nodules, teeth, bones and rock fragments remained in the
net’.70 The sounding rod samples and the larger materials collected by the
dredge were both limited in certain ways, but used together the two
instruments formed a more accurate assessment of the composition of the
sea floor.71 If there was a marked difference between the upper and lower
levels of sediment in the sounding tube, the different portions were preserved
and examined separately.
The Baillie was used with a hemp sounding line, a material that had
been tried and tested and on which key measurements and other
instruments depended. It is difficult to overstate the importance of the
sounding line to the oceanographic observations carried out by the
expedition. In addition to the Baillie sounder, other instruments were
attached to the sounding line including thermometers, a collecting water
bottle, and a pressure gauge. In addition to the measurement of depth,
temperature was used to formulate theories about the global circulation of
the oceans and the distribution of marine life. Emphasising the importance of
temperature, the Challenger Report stated, ‘The determination of the
temperature, not merely of the bottom of the ocean, over a wide
geographical range, but of its various intermediate strata, is one of the most
important objects of the Expedition.’72
The movement of the Baillie sounder was thus connected physically
and experimentally to other instruments. W. B. Carpenter, one of the primary
organisers of the Challenger Expedition, stressed that a combination of
temperature and depth measurements opened new possibilities in
understanding of the circulation of ocean currents around the globe:
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By the use of these instruments, a vast body of trustworthy information
has now been accumulated, in regard not only to the Temperature of
the Deep-Sea-bottom, but also to what may be called the Thermal
Stratification of the contents of that great Ocean-basin […] is one of
the most note worthy features in the present configuration of our
Globe.73

Calculations prepared on board reinforced the epistemological
credibility of the expedition’s findings. As sounding technology progressed
and became more complicated in the mid-nineteenth century, the practice
of sounding changed from a sailor ‘feeling’ when the sounder hit bottom, to
officers managing the use of machines and performing a series of
calculations to determine when the sounding rod had reached the ocean
floor.74 The measurement of depth was characterised by the translation of
time into distance and detailed record keeping of the event. While these
actions were the responsibility of the Challenger officers and crew, legitimate
soundings also depended on charts and other observations to accurately
determine the ship’s position at sea. If the ship’s latitude and longitude were
incorrectly ascertained, the measurement of depth of the ocean could not
be accurately known or charted.
The details of performing deep-sea soundings were closely scrutinised,
and added or detracted from their validity. For each deep-sea sounding
taken on the Challenger, detailed records were made in a Sounding Book, a
small logbook with pre-printed pages in which information was entered into
fields including: time of day, wind force, weather, sea conditions, line type,
surface current, weights and machine used. The observer also had to rate
the overall ‘value of sounding’. While many soundings are listed a ‘very
good’, other soundings were unrated.75
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To calculate when the sounder hit bottom, the officers established a
precise relationship between the rate of descent and the weight of the
sounder. Tizard described how this was carried out:

As line ran out the exact time each 100 fathom mark entered the
water was registered and entered in its appropriate column in a book
provided for that purpose, and the interval between these times was
calculated and entered in another column.76

These intervals gradually increased in length until the sounder hit bottom and
the time interval suddenly lengthened. During the voyage, a table was
constructed that showed the average rate of descent of sounding lines from
five hundred to three thousand fathoms, and could be used either with the
Baillie or Hydra sounders. A great difference from the expected rate of
descent (as on the table) showed that the sounder had reached bottom, or
was affected by an undersea current or other phenomenon that made the
sounding untrustworthy.77
The sounding measurements were reviewed and compiled on board
by Tizard.78 Through his calculations, the ocean was made visible as data on
charts, and illustrated as graphic representations of the soundings and
temperatures observed during the voyage. This information was then
included as part of Captain Nares’s regular reports to Richards at the
Hydrographic Office (Figure 19). At intervals along the voyage, the reports
were sent back to England from ports connected to the Royal Mail
steamship system, such as Gibraltar and St. Thomas.79 The same system of
mobility that had transferred the Baillie to the Challenger at Cape Verde
through commercial transport routes thus returned hydrographic information
back to Britain.
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FIGURE 19. CHART OF HMS CHALLENGER SOUNDINGS, NORTH ATLANTIC, 1873
Source: HMS Challenger, Reports of Captain G. S. Nares, R. N. with Abstract
of Soundings & Diagrams of Ocean Temperature in North and South Atlantic
Oceans (London: HMSO, 1873); Credit: British Library

The results of sampling materials from the ocean bottom travelled a
similar route back to England, but had different end points. After the sounder
was retrieved, the type of sediment was noted in the Sounding Log Book,
and the sounding rod was sent to the laboratory where the materials were
roughly identified, dried and bottled. The bottles were then packaged with
other marine sediments and shipped through the Royal Mail at convenient
ports to the Hydrographic Office. From there, the specimens were forwarded
to Edinburgh to await further inspection and analysis on the return of the
expedition, a topic explored further in Chapters Four and Six.
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Sounding Routes of the Challenger
By closely examining where Challenger travelled and where deep-sea
sounding was performed during the voyage, we gain a better understanding
of how the production of knowledge of the ocean through Challenger was
shaped by the technological problems and geopolitics of the late
nineteenth century.
The ‘Hydrographic Instructions to Captain G. S. Nares, H.M.S.
Challenger’ set the parameters of where the expedition would travel.
Richards was explicit about the importance of sounding along future
telegraph cable routes:

Independently of the great scientific interest [attached] to these
experiments, it is to be remembered that the rapidly progressing
establishment of electric communication between all parts of the
earth renders it most important that the accurate depths of the
ocean and the character and temperature of its bed should be
known. You are therefore furnished with a series of charts on which
are shown the spots where soundings are most required […] and
which, you will endeavour to obtain.80

The Challenger operated during a specific period of time when the
major cities of the globe were being rapidly connected through the
telegraph system; the period from 1870 to 1880 saw a striking expansion in
the project of ‘wiring of the world’.81 A comparison of world telegraphic
cables in operation from 1865 and 1901, as illustrated in Figures 20 and 21,
visually underscores this expansion of the telegraph system.
As part of this project, Richards and the British scientific community of
which he was a part did not view sounding along potential telegraphic
cable routes as detached from or competing with scientific aims.
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FIGURE 20. CHART OF PROPOSED SUBMARINE AND LAND TELEGRAPHS, 1865
Source: The Atlantic Telegraph: Its History, from the Commencement of the
Undertaking in 1854, to the Return of the “Great Eastern” in 1865 (London:
Bacon & Company, 1865); Credit: Bill Burns, Atlantic-Cable.com

Upon his retirement from the navy in 1874, Richards was made
managing director of the Telegraph Construction and Maintenance
Company, the London-based company that had made the 1865 and 1866
transatlantic cables. Under Richards’s direction in the 1870s, the company
laid thousands of miles of submarine telegraph cables around the world. At
the same time, Richards was a fellow of the Royal Society and the Royal
Geographical Society. 82 Richards was knighted in 1877, an affirmation that
his dedication to ocean science, hydrography and the laying of telegraphic
cables served the interests of the British Empire.
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A close reading of the Challenger’s deep-sea sounding charts reveals
that the Baillie sounder was not deployed at sites that were evenly dispersed
along the route the expedition traversed.83 Rather, Richards’s proposed
sounding routes for the expediton closely followed the expansion of the
telegraph network. For example, Captain Nares had orders to sound for the
laying of submarine cables from Bermuda to Halifax, from Sydney to New
Zealand and from Cape Finisterre to Lisbon.84 Records of Challenger deepsea soundings corroborate that most soundings were concentrated along
these and other connecting routes specified by the Admiralty.85

FIGURE 21. EASTERN TELEGRAPH COMPANY SYSTEM MAP, 1901
Source: W. Clauson-Thue, A.B.C. Telegraphic Code 5th Edition (E. Fisher,
1901); Credit: Bill Burns, Atlantic-Cable.com
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Furthermore, deep-sea sounding during the expedition was
concentrated in some parts of the world more than others. Nearly half of all
Challenger deep-sea soundings were conducted in the Atlantic, the site of
the greatest concentration of submarine cables (Figure 22).86 Challenger
sounding routes were not randomly chosen, but channelled along the main
trade routes of the British Empire in the late nineteenth century, especially
communication routes that connected London with America and the
western coast of Africa.87
It is also revealing where the voyage did not conduct deep-sea
soundings. From the Cape of Good Hope, Challenger travelled to Kerguelen
Island in the Southern Indian Ocean and continued as far south as the
Antarctic Circle. Kerguelen Island and the Antarctic held great scientific
interest, but little commercial value. The route of the expedition in this region
required ninety-one days at sea and traversed a distance of 7637 nautical
miles. However, the voyage’s trajectory passed south of the major global
trade routes and was not part of the planned expansion of the telegraph
cable network. Although this was the Challenger’s longest time at sea, the
expedition only made fifteen deep-sea soundings.88 Without a clear
commercial or navigational motive, deep-sea sounding during this part of
the voyage was not a priority. It was also more dangerous to conduct deepsea soundings in the Southern Ocean where the wind and waves were of
greater intensity, and coal had to be preserved for the southern exploration.
All of these factors contributed to where deep-sea soundings were
conducted in the Southern Ocean.
While the orders of the Admiralty were ‘to be observed as far as
circumstances permit,’ the Captain had ultimate authority over the ship’s
route.89 As long as Captain Nares did not depart from the general
programme, the Admiralty recognised that ‘it may be found necessary to
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FIGURE 22. RETHINKING THE SOUNDING ROUTE OF HMS CHALLENGER 1872-1876
Although the expedition travelled around the globe, over half of all deepsea sounding was carried out in the Atlantic. Photo credit: ‘The Voyage of
HMS Challenger’, i4is.org (30 June 2012)

deviate in some degree from the course laid down’.90 The need for supplies
and ship repairs were good reasons to deviate course, as well as dangerous
storms. To illustrate, after surveying in the region of the British territory of
Bermuda, Challenger was expected to sail to the east coast of the United
States and arrive in New York.91 During the approach to the coast, however,
the expedition encountered thick fog and heavy seas. In response, Captain
Nares made the decision to continue north and anchor at Halifax.92
Although a minor course change, the captain’s decision changed where
soundings were made, what part of the ocean was measured and what
samples were collected.
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In contrast to the orders by the Hydrographic Office to sound for
telegraph routes in the Atlantic and between New Zealand and Australia,
the orders to sound in the Pacific were much more open to interpretation. It
was in this region that the decisions of the captain had the most profound
impact on the voyage’s route and findings. Richards provided Nares with
Admiralty charts of the Pacific and remarked: ‘I have had clearly marked all
the doubtful positions which require to be rectified; their name is legion, and I
cannot hope under the most favourable circumstances that you will be able
to accomplish much in this direction during the three months at your
disposal.’93
Without specific orders from the Admiralty, the route of soundings
through the Pacific was largely left up to the Captain’s decision. The Pacific
was largely unexplored with deep-sea sounders, and in 1870, a telegraphic
cable route across the Pacific was contemplated but not under contract.94
In this region, Richards gave the order: ‘Under these circumstances, it must
be left to your own judgment and experience on the spot how far you will
penetrate to the eastward, or what precise direction you will take—all is new
ground’.95
In this context, Captain Thomson, who replaced Nares at Hong Kong,
made the most significant course change of the expedition. From Japan, the
Challenger Expedition was ordered to ‘carry a line of deep soundings across
that section of the ocean between it and the coast of America,’ and travel
east through the north Pacific to Vancouver.96 From Vancouver, Challenger
was scheduled to sail south to Valparaiso, located on the south-western
coast of South America. However, the American expedition on Tuscarora
launched in 1874 and for the next two years, sounded along this same route.
For this reason, Challenger was rerouted and never visited the west coast of
North America. Instead, the expedition sailed east until it reached the same
longitude as Hawaii. Then the expedition continued south through the
central Pacific and visited Tahiti before finally heading east to Valparaiso.
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During this time, the Challenger crew conducted sixty-five deep-sea
soundings using Baillie sounders, a number equal to seventeen per cent of all
Challenger deep-sea soundings.97 The change of route through the central
Pacific, rather than further east along the coasts of North and South
America, profoundly impacted where the Baillie sounder was used and what
was observed. In the south Pacific basin, for example, the expedition
dredged and discovered a large concentration of manganese nodules, one
of the expedition’s most significant findings.98
Similar to the work of the Sylvia, the Challenger expedition’s deep-sea
soundings were concentrated along points of interest to the Hydrographic
Office, especially surveying the ocean floor in preparation for the laying of
submarine telegraph cables. However, the Admiralty did not have total
control over the movements of the ship or where deep-sea soundings were
made. In areas that were less known the captain had greater leeway in
what part of the ocean was explored.

Conclusion
The development of sounding instruments in the 1860s and early 1870s was
influenced by the need to know the depth and nature of the ocean floor in
preparation for the laying of submarine telegraphic cables. The design of the
Baillie sounder answered the demands of marine scientists such as Thomson
for an instrument that was able to collect a significant quantity of sediment
from the ocean floor when dredging was not feasible. With its larger
collecting tube, the Baillie sounder was the first instrument to reliably retrieve
a long core sample from the ocean floor. Although largely overlooked by
historians, this important innovation added another dimension to
oceanographic research and began to answer questions about the
composition of the seabed and the worldwide distribution of plankton.
The movement of the Baillie sounder—from its invention to its use on
the Challenger—was channelled along routes that favoured the production
and maintenance of imperial power. The sounder was manufactured within
97
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the military-industrial complex of Chatham Dockyard, and put into motion by
the Hydrographic Office to meet the Challenger Expedition already on its
circumnavigation. The transatlantic network of Royal Mail steam packets
afforded the mobility of the sounder from England to Cape Verde, an
international hub of maritime trade and communication.
During the voyage, the depth sounder was successful as it was able to
operate as part of the warship’s complex system of instruments and
materials, labour practices and epistemological methodologies. The Baillie
sounder can therefore be thought of not as a stand-alone instrument, but as
part of the larger system of mobility in which sounding on the Challenger
operated. In the consideration of how the ocean was made visible, what is
distinctive about the mobility of the Baillie sounder that it was made to move
from one place to another along transoceanic communication routes that
connected Britain to its formal and informal colonies.
Although sounding on the Challenger Expedition was not uniformly
distributed throughout the oceans it traversed, the imperial project of
expanding the worldwide telegraph cable network allowed deep-sea
soundings to be made at several points throughout the global ocean. With
this geographical range, the Challenger Expedition began to build an
outline of the topography of the great ocean basins that gave clues to the
circulation of the global ocean, a focus of future oceanographic
expeditions. The design of the Baillie sounder also meant that sediment
samples could be collected and retrieved from the ocean floor even at
great depths. The Hydrographic Office provided many of the resources and
materials that were needed to design, use, and mobilise instruments for
measuring and collecting materials from the deep sea. In turn, the
aspirations of Richards and the British government to ‘wire the world’
determined what pathways the Baillie ultimately followed and thus shaped
what could be known about the ocean floor.
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3. The Speed of Travel: Cardita astartoides

One of the defining achievements of the Challenger Expedition was the
extensive assortment of zoological material collected from the deep ocean
during the voyage. Through the travels of Cardita astartoides, a small mussel
dredged from the Southern Ocean by HMS Challenger (Figure 23), this
chapter reveals the diverse techniques and practices used to collect,
preserve, and mobilise the largest collection of marine specimens assembled
by an expedition in the study of the deep sea at that time.1

FIGURE 23. SPECIMEN OF CARDITA ASTARTOIDES COLLECTED BY CHALLENGER, 1874
Credit: Courtesy of the Trustees of the Natural History Museum, London

1

The object of this chapter is a mussel, Cardita astartoides, Martens 1878 collected by the
Challenger Expedition and described in the report by Edgar Albert Smith, Report on the
Lamellibranchiata, Report of the Scientific Results of the Voyage of H.M.S. Challenger
During the Years 1873-76 (London: H.M.S.O., 1885), pp. 212-13. Now in the collection of
the NHM, object ID 1887.2.9.2868-70 for a box of five dry specimens and 1887.2.9.2870a-e
for five wet specimens.
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In the second half of the nineteenth century, naturalists sought clues
from the global distribution of marine specimens to add credence to the
theory of evolution and to better understand the history of the oceans.
Zoological collections were crucial to this scientific undertaking. As Latour
argued, a large natural history collection enabled zoologists ‘to see new
things, since this is the first time that so many creatures are drawn together in
front of someone’s eyes’.2 But collecting a diverse group of specimens for
analysis from different regions of the world and from a variety of depths was
a difficult and resource intensive process. Even if animals could be captured
and raised from the ocean floor, there were considerable obstacles to
preserving, cataloguing, and successfully transporting organic materials
before they decayed or became lost.
The zoological results of the Challenger Expedition thus depended on
the safe transfer of thousands of specimens from remote ocean sites to
Edinburgh, where they could then be distributed to experts for study.
Historians have looked at different aspects of this process, yet little is known
of the details of how this larger feat was achieved. As previously discussed,
Anthony Adler and Anne-Flore Laloë argued that the laboratories on the ship
operated as important places of science at sea.3 P. F. Lingwood was less
concerned with how specimens were collected in the field, but discovered
that the expedition shipped crates of natural history materials back to
London at strategic points during the voyage.4 In addition, Lingwood found
that expedition naturalists bought, sold, and traded Challenger specimens
during and after the voyage. However, the literature does not directly
address how specimens were collected in large numbers from field stations
and mobilised to the metropolis.
Adding another perspective to the historiography, this chapter closely
examines the complex system of mobility that enabled the successful
transport of C. astartoides from Kerguelen Island to Edinburgh. Several places
shaped how the specimen travelled, from dedicated spaces of the ship to
the environment of the ocean floor. These spaces can be thought of as
moorings—places where objects and people paused, rested, or stopped in
2
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their travels. As discussed in the thesis Introduction, in maritime terminology
the word ‘mooring’ refers to a place where a vessel is secured. But used in a
broader sense in Mobilities Studies, the term brings attention to the sites
where different mobilities overlapped, intersected and sometimes
conflicted.5 This chapter also focuses on the importance of velocity—how
fast (or slow) a person or thing moves.6 A focus on the travels of C.
astartoides further expands the geography of the expedition, and offers a
better understanding of the relationship between the historical modes of
travel and nineteenth-century ocean science.7
Considering how C. astartoides travelled brings to light environments
that shaped the production of knowledge but that are often absent in the
history of oceanography. The scientific laboratories on the ship were vital to
the collection and transport of specimens, but the development of global
transport infrastructures in the nineteenth century also facilitated ocean
science. Applying a perspective that ties together economic, maritime, and
technological histories, the chapter argues that ocean science was greatly
furthered by the expansion of global trade in the late nineteenth century.
The chapter illustrates how in the 1870s, C. astartoides and other Challenger
specimens travelled in the manner of commercial goods via new steamship
routes, the American transcontinental railroad, and the system of the Royal
Mail. As in previous chapters this one brings to light a system of mobility that
was supported by the resources of global capitalism and the British Empire.
This chapter thus explores the question of how it was possible for the
Challenger Expedition to assemble the largest collection of deep-ocean
specimens acquired at that time. For example, the Gazelle expedition’s
zoological and geographical report was published in 1889 as a single volume
of 360 pages. In contrast, the Report on the Lamellibrachiata collected by
the Challenger Expedition, focused on a single class of Mollusca, consisted
of 341 pages, nearly the same size of the Gazelle’s entire scientific findings.
The scale of the study was not only about organising the travel of materials
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from the field to the metropolis, but also shaped what could be discovered
and known about the ocean and its history.
The chapter begins by explaining why the global distribution of
mussels was important to science in the second half of the nineteenth
century, and describes the difficulties encountered by previous expeditions
to collect specimens from the Southern Ocean. The chapter then relates
how the expedition overcame many obstacles to collect C. astartoides
through the use of the dredge and steam power, and how the geography of
Kerguelen Island and the surrounding ocean shaped what could be known
of the region. Then, the chapter explores the means by which Challenger
naturalists quickly transported C. astartoides and other specimens around
the world, highlighting the importance of the Royal Mail in this process. The
chapter concludes with consideration of how the rapid mobility of
Challenger specimens made the ocean visible and depended on a specific
historical context of travel.

Significance of Biogeographic Data
The distribution of flora and fauna across the global ocean was a significant
concern for naturalists in the latter half of the nineteenth century.
Biogeographic data informed questions about how animals evolved and
migrated in response to climatic and geological changes and gave clues to
the past ocean environment. As with Charles Darwin’s study of Galápagos
finches, scientists looked to draw meaningful conclusions by detecting small
changes within a group of closely related animals. The largest marine
phylum, Mollusca, had characteristics that were well suited to this
biogeographic project.
The phylum consists of a diverse range of modern and fossil species
including squid, octopus, snails, and bivalves that live in most of the ocean
regions of the world. The class known as Lamellibranchiata in the nineteenth
century, now named Bivalvia, are largely filter feeders that live buried in
sediment or attached to rocks. Bivalves have compressed bodies enclosed
by a shell consisting of two hinged parts and include clams, oysters, scallops
and mussels. The physical attributes of Bivalvia aided collection near shore,
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and if the soft body was decayed or missing the shells could be collected for
analysis and study.
Expeditions conducted since the 1850s had dredged and recovered
mussels, but there was little information about molluscs that lived at
immediate or great depths. In addition, most of the available material had
been acquired from the North Atlantic and North Pacific. Little was known
about the distribution or type of molluscs that lived in the tropical zones or
the high southern latitudes. The Southern Ocean was one of the least studied
areas of the ocean, and very few specimens of molluscs from the Antarctic
were available for comparison and study.
Voyages of exploration had visited the Antarctic in the eighteenth
and early nineteenth centuries but with varying degrees of success in
acquiring organisms from the deep sea. The United States Exploring
Expedition (USEE) obtained marine specimens as part of its oceanographic
voyage around the world from 1838 to 1842, but less than six years after the
expedition returned many of the animals it had collected were damaged.
Molluscs had been collected and moved a great distance back to the
United States through the efforts of the voyage, but many specimens were
unidentified, spoiled beyond recognition, or misplaced.8
Even with these constraints, American conchologist Augustus Gould
argued that the USEE collection revealed that individual species of molluscs
were not randomly or widely distributed around the globe, as authors had
asserted in the past. Although striking resemblances were found between
shells collected in different oceans, Gould argued that under close scrutiny
of the animal’s soft body structure slight differences could be detected.9
Gould insisted that: ‘If no obvious [structural differences] are detected, we
may not consider the question as settled, unless the animals have been
compared.’ He therefore suggested that on future expeditions soft bodies as
well as shells needed to be preserved for future study and comparison.10 As
the comparison of different species of molluscs became more sophisticated,
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collectors needed to devise new methods of acquiring, preserving, and
transporting specimens.
The British Antarctic Expedition under Sir James Clark Ross sailing in
HMS Erebus between 1839 and 1843 was the last expedition to visit Kerguelen
Island before the Challenger arrived in 1874.11 Without steam engines to
dredge in deep water, Ross relied on the power of his crew to haul in long
lengths of rope in addition to the materials the dredge collected. This
process was time-consuming and took heroic strength. With the demands of
other hydrographic and scientific observations, only a few deep-sea animals
were acquired during Ross’s visit to the Antarctic.12
Despite these hardships, Ross collected enough specimens to observe
interesting results and see similarities between animals acquired in the
northern and southern Polar Regions. After dredging near Kerguelen, he
noticed a similarity to Arctic fauna: ‘It was interesting amongst these
creatures to recognize several that I had been in the habit of taking in
equally high northern latitudes.’13 Yet after the cruise, Ross’s collection
remained in his possession and the molluscs were not described or recorded
by zoological experts. After Ross’s death in 1862, the large collection of
deep-sea animals was discovered and found to have rotted.14 This meant
that without preserved specimens, detailed textual descriptions or
illustrations, Ross’s efforts to identify Antarctic deep-sea animals were lost to
science.
During a voyage that ran concurrently with Challenger, the German
vessel the Gazelle visited Kerguelen Island in October 1874. Led by Captain
Freiherr von Schleinitz from 1874 to 1876, the voyage added credence to
Ross’s initial zoological observations in the Southern Ocean. After returning to
Germany, the collection of molluscs was studied by Eduard von Martens,
curator of the malacological section of the Museum für Naturkunde in Berlin.
During his analysis, he discovered a new species that he named Cardita
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astartoides.15 However, grand theories of global distribution were difficult to
confirm with the few hundred individual specimens that the Gazelle was
able to procure during its voyage.
In order to better understand the relationship between bivalves found
in dispersed regions of the ocean, many more scientific bodies were needed
for comparison. Swire described the Challenger’s broad and ambitious
collecting aims in layman’s terms:

[Our work is to] consist mainly of important sounding and dredging
operations to ascertain facts connected with organic life in the great
depths of the various oceans, and to thoroughly investigate matters
connected with the ocean drifts and currents; and we are to visit in
succession almost every navigable part of the globe, making a
complete circuit of the world and discovering no end of curious and
scientific things.16

The Southern Ocean, infamous for its high waves, wind and storms, would
prove a formidable place to collect ‘curious and scientific things’ to add to
the biogeographic scientific project of the age.

Dredged from Royal Sound, Kerguelen Island
On 7 January 1874, Challenger anchored off the mountainous coast of
Kerguelen Island. Over the next three weeks, the island’s environment and
the surrounding seas actively shaped how the ocean was made visible as
part of the global expedition. Lord George Campbell described the ship’s
arrival in a bay Captain James Cook had named Christmas Harbour:

Got in here at nine o’clock this morning, ‘the land of desolation’ as
old Cook called it, and as still called by the sealers. Kerguelen’s Land
is a gloomy-looking land certainly, with its high, black, fringing cliffs,
15
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patches of snow on the higher reaches of the dark-coloured
mountains, and a grey sea, fretted with white horses, surrounding it.17

Although the island was cold, damp, and projected a ‘gloomy’
atmosphere, Kerguelen afforded a safe harbour and respite from the
powerful winds and currents of the Southern Ocean. Murray wrote that, ‘the
depth of the Southern Ocean and the great extent of open sea over which
they blow, enabled the strong westerly winds to produce the longest and
highest waves anywhere encountered’ during the voyage.18 Sailing near
Kerguelen, the swells reached from eighteen to twenty-two feet in height
from trough to crest.19
The forces of the seas around Kerguelen made forward movement of
the ship difficult and dangerous, life uncomfortable for those on board, and
severely limited scientific work at sea. The expedition’s official artist, John
James Wild, recorded in his journal the harrowing experience of traveling
through the Southern Ocean on 5 January 1874: ‘the ship [was] rolling
through an arc of from 20 to 40 degrees each side – 5 and a half rolls per
minute. Heavy sea all day.’20
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FIGURE 24. ‘VIEW IN KERGUELEN ISLAND’, JANUARY 1874
Source: Narrative of the Cruise, Photographic Plate XV, p. 299;
Credit: Edinburgh University

The rough seas prohibited deep-sea dredging and sounding, and
even writing and reading became difficult. Charles Wyville Thomson noted in
his diary, ‘I had been trying to write up some back parts of my journal but this
rolling has I think some bad effect on one’s brain.’21 On their arrival two days
later, Christmas Harbour provided a safe place for Challenger to moor and
offered the crew the chance to go ashore and escape the storms at sea (as
documented in Figure 24).22
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The particular geography of Kerguelen shaped what information
explorers could observe, record, and chart concerning the island’s features
and habitat. The strong westerly winds meant that little was known of
Kerguelen when Challenger arrived.23 Spry explained:

This inhospitable island and its surrounding group are very little known,
although discovered over one hundred years ago by Lieutenant
Kerguelen, who had been sent out from France on a voyage of
discovery to determine the existence of the great Southern
Continent.24

In the years after the island’s discovery in 1772, extremely strong winds
and currents from the west had prevented vessels from exploring the western
coast of the island. Whalers and sealers established an anchorage base on
the eastern, or leeward, side of the island that was more protected from the
prevailing wind. Spry wrote how the wind had produced lopsided charts of
the island:

Although Cook and Ross afterwards visited here, and added certain
information, still the chart is very vague, except in the delineation of
the east side of the island, which is very much cut up by fiords, forming
a chain of magnificent, well-sheltered harbours’.25

Since vessels could not easily travel to the western side of the island, in 1874
the western coast of Kerguelen remained largely unknown and uncharted.
Mobilizing ocean specimens required the support of ‘go-betweens’ or
individuals who could traverse the goals of an expedition and local
knowledge and demands.26 Knowledge of Kerguelen was not well described
on naval charts, but whalers who periodically lived on the island had
23
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acquired a great deal of information about its anchorages. Once a year,
whaling ships working in the Southern Ocean met with a support vessel at
Kerguelen that brought provisions and procured their valuable cargo of oil
and skins.27 On 27 January 1874, the expedition met with the American
whaling schooner Rosswell King while anchored in a harbour close to Port
Palliser. Campbell wrote:

An American sealing schooner came into Betsy Cove on the fourth
day of our stay there, of which we were very glad, as we wanted
information about harbours to the southward. […] They told us of a
good anchorage to the southward, and gave us much information
concerning sealing, whaling, &c.28

In uncharted waters, it was difficult to navigate safely. Captain Fuller
of the Rosswell came on board the Challenger and Aldrich wrote, ‘from him
we gathered much valuable information’.29 The whaler captain helped to
guide the warship into an anchorage suitable for its size.30 Even in the remote
place of Kerguelen, knowledge of the ocean was made through social
encounters as well as exploration. Fuller’s knowledge of Kerguelen’s fjords
thus added how the ocean was made visible, especially in charts such as
Figure 25 that could be used by subsequent expeditions.
The island’s geography directed the movement of whaling vessels,
and also the distribution of animals. Sub-lieutenant Andrew Balfour expressed
dismay at how sea elephants, whales, and fur seals were hunted nearly to
extinction on the island.31 But Moseley, the naturalist most concerned with
terrestrial animals, observed in his notes that thousands of sea elephants
resided on the western side of the island. The heavy swell and currents
protected the animals from hunters.
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FIGURE 25. CHALLENGER SOUNDINGS AND STATIONS IN THE VICINITY OF KERGUELEN ISLAND

Source: Narrative of the Cruise, Part IV, Charts Showing the Dredging and
Sounding Stations, Sheet 21, p. 337; Credit: The University of Edinburgh
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Moseley wrote:

These can be got at from land, but shallow water and a heavy surf
prevents the approach of a boat. Hence, if the animals and their
blubber boiled down, the casks cannot be got to a ship, nor can they
be transported over land.32

With these constraints of mobility, the particular geography of the island thus
discouraged whalers from exploring and charting the western side of the
island.
In a similar manner, the island and its environment dictated where the
expedition could travel and shaped what could be known about the island.
The ship’s steam engine could not match the strength of the strong westerly
winds and the ocean currents they created. Twice, Captain Nares sought to
round the southern cape of the island but was obligated to turn back for the
safety of the expedition (Figure 26). After the second attempt failed, the
effort to chart and explore the western side of Kerguelen was abandoned.33

IMAGE REMOVED

FIGURE 26. ATTEMPT TO ROUND CAPE CHALLENGER, KERGUELEN
Source: Benjamin Shepard, Sketchbook of the HMS Challenger Expedition
1872-1874; Credit: William Reese Company, www.williamreesecompany.com
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Consequently, for the majority of the three weeks that the expedition
visited the island, the crew sailed and steamed the Challenger southward
along the island’s leeward coastline. Although offering some protection from
the prevailing westerly winds, the expedition experienced heavy gales, and
scientific experiments could not always be carried out. Aldrich recalled on
one such instance, ‘A fine fresh gale of wind carried us on our course, and
did away with all idea of sounding or dredging.’34

FIGURE 27. HMS CHALLENGER AT ANCHOR AT ROYAL SOUND, KERGUELEN
Source: Photographs Taken During the “Challenger” Expedition (J.
Horsburgh: Edinburgh) Vol. II, photograph no. 221;
Credit: State Library of New South Wales

On 17 January 1874, Challenger arrived at the entrance of Royal
Sound, a wide but shallow bay sheltered by a volcanic range to the south
(Figure 27). The sound was largely uncharted, and Spry described the area
34
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as a ‘labyrinth of islets interspersed over upwards of twenty miles of nearly
land-locked waters’.35 While no danger was directly observed, it was
suspected that unseen (and uncharted) hazards existed under the surface.
The kelp surrounding the island helped to indicate the presence of rocks, but
the floating plants posed a danger to Challenger’s propeller.36 The island
environment again redirected the ship, and the crew anchored the warship
near the entrance of Royal Sound rather than attempt to navigate further.
The shallow waters did not impede the expedition’s overall mobility,
however. As part of the warship’s equipment, the ship carried a steam
pinnace, a small boat that served as the ship’s tender (Figure 28).37

FIGURE 28. HMS CHALLENGER STEAM PINNACE IN SYDNEY HARBOUR
Source: Narrative of the Cruise, vol. 1, fig. 1, p. 4;
Credit: The University of Edinburgh
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The tender served to ferry people and materials to and from the
Challenger and the shore. The pinnace was able to travel in shallower
depths than the steam corvette, an aspect that was advantageous to
scientific collecting in bays and other areas where the larger ship could not
travel. Thomson wrote,

The Pinnace was found very valuable for dredging or trawling in
shallow water, and in a smooth sea. She was a lifeboat 36 feet in
length, with two pairs of engines, one pair for propelling her, and
another for heaving in the dredge-line.38

Although the pinnace required calm weather, a small team of men working
in the boat could conduct soundings and dredge several times in a bay over
the course of day’s work.
Even with the advantages that the steam pinnace provided,
dredging competed with other scientific and naval aims of the expedition.
Large expeditions were expected to accomplish several tasks at once, and
the primary aim of Challenger’s visit to Kerguelen was to gather information
for the Transit of Venus expedition in December 1874.39 During their visit,
Captain Nares and a group of officers surveyed the shores and inlets of
Royal Sound in order to ascertain where the finest weather might be
expected at which to establish an observatory for the astronomers.40
It was unusual that Challenger devoted a great deal of time and
manpower to dredging operations. Given the hydrographical demands of a
naval survey ship, dredging was regarded as the work of naturalists.41 If
dredging was performed at all, the task was given a low priority. During the
United States Exploring Expedition of 1838 to 1842, Gould reported that very
few shells were collected off-shore, since, ‘very few opportunities having
been afforded for obtaining specimens from deep water, by the dredge, on
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account of the incessant employment of the men and boats on special
hydrographical duties.’42
As a result of Challenger’s dredging efforts, Aldrich stated, ‘a great
quantity of valuable and various specimens’ were recovered from the
island.43 The Summary of the Scientific Results stated that ‘From January 9 to
29, 1874, a great many soundings, dredging, and trawlings were taken off
the coast of Kerguelen, in depths varying between 20 and 150 fathoms’.44
It was an advantage that the steam pinnace made dredging much
easier to perform than during Ross’s visit to Kerguelen three decades
previously. Andrew Balfour recorded the experience of dredging the
relatively shallow waters of Royal Sound on 19 January:

It was a beautiful calm day not a breath of wind, and the sun shining
brightly […] The pinnace dredging in the bay…To any one fond of
mountain scenery Kerguelen is the place to come.45

To collect specimens, a dredge was lowered to the sea floor. Then, using the
power of the boat’s steam engine, the dredge was pulled forward, an
action that removed debris from the ocean bottom. The materials were
collected in the dredge’s net; the dredge was raised using a steam winch;
and the contents of the dredge removed. Although dredging had to be
conducted in calm weather, the technique collected a great quantity of
animals and materials from the ocean floor.
The paths of the expedition and C. astartoides intersected in an area
the hydrographers named ‘Balfour Bay’. In the expedition logbooks, the bay
forms part of Station 149. Station numbers were used to designate where
specimens were collected and oceanographic experiments carried out
during the voyage. The physical properties of C. astartoides contributed to its
collection from the ocean floor. The hard bodies of this bivalve are small and
easily portable, and are found in shallow, intermediate, and deep waters.
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Several specimens could be collected at once, and they could be stored in
a small space.
However, the small size and somewhat delicate nature of bivalves
was not always advantageous. Naturalist Edgar A. Smith who later examined
the Challenger collection of Lamellibranchiata postulated that material
escaped the net during the process of hauling in, especially from great
depths. In addition, many bivalves dredged were incomplete bodies—the
animals only had single or odd valves and many lacked soft tissue.46 This
made positively identifying species more difficult; in order to distinguish
between two closely related species in the same genera, naturalists needed
to examine well-preserved soft tissue. The natural history laboratory on board
the Challenger was designed to alleviate some of these problems of
identification and to keep scientific bodies whole by carefully preserving
specimens and preparing them for travel.

Preserved and prepared for travel on HMS Challenger
The marine animals recovered by the dredge in Royal Sound had to be
quickly preserved, sorted, labelled, and securely packaged for travel. Like
the island, the space of the ship can be thought of as a key ‘mooring’, a
relatively stable space that supported the mobility of specimens and shaped
the production of knowledge.
The Challenger carried an array of equipment needed to preserve
specimens and provided dedicated spaces for naturalists and their assistants
to work. Some of the wide range of materials necessary for this task are listed
in the ‘Miscellaneous Apparatus, Chemicals, etc.’ provided to the
expedition, including 14 lbs. of glue, 1000 zinc labels, and six pocket
magnifiers.47 Space was also specially allocated to the storage of specimens.
However, historians have not given much attention to the method and
techniques of preservation used by the naturalists on board. Below we shall
see that despite occasional failures, the methods and techniques used on
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the Challenger were ground breaking for the scale of the specimens
preserved and prepared for travel.
In order to support the rapid accession of small marine animals that
were obtained by the dredge, the work of the scientific staff to process
animal bodies was relatively standardised. Naturalists and their assistants
utilized large quantities of alcohol to submerse and store specimens in closed
containers, a method used by natural philosophers since the seventeenth
century.48 Thomson described the practice in detail in his Introduction to the
Zoological Series:

Our method usually was to plunge the animals direct from the dredge
or trawl into spirit of about 84 to 85 per cent. (the ordinary rectified
spirit of commerce). This, of course, became at once greatly diluted
by the sea-water contained in the animals. After a few hours the
specimens were sorted out and roughly examined and entered in the
station-book. They were then packed in the store-bottles, a small
number in each bottle, prevented from crushing one another by a
loose padding of stiff paper or curled horse-hair, and the bottles filled
up with 85 per cent. spirit.49

This method was particularly suited to smaller sized aquatic invertebrates
such as molluscs and crustaceans, and allowed specimens to be processed
quickly and on a large scale.
Naturalists on board the Challenger used strong spirit of wine, a highly
concentrated ethanol derived from the distillation of wine. Compared to
other preserving fluids such as glycerine, Thompson found, ‘According to our
experience, strong spirit of wine is by far the safest and most convenient
medium for preserving marine animals in quantity.’50
Depending on the size of the animals, alcohol was added and
exchanged several times to remove excess water and increase the alcohol
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content. In this processing technique, thousands of gallons of spirit were
expended during the voyage. Thomson’s notes during the voyage recorded
that from 24 July to 9 September 1874, 36 bottles of specimens were created
using 144 gallons of spirit. This gives a figure of approximately five gallons of
spirit used per bottle of specimens.51 Upwards of 5000 bottles and jars were
filled with specimens on the Challenger during the expedition, meaning
some twenty thousand gallons of spirit were used in the process.
Alcohol was therefore a key material resource that supported the
expedition’s scientific work, and large supplies of alcohol were needed
throughout the course of the expedition in order to preserve and move ‘wet’
specimens. However, such a large amount of alcohol could not be safely
stored on board. This was not a problem, Thomson wrote, as the preserving
spirit was easily replenished in principal ports. Sold for the commercial
production of solvents or liquors, high-grain alcohol could be purchased in
bulk. Perhaps because it was a British naval vessel, Thomson noted: ‘we had
the great advantage to us that we had the spirit duty-free’.52
The ship was altered in order to facilitate the flow of alcohol from
where it was stored on board to where it was used in the natural history
laboratory. A tank that held about thirty gallons of preserving alcohol was
installed above the naturalist’s workroom. From the tank, a pipe led directly
below to a tap in the laboratory.53 With the preserving fluid available ‘on
tap’, the naturalists could work quickly to exchange or fill bottles with spirit.
Challenger’s guns were famously removed to make space for
science, but it is less known that other spaces in the ship previously
dedicated to weaponry also played an important role. The fore magazine, a
compartment in the ship’s hold where ammunition was stored, also played
an important role.54 High percentage alcohol was extremely flammable, and
access to alcohol could damage naval discipline and the crew’s health.55
The fore magazine therefore helped to integrate alcohol within the material
and social spaces of the ship. Designed to hold gunpowder, the fore
51
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magazine was separated from candle flames and thus limited the danger of
fire.
Following standard protocol on a fighting warship, the fore magazine
on the ship remained the responsibility of the gunner’s mate, who now
oversaw the storage and movement of alcohol and specimens instead of
gunpowder and cannon balls. The room was kept securely locked under his
supervision—a fact that kept the alcohol from the crew. 56 Within the fore
magazine, the preserving fluid was stored in large tubes, a design that made
it easier to carry and transport. The room held about one hundred cylindrical
iron canisters held in racks, and each canister contained five gallons of
alcohol, an amount that testifies to its continual use during the voyage.
When the laboratory cistern needed to be refilled, in a similar manner to
resupplying the gunners with ammunition, the gunner’s mate supervised the
careful movement of tubes of alcohol from the hold to the main deck.57
In addition to the spirit, the fore magazine was used to store glass
bottles, another key material used in the processing, preservation and
transport of specimens. Thomson explained that the majority of marine
specimens were placed in glass bottles:

The bottles are known in the trade as “drop bottles” manufactured for
holding sweetmeats of various kinds. They are pale-green glass, very
transparent, and are closed by glass stoppers with cork rims.58

The wide-mouth bottles Thomson described were likely used in the
commercial production of Victorian confections such as jellies, jams, and
sweet conserves. Thomson described the wide-mouthed jam jars as
‘extremely convenient, and very moderate in price’.59
Material aspects of the bottles that aided in the mass distribution and
sale of sweetmeats were also useful to the storage and transport of
specimens. Importantly, the bottles ranged in diameter from 6 inches to 3 ¾
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inches, but had a uniform height of 9 inches.60 The standardized size of the
bottles increased their portability since they could be handily packed and
stored in wooden cases with handles. To prevent breakage, the cases were
fitted with hinged lids, wooden partitions between the bottles, and cork
padding at the bottom.61
Inscription and labelling were important aspects of the process of
preservation and storage of specimens. Each day, naturalists recorded in the
station-book a rough list of the specimens collected, the depth of the water,
and observations for each station.62 However, this record could be
sometimes vague. For station 149, Lamellibranchiata, the class to which C.
astartoides belongs, is listed as being ‘cooked’.63 This record highlights
another danger to the collection of specimens, especially mussels, as marine
animals were regularly caught and eaten by the crew.
During the sorting process, animals from the dredge were segregated
by size, and if possible, with similar species from the same location. At this
point, C. astartoides was recorded in Thomson’s notebook as ‘one bottle of
shells’ collected from Royal Sound, Kerguelen Island at station 149.64 Keeping
this geographical information together with the specimens was absolutely
crucial to the project of biogeographical research. Without this information,
specimens lost meaning and could not be incorporated into the diverse
collection naturalists were trying to build. Thomson tied the possible success
or failure of Challenger’s global scientific project to the process of keeping
‘local’ knowledge associated with the various materials collected:

To prevent any possible confusion, a slip of parchment, with the
number written upon it with a dark pencil, was also dropped into
each jar or tin. The duty of filling out the station-books and carrying
out these daily details devolved mainly upon Mr Moseley and Dr von
Willemoës-Suhm, and I need scarcely say that the possibility of
preparing such a report as we are now issuing is due to a great
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degree to the thorough efficiency with which this duty was
performed.65

After sailors collected specimens using the dredge, naturalists and
their assistants worked long hours to preserve the materials and ready them
for transport. Much attention has been given to the space of Challenger’s
natural history laboratory, but much of the work of preparing specimens took
place on the upper deck. Captain Nares reported: ‘More room being
required for preparing Natural History specimens, a light deck-house has
been built on the after part of the upper deck, abaft the screw well, 8 feet
by 6 ½ feet.’66 The three assistant naturalists—John Murray, Henry Moseley,
and Ralph von Willemoës-Suhm—likely oversaw most of the work of
preservation. The naturalists greatly benefited from work of at least two
assistants. Frederick Pearcey, who joined the expedition at seventeen years
old, served as taxidermist and scientific assistant during the voyage. Another
man, William Peniber, a ‘Caffir servant’ joined the ship at Bermuda as
Thomson’s assistant and helped with the work of preservation.67 However, his
story has been largely lost from the historical record.
The end result was that pale green bottles were filled with alcohol and
the bodies of small marine bodies; the bottles were labelled and sorted and
packed in wooden shipping crates; and the shipping crates returned to the
fore magazine for storage. Thomson oversaw the final labelling of the jars
and kept the reference books for the contents of the boxes.68
There were, however, limitations to this process. Some of the deep-sea
specimens were badly damaged due to the great change of pressure and
temperature while being raised to the surface. In other cases, the preserving
failed and fish and other specimens rotted or fell apart.69 To help prevent
decay, specimens preserved in alcohol needed regular care, an aspect that
greatly complicated the transport of ‘wet’ specimens.
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Although often overlooked in histories of natural history, maintenance
was an important aspect of keeping wet specimens preserved and viable
for study.70 One of the drawbacks of spirit of wine as a preservation fluid was
that alcohol evaporates when exposed to air. This meant that the amount of
fluid in specimen jars diminished over time. The spirit also needed to remain
at a high concentration: it could become diluted if specimens were large or
contained fluid or pigment. Without monitoring and regular topping up with
preservation fluid, specimens in alcohol were in danger of exposure to air
and decomposition.
Therefore, time was a limiting factor in the travel of marine specimens
preserved in alcohol. Dritsas has described the travels of six shells transported
by the Zambesi Expedition (1858-1864) from south-eastern Africa to London.
Without soft body parts, the dry shells were not harmed by long delays
caused by slow or missing transport links.71 In contrast, wet specimens of C.
astartoides in preserving fluid would eventually expire if left unattended. To
prevent decomposition, specimens preserved in alcohol required a system of
rapid transportation from the ship to places where the spirit could be
maintained. The speed of the travel of specimens was therefore of high
consequence, on which the preservation of scientific bodies depended.

International Transit from Sydney to Scotland
After Kerguelen, the expedition travelled to Sydney, one of the five strategic
points during the voyage—alongside Halifax, Bermuda, Cape Town, and
Hong Kong—where specimens were shipped to London. As with the other
port cities, Sydney was a vital centre for communication between London
and the British Empire and a key mooring in the movement of global trade in
the last quarter of the nineteenth century. For these reasons, it is worth
considering here what features made Sydney an effective mover of goods
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and people, and how the city operated as key part of the system of global
trade.
Sydney was a British colony that had developed since the late
eighteenth century and the harbour was an integral part of the city’s
landscape. On 5 April 1874, Challenger steamed into Sydney Harbour, an
inlet of the Tasman Sea in the South Pacific Ocean. As Challenger neared
the city, crowds cheered and waved from shore, and smaller vessels dipped
their flags in salute and welcome.72 The ship was first moored at Farm Cove,
an anchorage reserved for warships of the Royal Navy and allied nations.
Aldrich remarked that this anchorage placed the ship close to the political,
social, and commercial activity of the city.73
Sydney’s natural features made it an attractive mooring for
commercial and naval vessels and helped the city to become an
international trading centre. Spry described Sydney as having, ‘a beautiful,
commodious, and, in fact, the most perfect harbour in the world’.74 Its large
size made navigation and mooring easier. Known as Port Jackson, the port
encompasses 55 square kilometers of water. As a 1872 guidebook noted,
‘The waters of the port are of a depth sufficient for the largest ships afloat to
manoeuvre in; whilst as regards its capacity, it is unequalled by any other
haven.’75
Sydney’s port facilities, together with large supplies of coal, supported
the mobility of the Challenger and other steamships that travelled to and
from the south Pacific. During the two months the ship was moored at Port
Jackson, the city’s resources prepared the expedition for the next leg of the
voyage. At the Royal Navy Australian Station, where HMS Challenger had
been posted previous to its scientific work, the expedition obtained coal,
conducted repairs, and took on a great deal of supplies. Matkin wrote: ‘We
have taken in 230 tons of Australian coal and at present are busy taking in six
months provisions to last us to Hong Kong next November.’76
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A key aspect of Sydney’s maritime infrastructure was Fitzroy Dock on
Cockatoo Island, one of the few dry docks in the south Pacific. This was
another feature that made Sydney important to the global system of
transport. The Admiralty had contributed to the cost of a dry dock in 1847,
‘on condition that it is sufficient for a large frigate or steamer, and that Her
Majesty’s ships have preference when required for its use’.77
This colonial infrastructure benefited the circulation of naval ships but
it also had a human cost. During the ten years of the dry dock’s construction,
some three hundred prisoners lived in appalling conditions and excavated
the dock from the solid rock of the island. In order to remain competitive with
other port cities, the dock was extended over the years to accommodate
larger vessels.78 Steamships that arrived in Sydney, including the Challenger,
benefitted from the services of the Fitzroy dock as it made it easier and faster
to travel in the Pacific. However, in this case and others, the increased
mobility of steamships relied upon the immobility of those who toiled in the
docks.
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FIGURE 29. ‘COMMERCIAL AND STRATEGIC CHART OF THE BRITISH EMPIRE’, 1892
Source: George A. Parkin, Imperial Federation: The Problem of National
Unity (London: MacMillian & Co., 1892)

Time was a deciding factor in the transport of specimens, and a
speedier route could help minimise the loss of alcohol and the decay and
damage of specimens. During the expedition’s stay in Sydney in April and
May 1874, Joseph Matkin regularly corresponded with his family in England,
and wrote about the quickest way for him to send letters home. Matkin
explained that the mail travelled ‘for England, via San Francisco, & the
Pacific Railway’ once a month, and should arrive in about a week faster
than his letters sent from Sydney via Suez.79
Closely examining how C. astaroides was transported from Sydney to
London strongly suggests that Thomson utilised the same rapid mail service
that Matkin used to send letters home to Britain. From Sydney, wooden
crates filled with Challenger specimens likely travelled along the newly
opened trade route from Australia to London via San Francisco and New
York.
The routes and infrastructure of global trade in the 1870s were vital to
the successful transport of several thousand Challenger specimens from
79
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remote field sampling sites to Britain. A ‘Commercial and Strategic Chart of
the British Empire’ makes clear the principle flows of British commerce in the
late nineteenth century (Figure 29) and how Sydney and other major ports
were connected to the system. The chart illustrates how railways, British naval
and coaling stations, telegraph cables, and caravan routes all worked
together in the flow of ‘principal exports’ from one part of the world to
another and throughout the British Empire.
The Royal Mail was a key part of this transport system.80 Before
Challenger left for New Zealand, Thomson posted 65 large boxes and ten
casks of natural history objects to London through the Royal Mail, including
the glass bottle containing C. astartoides. 81 Thomson detailed what he sent
in a notebook entitled, ‘Catalogue of Boxes and Casks and their contents
sent from HMS Challenger at Sydney to England’ (Figure 30). From an
examination of Thomson’s notes and Australian steamship routes and leaving
dates, the Challenger boxes and casks from Kerguelen were most likely
shipped on the Royal Mail carrier RMS Tartar, chartered by the Australasian
and American Mail Steam Ship Company (known as the A & A Line), which
departed Sydney on 6 June 1874.82
Steamship routes greatly increased the speed at which people and
goods travelled between London and the world’s busiest trading points.
Some of the world’s most ambitious and expensive transportation
infrastructures of the late nineteenth century supported the movement of
steamships traveling from the Pacific and Indian Ocean to Western Europe.
On 17 November 1869, the Suez Canal was opened; steamships could now
travel directly from the Indian Ocean to the Mediterranean Sea through the
Isthmus of Suez rather than the much longer journey through the Atlantic.
The development of regular packet steamship routes that carried the Royal
Mail further connected Britain with its formal and informal colonies. By 1860,
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the British Government was disbursing no less than a million pounds annually
on mail contracts.83
The service most likely used to transport Challenger specimens, the A
& A Line, began service in December 1873, with the launch of RMS
Macgregor from Sydney. The Sydney Morning Herald reported that the
importance of Sydney’s port infrastructure to the maintenance of steamships
was paramount to the undertaking: ‘At no other port in the Australian
colonies could the Macgregor have been docked.’84 The service was
launched in response to the new overland route across America, the
transcontinental railroad. The journey from Sydney to England by way of San
Francisco, ‘was fast becoming a matter-of-course’ in the early 1870s.85 Henry
Parkes, Premier of the New South Wales Legislative Assembly, described that
Australia in this system would become ‘a mid-way resting-place’ in a ‘world
wide circuit of communication’.86
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FIGURE 30. BOXES AND CASKS SENT FROM HMS CHALLENGER AT SYDNEY
Addressed ‘on Her Majesty’s service’ to Captain F. Evans,
Hydrographer, Admiralty, London, 8 June 1874
Credit: Courtesy of the Trustees of the Natural History Museum, London
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The steamship route to San Francisco from Sydney, combined with the
transcontinental American railroad, provided a faster transport of goods and
materials to Britain.87 However, in the late nineteenth century it was not
uncommon for steamships to be lost at sea. Newspaper stories reveal that
the Tartar, likely carrying 65 large boxes of Challenger specimens,
experienced heavy rain on the way to Honolulu.88 Unable to obtain noon
observations and thus their precise location, the ship drifted off course. As a
result, on the morning of 22 June 1874, the steamship struck an uncharted
coral reef. The ship did not take on water, but the liner was grounded for two
days and unable to move. The crew and passengers eventually lightened
the ship by discharging coal overboard; the ship was freed of the reef and
continued on to Honolulu. Arriving at San Francisco docks on 8 July 1874,
Tartar anchored off Market Street, thirty-two days after leaving Sydney.89
Along with the development of regular steamship routes, the early
1870s, global flows of trade, people, and materials altered in response to the
completion of the American transcontinental railroad. Completed in 1869,
the railroad increased the speed and ease of transport between the north
Atlantic and Pacific oceans. The engineering feat connected the industrial
manufacturing cities of the American east coast to the natural resources of
the American west and San Francisco, a growing centre of Pacific trade. At
the same time, the international postal system was undergoing a great
expansion with the pre-paid stamp scheme that had begun with the Royal
Mail in 1840. Under an agreement between the United States and Britain to
carry each other’s mails, in San Francisco the Royal Mail was transferred to
railroad cars.90 From San Francisco, the Challenger crates bearing labels
addressed to the Hydrographic Office in London would have travelled along
the transcontinental railroad through the western mountains and plains of
North America.
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The transcontinental railroad was a boon to the flows of global
capitalism but also to scientific exploration. Train carriages carried
commercial goods and passengers, but were also filled with buffalo hides,
ethnographic materials, and newly discovered plants from the western
coast. Collectors and museums took advantage of the railroad to transport
natural history materials from the western territories to cities where they were
studied, such as the Smithsonian Institution in Washington, D.C.91 As part of
this transfer of materials, the railroad likely carried Challenger
oceanographic specimens from the Pacific to Atlantic coasts of North
America.
Considering this route in the production of knowledge, the railroad
was everywhere a ‘local’ project with consequences for the environment
and people it touched. Indigenous people were forcibly removed from their
lands in order for the American empire to expand west to the Pacific coast.
As part of this national ambition, the transcontinental railroad line
encompassed a 1912-mile route. The project took six years to build and was
made possible through US government subsidies, private investment, land
grants, and steam engine technology. Many people performed the
dangerous and backbreaking work necessary to build the bridges, tunnels,
and roadbed across its route. Many of these workers were veterans of the
Civil War, and several thousand railroad workers were Chinese.92 All of these
people and materials supported the larger system of global trade that made
the rapid movement of Challenger specimens possible.
After several days, the train arrived at New York City, the American
centre of trade and industry on the north Atlantic coast. From there, the
Royal Mail was transferred again, and the Challenger materials travelled by
ordinary steam packet service to London. The average time for the
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complete transit from Sydney to London was 44 days.93 In London, the
Hydrographer of the Navy received the cases of specimens and then sent
them to Edinburgh.
The boxes with C. astartoides most likely arrived in Edinburgh during
the last weeks of July 1874. In his position as Professor of Natural History,
Thomson was able to commandeer space at Edinburgh University to store
materials while the expedition was on its circumnavigation. Professor of
Anatomy W. Turner (1832-1916) took responsibility for organising and
maintaining the Challenger specimens until Thomson’s return. Turner
unpacked the crates, and checked the glass jars for breakages or leaks. A
large part of his work was to ‘have the spirit or brine renewed when
necessary, and any reparable injuries repaired’.94

Significance of the Collection
Between January and July 1874, C. astartoides was successfully collected
from the Antarctic and mobilized to Edinburgh. The mussel was one piece of
a global puzzle that marine zoologists, naturalists, and geologists were
assembling in order to ascertain larger conclusions about the history of the
oceans and the evolution of marine organisms. In 1885, Smith finished his
study of the Challenger bivalves and made C. astartoides visible as an
illustration in the Report on the Lamellibrachiata (Figure 31), a process of
analysis and publication that is explored in chapters Four and Six.95 His report
and others demonstrated that fauna in the deepest parts of the Atlantic and
Pacific Oceans were not the same, meaning the distribution of marine life
did not depend on depth alone. This fact also cast doubt on the theory that
the deep oceans had remained unchanged throughout Earth’s history.
After Smith’s report, C. astartoides continued to add clues to the
biogeographic project. In 1896, influenced by the work of Alfred Russell
Wallace, John Murray questioned why a large number of species from the
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colder waters of the southern hemisphere closely resembled species from
similar conditions in the northern hemisphere, but these species were not
found in deep waters in the tropics.96 To answer this question, Murray was
able to draw upon the geographically diverse and well-preserved collection
of specimens assembled by the Challenger expedition—including C.
astartoides—from which to draw general conclusions. As a result, Murray
wrote:

We are face to face with one of the most remarkable facts in the
distribution of organisms on the surface of the globe. A study and
comparison of Arctic and Antarctic marine faunas and floras seem
indeed to lead directly to very important suggestions as to the past
history of the earth and the gradual evolution to the physical and
biological conditions which now prevail over its surface.97

Counter to Thomson’s conclusions, Murray found no evidence that a
deep ocean with cold abyssal temperatures had always existed. To explain
the current distribution of marine life, he argued that in past geologic periods
the ocean was warmer and shallower than it is today. The deep ocean was
not an unchanging relic of an ancient age, as naturalists had suspected. The
ocean had its own dynamic history of transformation and upheaval. Thus, an
unassuming bivalve from Kerguelen—and the many travels involved in its
collection and study—helped Murray and others to bring about a new
understanding of the ocean and the history of life on Earth.
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FIGURE 31. CARDITA ASTARTOIDES ILLUSTRATED IN THE CHALLENGER REPORT, 1885

Source: Tinted Lithograph, Report on the Lamellibranchiata Collected by H.M.S.
Challenger in the Years 1873-76 by Edgar A. Smith (London: Eyre & Spottiswoode) 1885,
Plate XV, figs. 2-2c Credit: The University of Edinburgh
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Conclusion
The scientific results depended on a large body of biological evidence, and
this chapter has revealed how the Challenger natural history collections
were collected and quickly assembled in Edinburgh. The speed of travel was
essential to the preservation of C. astartoides and enabled its later study. The
Challenger expedition was able to collect, preserve, and move specimens
on a larger scale than previous expeditions due to the greater amount of
time devoted to dredging, new techniques on board for preservation, and
the speed of commercial steamships that routinely travelled between Britain
and its formal and informal empire. After it was collected using the steam
pinnace in the shallow waters of Royal Sound, Kerguelen Island, C.
astartoides was preserved in alcohol using a standardised system established
on board to process many specimens at once. Thomson then shipped C.
astartoides and other specimens from Sydney, one of the strategic
transportation hubs that the expedition visited. Challenger materials were
also sent to Edinburgh from Bermuda, Halifax, Cape Town, Hong Kong, and
Yokohama, each a major point of global commerce. As a result, when
Thomson and the expedition returned in 1876, the ocean was made visible
as the largest collection of deep-sea materials yet assembled.
Through a consideration of how C. astartoides traveled, this chapter
has identified some of the techniques specific to making organisms mobile.
The use of alcohol meant that soft body parts could be preserved, an
improvement on the collection of dry specimens alone. In order to transport
the preserved animals quickly to a place where the alcohol could be
maintained, C. astartoides and other specimens were sent from to London
via the rapid transit of steamships and international commerce, a type of
mobility sustained by permanent infrastructures such as dry docks and
coaling stations. Together, the steamships and port cities worked within a
larger system of mobility that included the American Transcontinental
Railroad and the Suez Canal.
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Due to the increased speed of travel, C. astartoides and thousands of
other specimens arrived in Edinburgh intact and well preserved. The system
was not flawless and specimens were lost and damaged along the way.
However, the Challenger Expedition successfully wove together several
mobilities that made it possible to transport a collection of deep-sea
specimens on a larger scale than previously achieved. A revolution in
maritime technologies, the growing infrastructure of global capitalism, and
trading routes of the British Empire in the last quarter of the nineteenth
century made it possible to transport C. astartoides and the Challenger
collection quickly from several points around the globe to Edinburgh. The
large collection of deep-sea animals offered new opportunities for ocean
research but also posed problems of analysis and distribution, topics
addressed in the next chapter.
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4. Involved Mobilities: Salenocidaris varispina

After HMS Challenger returned to Britain on 24 May 1876, the work of
scientific analysis began. The distribution of specimens to taxonomic
specialists working in several countries was critical to the production of the
expedition’s scientific results and is often cited as a key moment in the history
of oceanography. Yet historians have given little attention to how
Challenger materials travelled or the places where they were studied. A
close analysis of the travels of a sea urchin named Salenocidaris varispina
(Figure 32) better places the expedition within the efforts of marine science
in other countries, especially the work of Alexander Agassiz and the United
States Coast Survey.1

FIGURE 32. SPECIMEN OF SALENOCIDARIS VARISPINA DREDGED BY HMS CHALLENGER

Dredged near Barra Grande, Brazil & now in the collection of the National
Museum of Natural History, Washington, D.C. Source: NMNH 17543;
Credit: Smithsonian Institution National Museum of Natural History
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The examination and description of the Challenger zoological
collection proved a monumental task. Forty volumes of the Report of the
Scientific Results of the Voyage of H. M. S. Challenger in the Years 1873-76
were dedicated to zoology. The scientific project spanned over twenty years
and resulted in the discovery of over 4700 species. In addition to Agassiz’s
Report on the Echinoidea, the zoological series involved seventy-five authors
from several countries. 2 However, historians are unclear exactly how
specimens circulated between the Challenger Office in Edinburgh,
naturalists, and the places where they were studied.3
In an age of scientific internationalism, it may have been supposed
that the small community of naturalists familiar with deep-sea zoology
working in Britain, Germany, France, Sweden, Italy, and the United States
would co-operate in their studies. But as Margaret Deacon has argued, this
was not a foregone conclusion.4 Individuals and nations in the latter half of
the nineteenth century competed for the prestige of scientific discovery and
the control of valuable maritime and government resources. In particular,
Britain was popularly imagined as an empire of the seas, and the Challenger
was an expensive national enterprise.
The historiography celebrates the fact that Charles Wyville Thomson,
the scientific director of the expedition, distributed Challenger materials to
the most qualified scholars regardless of nationality. Much of the emphasis
has been on what Deacon has described as Thomson’s ‘warmth and charm
of character’ to explain how the Scottish naturalist fostered a network of
marine zoologists from Europe and America whose expertise concerned
deep-sea fauna.5 The personal friendships, correspondence, and meetings
that occurred through the study of Challenger specimens ‘served as a first
step towards building up an international community of oceanographers’.6
In a different analysis, Harold Burstyn argued that ‘only by constant nagging
2
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by John Murray’ did the many authors finish their individual reports.7 In both
interpretations, the Challenger Office was a central force that brought
together naturalists to study the deep sea.
To better understand how Challenger specimens moved through
international scientific networks, this chapter examines the travels of S.
varispina from the Challenger Office in Edinburgh in 1877 to its eventual
deposit at the National Museum of Natural History in Washington, D.C. in
1890.8 Previous chapters have considered how the production of knowledge
was shaped through aspects of mobility such as the motive forces of the
ship, the routes of the Baillie sounder, and the speed of specimen transport.
This chapter adds to an understanding of how the production of knowledge
relied upon relational mobilities. One type of mobility necessarily involves
another.
How people and objects move in the world are the result of work and
effort.9 Adey argued that, ‘mobilities are a way of relating’ and ‘one kind of
mobility seems to always involve another mobility. Mobility is never one but
necessarily plural.’10 This central idea developed from the work of John Law,
who argued that while the ability of science to travel depended on what
Bruno Latour called ‘immutable mobiles’, the movement of materials also
depended on social relationships.11 For instance, in the zoological study of
the deep sea what could be known depended on what specimens the
expedition could collect, transport, and preserve. But it was Thomson’s social
relationships that made the specimens available for naturalists to study. As
Law put it, ‘Mobility and durability—materiality—are themselves relational
effects.’12
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The upkeep of natural history collections required work and effort, as did the
travel of naturalists to visit and analyse specimens. How the ocean became
visible through S. varispina thus depended on how specimens and naturalists
moved in relation to each other. Informed by this approach, the chapter
argues that Thomson distributed Challenger materials in the 1870s from
Edinburgh as part of an existing scientific network that included natural
history museums, deep-sea expeditions, and centres of research outside of
Britain.
Bringing attention to the mobility of naturalists disrupts the usual model
of expeditionary science. The Challenger Office played an important role in
the distribution of specimens, but the mobility of naturalists was equally as
important for the establishment of social networks, the movement of
Challenger specimens and the transfer of knowledge. Different resources
were also required. Naturalists had to secure their own means to travel and
to conduct research, and the chapter highlights how Agassiz relied upon his
social connections and individual wealth to conduct ocean science.
The chapter begins with the travels of Agassiz in 1869 to visit the major
natural history collections held in Europe, a trip that was necessary for him to
construct first-hand knowledge of echinoderms. Importantly, his travels
strengthened his connection to Thomson, a social connection that made his
study of S. varispina possible. The chapter then considers Agassiz’s central
role in the identification and sorting of specimens at the Challenger Office in
Edinburgh in 1877, and the debate over how specimens should be
distributed. The next section follows S. varispina and Agassiz to the Museum
of Comparative Zoology (MCZ) where he compared the Challenger sea
urchins to the museum’s collection, a biological storehouse of information
with its own mobile history. In the final section, S. varispina circulated
between different research centres and returned to the United States as an
exchange between the British Museum and the Smithsonian Institution. The
chapter concludes with a consideration of how knowledge of the ocean
was shaped by the involved mobilities of naturalists and specimens, and how
science was limited by what could be observed at any given time.
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Travels of Alexander Agassiz (and sea urchins) in Europe, 1869-1870
Mobilities are a way of relating.13 Agassiz’s trip to Europe from 1869 to 1870
greatly shaped how Challenger specimens were later distributed to experts,
and his own study of S. varispina. During his trip, Agassiz developed his firsthand knowledge of the class echinoidea and formed a close collaborative
working relationship with Thomson and other British deep-sea naturalists.
Although S. varispina was not yet involved with Agassiz’s travels, his visit to
European collections made his next stage of research with the Challenger
collection of sea urchins possible.
The development of deep-sea biology paralleled major changes that
occurred in the practice of natural history in the second half of the
nineteenth century. In 1857, Agassiz’s father, prominent American naturalist
Louis Agassiz, argued it was no longer adequate to describe a single new
species. Rather, naturalists should publish as complete a state of knowledge
about a species as possible: its geographical range, individual life cycle,
social relations, and the variability of individuals.14 Through the painstaking
and careful study of all known species in a taxonomic group, naturalists
could then attempt to trace the development of a species, provide grounds
for comparison, and assess the degrees of relatedness of species to one
another.15
To answer these sophisticated scientific questions, marine zoologists
working at the Museum of Comparative Zoology at Harvard focused on
increasingly smaller taxonomic groups.16 Agassiz had published several
essays on marine invertebrates, but during the winter of 1868 to 1869, he
began to prepare a monograph on a single taxonomic class—the
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Echinoidea, or sea urchins.17 Agassiz wrote to Charles Darwin about his grand
aim for his project; he desired to provide empirical evidence for the
evolution hypothesis through a ‘careful study of such a small group as the
Echini’.18
However, to produce a detailed knowledge of the taxonomic class
required a labour-intensive analysis of all known species of sea urchins, sand
dollars, and their close relatives. This could only be achieved by examining
the ‘holotype’ or type specimens, the original individuals associated with
each scientific name. Lorraine Daston has argued that nomenclature
‘makes a certain kind of science possible’. In the late nineteenth century, the
type method was integral to the study of evolution and the development of
deep-sea biology. Type specimens imposed order on the natural world, and
‘[served] as the last court of appeal in all questions and disputes about
species definition, membership and names’.19
Naturalists regularly exchanged ‘ordinary’ specimens, but the original
type specimens used to describe a species in scientific literature were unique
and precious. This meant that echinoid type specimens generally did not
travel. They were not loaned or traded, but remained held and immobile in
museums, universities, and in private collections.20 In order to view the
original types and pursue his research, Agassiz thus needed to travel to
where the type specimens were stored. Besides his great familiarity with the
collection of the MCZ, Agassiz had already visited the major natural history
collections in the United States. Yet in 1869, he had yet to realize his ‘long
wished-for of visiting and examining the Echini collections in European
Museums’.21
17
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Traveling to visit and study natural history collections in other countries,
however, was an expensive and time-consuming endeavour. Agassiz’s
father, Louis Agassiz, one of the most influential American naturalists of the
nineteenth century, relied on government grants and wealthy patrons to
fund his scientific work. Similarly, Agassiz did not have the private means to
conduct scientific travel abroad. When he told his friend James Lawrence
about his poor health in the winter of 1868, James offered a solution.

Lawrence said, ‘what you need is rest and a change of scene. Why
don’t you go to Europe?’
‘I cannot afford it,’ answered Agassiz.
‘Oh yes! You can,’ said Lawrence; ‘I’ll be your banker.’22

Agassiz was grateful for the gift of travel and felt that he ‘owed his life’
to his friend.23 However, the episode also reveals the close personal
connections between leaders of American science and industry in the late
nineteenth century. James was the son of Boston businessman, Abbot
Lawrence, who gained great wealth from the cotton trade and the
establishment of New England textile mills in the 1840s. Since the 1850s,
Abbot had generously donated funds to the MCZ and had founded the
Lawrence Scientific School at Harvard, where Louis taught and Agassiz had
gained his degree.24 Through these social connections, wealth from the
global ‘empire of cotton’ directly shaped Agassiz’s research.25
Now with the financial means at his disposal, Agassiz travelled abroad
for a year. His tour greatly advanced his knowledge of the taxonomic class
and further ingratiated him into the scientific networks of Europe. John
Murray recalled Agassiz’s trip as a ‘combined a period of convalescence
and of great pleasure and enjoyment; it was also a period of great activity
and hard work.’26
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In 1869, the collection of deep-sea specimens dredged by the
Lightning and Porcupine drew together naturalists of deep-sea materials
from either side of the Atlantic. Agassiz joined this meeting at Belfast, where
Thomson was Professor of Natural History. Both Agassiz and Thomson were
well connected to an international scientific community that was beginning
to coalesce around questions of evolution and the existence of life in the
great ocean depths.27 With a shared curiosity for deep-sea life, the two men
had long been in correspondence but Agassiz’s travel gave them the first
opportunity to meet in person.
By visiting the gathering in Belfast, Agassiz greatly accelerated the
flow of information between recent British and American deep-sea efforts.
Descriptions of the newly discovered species from the Porcupine and
Lightning would be published in scientific journals, but the analysis by experts
and the process of publishing would take several years.28 The naturalists W. B.
Carpenter, Gwyn Jeffreys, and Thomson allowed Agassiz to directly examine
the echinoderms, several of them the first of their kind to be dredged from
the deep.29 Due to his first-hand access, Agassiz did not have to wait for the
publication of scientific papers; he lalso earned much more by seeing the
specimens himself.
Afterwards, Agassiz visited and examined the major echinoid
collections held in natural history museums throughout Europe. His grand tour
included Stockholm, Copenhagen, Berlin, Hamburg, Breslau, Leipzig,
Frankfurt, Stuttgart, Bonn, Klein, Neufchatel, London and Paris.30 It was to his
benefit that Agassiz carried letters of introduction to his father’s scientific
friends and ‘everywhere he was received as the son of an old friend’.31
During Agassiz’s year of travel, ‘the great majority of the original
echinoid type specimens described by the principle writers on the subject
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[…] thus passed through his hands’.32 From Hamburg, Agassiz wrote to his
father about the importance of the trip for his understanding of Echinoidea:

When I have seen Copenhagen and Stockholm and London again I
shall have seen [his emphasis] almost every original specimen
described in Europe and America, and ought to be able to do
something good, not from books but from the things themselves.33

Many places contributed to Agassiz’s in-depth knowledge of sea urchins, but
not all museum curators were supportive of his research. Agassiz found
working at the Jardin des Plantes in Paris especially frustrating:

I have spent most of my time in palavers […] it took me sometimes
three days to do a thing a couple of hours would have finished had
not all the facilities been surrounded by so many keys.34

There are inherent problems with the ‘type’ method, as Agassiz’s
experience illustrated. The curators’ desired to keep type specimens
preserved, fixed, and complete, as they were unique objects that formed
the basis of the taxonomic system.35 Yet fragile sea urchins could be easily
destroyed during a morphological examination. Writing about his study,
Agassiz argued interacting with things was more important than the
preservation of the specimens themselves:

I am cutting up dreadfully all the new species, etc., made by all
recent workers, myself included on the list, but this work could never
have been done so completely except by personal examination.36
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First-hand encounters with specimens were necessary in order to ascertain
scientific truths, but specimens could be, and often were, destroyed in the
process of discovery.37
Another way Agassiz produced knowledge through travel was by
carrying with him boxes of sea urchins and other specimens from the MCZ.
While visiting natural history collections, he carefully compared his animals to
the original type specimens. This process validated his specimens’ identities,
and transferred knowledge through materials. At the end of his trip, Agassiz
shipped his specimens back to the MCZ where they could be referred to for
later studies.
After a year of visiting echinoid collections in Europe, Agassiz could
identify most of the known species by sight. In October 1870, Agassiz visited
Belfast again to view the specimens brought back by the final cruise of the
Porcupine. The trip further strengthened his friendship and working
relationship with Thomson, and Agassiz was permitted to take with him a
selection of sea urchins back with him to the MCZ. On 30 October 1870,
Agassiz wrote to his stepmother Elizabeth Agassiz:

I have picked out while here a fine series of the Echini they have
collected, as I could work them as fast as we looked at them, and
have made all the arrangements necessary that we shall get
duplicates (the first series) of all that they have in way of Corals,
Crustacea, and Mollusca, and Echinoderms, as fast as they are
worked up and ready to be distributed.38

Before Agassiz left Belfast, he and Thomson discussed plans to
coordinate the study of the ocean depths. Agassiz recalled that they
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‘agreed upon the wisdom of letting the same people work up all the deep
sea things from both sides of the Atlantic, as far as practicable,’ a decision
that would greatly shape how the oceans were made visible through
Challenger.39
As a result of his extensive study and travel, Agassiz was able to rework
the systematics and organization of the class. By the end of 1873, Agassiz
had incorporated the knowledge he had gained from his European scientific
pilgrimage into an immense work, a monograph entitled the Revision of the
Echini. Published by the Museum of Comparative Zoology in four parts, the
work named and described all of the known species of Echinoidea.40 With
attention to embryology and various stages of development, Agassiz
removed species he found were younger or older forms of known species.
He also added new species that had been discovered over the last two
decades of deep-sea exploration.

FIGURE 33. SALENIA VARISPINA IN REVISION OF THE ECHINI, 1872
Source: Revision of the Echini by Alexander Agassiz, Part II. p. 261, Plate III, Fig.
8-14; Credit: Biodiversity Heritage Library
39
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During this process, Agassiz reclassified and changed the name of a rare,
white, sea urchin in the MCZ collection to Salenia varispina. Illustration was a
crucial aspect of the work as it aided other researchers in future
identifications. Among the ninety-four plates included in Revision of the
Echini, S. varispina appears on Plate III, shown in Figure 33.41
As he made his way through the major natural history collections of
Europe, Agassiz’s trip transformed his notion of zoology. His interaction with
such a wide array of specimens changed how he understood the taxa, but
also altered his perception of scientific classification. In a letter Agassiz wrote
to Darwin in 1872, he stated:

The number of young I have been compelled to examine has led me
to modify my views of the nature of genera, species, and in fact of all
subdivisions. I cannot find anything that is stable [his emphasis], the
greater the material in space and number (age) the one is adrift to
get a correct diagnosis of a genus or a species, and the gradual
passage in Echini of the most widely separated groups leaves in my
mind but little doubt that our classification is but the most arbitrary
convenient tool, depending upon the material at our command at a
special time.42

From his extensive travels to different natural history collections,
Agassiz had been able to study all of the known types of sea urchins.
Observing variety amongst closely related individuals, even those of the
same species, Agassiz came to the conclusion that what could be known
relied upon the materials that were available at a particular time.
Knowledge of the ocean was thus shaped by the variety of animals that had
been discovered and collected over time, and what individual naturalists
could observe.
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Preparing Specimens at the Challenger Office, 1876-1877
Thomson confronted a very different problem of mobility than Agassiz had in
his analysis of sea urchins. The Challenger zoological collection included a
huge variety of organisms—they ranged from microscopic diatoms found in
deep-sea sediment samples, to corals, sea elephants, and even a collection
of human skulls.43 For a year after the expedition’s return, S. varispina
remained in Edinburgh as the scientific staff prepared materials for
distribution to specialists. This section explores Agassiz’s contribution to the
work of the Challenger Office, and the debate over where specimens were
studied.
Transferring the scientific work from sea to land, Thomson had the
Challenger collection—including S. varispina—moved to 32 Queen Street, a
three-storied terraced Georgian home located only a short walk from the
Royal Society of Edinburgh. Despite its importance, little is known how the
Challenger Office was set up or operated. From the layout of the building
and the accounts of Thomson, Murray and others who worked there, it can
be assumed that bedrooms and sitting rooms were converted into
administrative offices, natural history laboratories, and storage rooms. To get
a sense of the building’s size, the townhouse currently has six bedrooms and
six bathrooms. Outwardly, the building is largely unchanged from how it
appeared the 1870s, except that in the 1990s it was returned to domestic
use.44 As seen in Figure 34, it is a fairly large building, and the current owners
remarked that the adjoining homes had once been connected by throughdoorways, further enlarging the office space available.
To establish a place where specimens could be stored and
distributed, Thomson secured government funds to pay for the rental of the
townhouse and to pay the scientific staff for an additional year. From the
ship’s arrival at Sheerness, Thomson expected to get ‘the collections roughly
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FIGURE 34. THE CHALLENGER OFFICE WAS LOCATED AT 32 QUEEN STREET, EDINBURGH
The office was possibly enlarged at some point to include both 32 and 33
Queen Street (left and right doors). Credit: Google Maps, May 2018

arranged and put into a condition for distribution to experts, on the 1st of
May 1877, but not before that date’45. The staff salaries remained the same
as during the voyage, with two thousand pounds allocated towards the
salaries of Thomson, naturalists John Murray and Henry Moseley, chemist
John Young Buchanan, artist John James Wild, and assistant Frederick
Pearcey. Thomson budgeted additional seven hundred pounds for ‘the pay
of a servant, the putting up of fittings, and other carpenter’s work, the
purchase of a large quantity of glass jars and spirits of wine, traveling
expenses, etc.’46 These material resources and labour went into the project
of preparing the collection for transport to places where they could be
studied in detail.
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The process of distribution was complex and required a broad
knowledge of deep-sea zoology and attention to detail. To conduct a study
of the distribution of marine life that Thomson and others envisioned, the
collection had to be completely reorganised by scientific taxon, and each
specimen had to be labelled with key information pertaining to the
environment where it was found. This meant that the first task of the scientific
staff was to put their field notes and journals in order. Thomson argued that
the ‘collection would lose half of its value’ if materials were dispersed without
a full understanding of the complicated notes and references made by the
naturalists during the voyage.47 For the specimen of S. varispina, this meant
that all of the information regarding the place where it was collected,
Station 122, had to be assembled from various sources. Specimens also had
to be maintained until they could be distributed, and this was not always
successful. Murray noted that some specimens ‘may not have reached the
specialists owing to their mutilated condition or from some other cause’,
perhaps due to being misplaced or wrongly labelled.48
Due to the scale of the Challenger collection, its division by phylum
and class was a monumental undertaking. The ship had carried and sent
back to Edinburgh six hundred cases containing greatly in excess of ‘100,000
mountable specimens’.49 With such a great deal of material, plants and
animals had only been roughly identified during the voyage at sea. It would
take the dedicated work of specialists to categorise, select, name, and
describe new species and prepare scientific reports for publication. But
before specimens could be distributed to naturalists, the collection had to
be divided and reassembled so that smaller taxa could be examined
together. To avoid uncertainties, Thomson stated, ‘The specialists who
undertake the different groups must see the whole of the specimens of each
group’.50
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To help with the project of sorting the collection, Thomson called upon
his colleagues in the international scientific community. Similar to the
gathering in Belfast in 1869 around the collection of the Porcupine, naturalists
interested in the study of evolution and what lived in the deep-sea travelled
to Edinburgh to observe and discuss what specimens, data, and materials
Challenger had discovered. Many of the leading figures of zoology,
comparative anatomy and natural selection became involved with the work
of the Challenger collections during this time, including Ernst Haeckel,
Thomas Henry Huxley, and Ray Lankester.51
The Challenger collection brought naturalists together, but the most
important work of the office was to send materials elsewhere. Distributing the
collection involved organising a great deal of zoological material, a task
beyond Thomson’s experience managing the much smaller collection of the
Porcupine. In the Challenger Report, Thomson thanked Agassiz for his
considerable assistance:

I find it difficult to express my obligation to my friend, Mr. Alexander
Agassiz, for the valuable assistance which he has given me in carrying
out this undertaking. Shortly after the return of the Challenger Mr.
Agassiz came to Scotland, and we went over the enormous collection
together, when his remarkable familiarity with invertebrate forms was
of the greatest possible service in selecting and separating the
different groups, and preparing them for the specialists to whom they
were finally to be consigned.52

Agassiz’s second visit to Europe again brings up the issue of how
naturalists were able to travel and fund their scientific activities. In a decisive
turn of events for the history of oceanography, in the late 1870s Agassiz
became financially independent. In 1867, he told his friend Charles W. Eliot,

I am going to Michigan for some years as a superintendent of the
Calumet and Hecla Mines. I want to make money; it is impossible to
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be a productive naturalist in this country without money. I am going to
get some money if I can and then I will be a naturalist.53

By the late 1870s, the copper mines showed a profitable return, and Agassiz
used his profits to fund his scientific work. Agassiz could now travel as he
wished for scientific investigations. This underlying context of travel is rarely
discussed, but Agassiz’s private wealth enabled him to travel to Edinburgh, a
result that greatly shaped the Challenger study.
The materials and physical space of the Challenger Office is largely
missing from the historical record, but a consideration of the work of 32
Queen Street helps to explain why the process of distribution spanned five
years, from 1877 to 1882. Thousands of bottles of specimens likely filled
several rooms of the Challenger Office, each needing attention and
identification. Murray wrote about his time working at the office with Agassiz
in 1877:

Every day from early morning till as long as day-light lasted he assisted
me in opening boxes and bottles and in separating out the various
groups of marine organisms, especially selecting the echini, which he
was to take to America, having consented to describe this group of
organisms for the Report on the Scientific Results of the Expedition.
While this work was going on we had abundant opportunity for
discussing the work and results of the expedition and every aspect of
the new science of the sea.54

Like the work of preservation on the ship, the work at the Challenger Office
involved physical labour, caustic liquids, and many glass bottles. The process
of sorting and identifying specimens brought naturalists together, and Murray
and Agassiz strengthened their friendship during this time.
As taxonomic groups were prepared for transit, Thomson distributed
Challenger materials through the same international network of scholars that
he and Agassiz had fostered since the return of the Porcupine. Among his first
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selection of experts, Thomson sent the collection of Radiolaria and deep sea
Medusae to Ernst Haeckel and a collection of sponges to Oscar Schmidt,
both of whom worked in Germany.55 Agassiz took two classes of
echinoderms with him back to the United States. He was to study the
collection of the Echinoidea, and another curator at the MCZ, Theodore
Lyman, was to study the Ophiuroidea, also known as brittle stars (Figure 35).
In accordance with Thomson and Agassiz’s plan to better coordinate the
study of deep-sea materials, three scholars—Lyman, Agassiz, and Schmidt—
were concurrently studying materials from the US Coast Survey steamer the
Hassler.56

IMAGE REMOVED

FIGURE 35. ALEXANDER AGASSIZ AND THEODORE LYMAN, CIRCA 1860
Source: Alexander Agassiz (standing), Theodore Lyman (left) and Jacques
Burkhardt (right) Daguerreotype circa 1860, Ernst Mayr Library, Museum of
Comparative Zoology sAg 168.70.1; Credit: Harvard University

(http://id.lib.harvard.edu/images/olvwork355223/catalog)
However, Thomson’s decision to send S. varispina and other
Challenger specimens out of the country drew the ire of some in the British
scientific community. In a letter to the Annals and Magazine of Natural
History, P. Martin Duncan, President of the Geological Society, argued that
‘The general and geological value of the groups sent to the two American
and four German naturalists is infinitely greater than that of all the others’
and that ‘rising young British naturalists’ had been passed over in favour of
those working abroad.57 Largely what was at stake was scientific prestige.
Several of the deep-sea specimens were new to science, and to describe
them could boost a scientist’s career. With the high cost of the voyage,
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Duncan argued the honour of first describing these animals should be given
to British scholars.
The struggle to control the distribution of specimens can also be
traced to the growing authority of national natural history museums. In a
public letter dated 6 June 1876, Albert Günther of the British Museum wrote
to Professor Owen that, ‘the Challenger collections are not safe’ in the hands
of private researchers. Günther alleged that private researchers were more
concerned with their own publications than the long-term preservation of
specimens. 58 Given Agassiz’s habit of ‘cutting up’ echinoid specimens during
his research for the Revision of the Echini, curators perhaps had grounds to
be concerned for the fate of national collections. Besides a concern over
the ‘safety’ of specimens, the question had to be resolved: Should
international researchers be allowed to claim the zoological bounty of the
Challenger? Who held more authority in this matter, Thomson or Günther?
Influential members of the Royal Society—many of whom were
members of the Challenger organizing committee— rallied to support
Thomson’s internationalist approach. On 14 June 1877, Nature published a
letter of support signed by Darwin, Huxley, Joseph Hooker, W. H. Carpenter,
and other British scientists who agreed the Challenger specimens should be
distributed to those most familiar with deep-sea fauna, regardless of
nationality.59
The two factions reached a compromise. Thomson retained control
over the primary objects of study, the deep-sea fauna. Secondary materials,
such as the land collections and common species of fish, were sent directly
to the British Museum. On 4 July 1877, Murray wrote to Agassiz that, ‘Lately I
have been much up in London handing over the fish to Günther and
arranging with others about specimens, etc.’ Murray wrote:
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I think you will be satisfied that he and his party have been sufficiently
answered and sat upon. With the exception that you and others may
feel somewhat annoyed, the whole row has done a great deal of
good. It has shown that British Naturalists are really not so narrow and
nasty as Duncan would have us. 60

With the controversy settled, Murray wrote that the distribution of specimens
continued, and ‘We are now getting on first rate with our work’.61

The Museum of Comparative Zoology, 1877-1881
Meanwhile at the MCZ, Agassiz compared S. varispina to a wide variety of
echinoderms held in the museum’s collection. The MCZ can be regarded as
a ‘centre of calculation’ where specimens were collected from many
different sources in order to achieve a greater understanding of marine
zoology (Figure 36). However, a closer inspection of the work of the museum
reveals that the production of knowledge also involved the circulation of
specimens between various centres of research.

IMAGE REMOVED
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FIGURE 36. MUSEUM OF COMPARATIVE ZOOLOGY AT HARVARD, 1874
Source: William Notman & Son, 1874;
Credit: Harvard University, Theodore Roosevelt Collection
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Challenger specimens moved through an existing network of robust
exchange between researchers and institutions in the later half of the
nineteenth century. In a letter dated 13 April 1877, Murray wrote to Agassiz
about the arrival of Challenger sea urchins at the MCZ. He also mentioned
other exchanges in progress:

I have today sent you a small parcel containing six of our
“Station Books” and the labels from the Ophiuroids and Echini. The
parcel was sent by the Globe Express. I was glad to hear that you and
the specimens arrived all safe in Cambridge.
I’m glad you have been able to send us the Penguins from the
Pacific Coast of S. America.
Have you heard anything about the Tuscarora’s soundings or
those of any other U.S. ship and if there is any chance of an exchange
for some of ours?62

The penguins that Agassiz sent to Edinburgh were most likely collected
by the Hassler. Throughout the 1860s and 1870s, the museum regularly sent
specimens to experts for analysis, both in the United States and Europe.
Agassiz wrote in the museum’s Annual Report of 1877 that, ‘As in former
years, large collections have been sent to specialists for examination or for
the preparation of special reports’.63 Louis and Elizabeth Agassiz had
accompanied the Hassler from Boston to San Francisco, and together they
made many observations on marine flora and fauna.64 From the materials
they collected, ‘the material was divided among sixteen specialists, twelve
of whom were either Swedes, Frenchmen, Englishmen, or Germans’.65 Of this
group, the Crinoids, also known as sea lilies, were sent to Thomson for study.66
Although some British scientists had complained about some Challenger
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specimens leaving the country, there is ample evidence that deep-sea
specimens regularly crossed international borders in the 1870s.
Murray’s letter also brings attention to the fact that Challenger was
one of several national deep-sea exploring expeditions launched from the
late 1860s onwards. The Tuscarora sounded throughout the North Pacific
during 1873-1876, and was active during the same time as the British voyage.
Officially named the ‘Tuscarora Telegraph Sounding Expedition of the North
Pacific Ocean’, it was commanded by Captain George E. Belknap and
successfully used Sir William Thomson’s new wire-sounding machine.67
Indeed, it was the circulation and collection of specimens from many
voyages that made general scientific findings of the ocean possible. In his
study of Challenger echinoids at the MCZ, Agassiz was able to refer to a
great storehouse of comparable biological materials compiled from several
exchanges and travels. Since the completion of the museum’s first building in
1860, US Coast Survey ships had sent specimens to the institution for study
and safekeeping.
The museum’s collection had also been bolstered through many
exchanges with European naturalists. In 1865, Agassiz had written to Sir
James Hector,

We are particularly desirous of obtaining authentic specimens from
the hands of original investigators, and hope in this way to transfer
little by little much of the scientific tradition of Europe and other
countries to North America.68

The sea urchins Agassiz had gained from his tour of Europe in 1869 further
added to the museum’s collection. With the completion of the Revision of
the Echini in 1874, Agassiz wrote, ‘The material accumulated in Cambridge
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represents, with but four or five exceptions, every species described during
the last forty years’.69
Of special importance, the museum likely held the best collection of
deep-sea specimens in the United States. In 1877, Agassiz had good grounds
to claim that ‘the Museum, after that made by the “Challenger”, [holds] the
richest deep-sea collection in existence’.70 The MCZ held the collections
made by Louis F. de Pourtalès and Louis Agassiz in the late 1860s, including of
the earliest discoveries of deep-sea echinoids.
In its deep-sea collection, the MCZ held the type specimens of several
sea urchins. Of particular significance to the study of S. varispina, Pourtalès
had discovered the species while dredging on the US Coast Survey steamer
the Bibb. The sea urchin dredged from 315 fathoms off Double Head Shot
Key, part of the straits between Florida and Cuba, was new to science. It was
described as having primary spines of a brilliant white colour that contrasted
greatly with its dark violet secondary spines. Working at the MCZ, in 1869
Agassiz described the new species in the scientific literature.71 Designated as
a holotype, the sea urchin was then accessed into the MCZ’s collection.72
Almost ten years later, Agassiz applied this rare find to his study of Challenger
Echinoidea.
In this way, the work of one ship directly informed another. ‘Based
upon a single specimen dredged by M. Pourtalès’ on the Bibb, Agassiz
positively identified seven sea urchins dredged by Challenger as belonging
to the species S. varispina.73 The circulation of specimens between different
research centres—and their assemblage into an extensive collection in the
space of the museum—made the comparison across expeditions possible.
Deep-sea expeditions that took place after Challenger further shaped
the construction of knowledge of S. varispina and the history of its species.74
In his Challenger Report on the Echinoidea, Agassiz did not significantly
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change his findings from the Revision of the Echini but made comparisons
between the collections of sea urchins dredged from the Challenger and
the US Coast Survey steamer the Blake. From 1877 to 1880, Agassiz travelled
with the Blake thousands of miles throughout Gulf of Mexico and collected
hundreds of deep-sea and coral reef species.75 Agassiz had been correct in
that he needed money to be a naturalist; he provided the oceanographic
equipment of the vessel using his own wealth from the copper mines. He
returned to Cambridge, MA with a large collection of deep-sea specimens
for analysis and considered the specimens, ‘By far the most important
additions received [by the museum] for many years’.76
At the MCZ, the comparative materials dredged from the Blake
further added to and shaped Agassiz’s study of the Challenger Echiniodea.
In consideration of S. varispina, Agassiz found, ‘the dredgings of the United
States Coast Survey Steamer Blake show that this is quite a common species
in the Caribbean Sea to the leeward of the Lesser Antilles’.77
Knowledge was thus made of S. varispina through explorations that
occurred before and after Challenger. Pourtalès discovered the first
individual while dredging on the Bibb, and Agassiz then named and
described the species. The Challenger Expedition provided seven more
specimens for physiological comparison, and through the efforts of the
Blake, Agassiz ‘found it to be a characteristic species of the Caribbean
abyssal fauna’.78 This slow accumulation of taxonomic information occurred
for the entire class of which S. varispina formed a part. As more specimens of
sea urchins from the deep-sea became available for study, Agassiz’s
understanding of sea urchins changed accordingly.
In 1881, Agassiz summarised the resulting knowledge of the group in
his Report on the Echinoidea. Agassiz’s detailed description of S. varispina
was made permanent in the pages of the published report (Figure 37) and
formed a small piece of a much grander body of scientific knowledge of the
oceans that the Challenger Expedition had collected. In the report, Agassiz
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acknowledged that many travels contributed to his study. He wrote, ‘As it
has been my good fortune to examine for myself all but a few of the deepsea species collected thus far’ and the report ‘has been prepared under the
best possible circumstances, with the aid of the large collections both of
recent and fossil species in the Museum of Comparative Zoology at
Cambridge, Mass’.79 Agassiz had visited many collections to develop his
expertise, and drew upon the rich collections of the museum, with new
discoveries from his travels on the Blake, to produce his Challenger report.
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FIGURE 37. SALENIA VARISPINA IN THE REPORT ON THE ECHINOIDEA
Source: Report on the Echinoidea Dredged by H.M.S. Challenger in the Years
1872-1876, by Alexander Agassiz, 1881, Plate IV;
Credit: The University of Edinburgh
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Agassiz’s specific findings of S. varispina were not grand, but formed
part of a broader understanding of deep-sea echinoderms that had begun
in the late 1860s. The Challenger collection contributed to Agassiz’s study of
echinoids and thus helped to transform the scientific understanding of the
class. In the Preface to the Report on the Echinoidea, Agassiz observed that
new discoveries raised fresh questions:

Having described the first important collection of deep-sea Echinoids
made, that of Count Pourtalès [in 1868], it has been for me a most
gratifying task to work up the report of the magnificent collection of
the Challenger, and to have the opportunity, thanks to the generous
invitation of Sir Wyville Thomson, of going over the whole group of
Echinoids again with so much new and important material at my
command, which could not fail to develop many novel and
unexpected problems relating to the past and present history of seaurchins.80

Agassiz’s detailed study of sea urchins, now further bolstered through
his examination of the Challenger collection, again led him to question
widely accepted views concerning evolution. In 1880, as the vice-president
of the assembly, he gave an address at the August meeting of the American
Association for the Advancement of Science.81 Historian Mary P. Winsor has
recovered how Agassiz cited data from his recently completed Report on
the Echinoidea to support an argument that shocked many in the
audience.82 In his address, Agassiz had no doubt that modern sea urchins
had evolved from extinct species. But he declared that ‘The time for
genealogical trees is passed’.83 Given all of the many different defining
characteristics of sea urchins—the length of spines, the complexity of teeth,
and the shape of the body, to name a few—Agassiz argued it was
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impossible to follow all the many possible lines of relatedness to uncover their
actual lines of descent.84
The construction of elegant genealogical trees was one of the
favourite tools of the ‘evolutionists’, and Agassiz’s opinion was largely
unpopular. However, Agassiz had perceived a fundamental dilemma
between the theory of evolution and ways of knowing about nature. Winsor
explained Agassiz’s epistemic problem, ‘We know that only one solution is
correct, for they did evolve, yet an enormous number of other solutions can
also look correct.’85
At the core of his speech, Agassiz argued that there are limits to
scientific knowledge. Even with his acquaintance of over 2300 species of sea
urchins, it was impossible for him to know all of the species that have existed
in the past or that are alive now.86 With this uncertainty, to ‘trace the
complete filiation of a group […] while we cannot but admire the boldness
of and ingenuity of these speculations […] we are building in the air’.87 His
extensive personal travel and the holdings of the world’s natural history
museums could only take his understanding of sea urchins so far.

Circulation Through Museum Collections, 1882-1899
After completing his report, Agassiz returned S. varispina to Edinburgh. The
specimen had successfully circulated between the Challenger Office and
the MCZ and in the process, furthered the production of knowledge of the
ocean. The specimen continued to travel, however, and a brief review of its
progress illuminates other strands of the mobile network that connected
major centres of ocean research at the end of the nineteenth century.
First, it is worthwhile to point out that Agassiz did not return the entire
collection of Challenger echinoids to Edinburgh. The specialists involved in
the publication of the Challenger Report were not paid directly for their
work. They did, however, receive other reciprocal rewards, such as the
prestige of authorship and copies of their published reports. More
84
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importantly, specialists were granted permission to keep a ‘duplicate’ series
from the collection that they had studied.
At the MCZ, there is evidence of a carefully considered selection
process. Lyman began to pack Challenger specimens on 14 September
1881, and made a ‘check list of specimens’ to be ‘sent to Edinburgh’ and
another list for those ‘retained at the MCZ’. 88 Following Thomson’s wishes,
Lyman made a note of how he had divided the Challenger collection into
four different groups:

A specimen from each locality given to British Museum also doubtful
species;
A specimen of each species (if enough) to Thomson;
A specimen of each species (if enough) to M.C.Z.;
Any remaining to Duplicate Collection89

Enough duplicate specimens existed so that a series of Challenger
specimens remained at the MCZ.90 The circulation of Challenger specimens
added to the biological storehouse of museums that had helped to make
the larger study possible and thus contributed to future zoological studies.
In 1882, S. varispina again travelled through international networks of
knowledge exchange. After reaching Edinburgh, the specimen was
forwarded on to the British Museum and become part of the national
collection.91 The specimen did not stay there permanently, however.
As illustrated at the MCZ, exchanges formed part of a continuous
circulation of knowledge between different centres of research. Regarded
as a ‘duplicate’, S. varispina did not hold the same value as a type
specimen. However, an exchange for a different species could broaden
what materials the museum had available for comparison. With this in mind,
A. Günther, Keeper of Zoology at the Natural History Museum, offered S.
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varispina as part of an exchange with the United States National Museum
(Figure 38).
In a letter dated 8 September 1890 to G. Brown Goode, Assistant
Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution, Günther suggested a group of
marine invertebrates, ‘chiefly from the Challenger duplicates’ for
exchange.92 The trade between Günther and Goode was small, hardly a
significant moment in the grand history of the expedition. Yet, it was the sum
of many thousands of exchanges over the course of decades that
established the great natural history collections in Europe and the United
States. As part of the collection of the USNM, the sea urchin remained
immobile and available for study by naturalists who travelled to the museum
to view it.

FIGURE 38. THE SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION, CIRCA 1870, WASHINGTON D.C.
In 1890, S. varispina again travelled through international networks of
knowledge exchange and became part of the collection of the Smithsonian.
Source: Photographer unknown. Washington, DC, Library of Congress, Prints
and Photographs Division, Brady-Handy Photograph Collection
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Conclusion
What came to be known of the class Echinoidea depended upon the
involved mobilities of Agassiz and S. varispina, and the international scientific
networks through which they circulated. Agassiz’s study of the Challenger
sea urchins was the effect of certain relational mobilities. Agassiz had the
means to travel, and his work with the major natural history collections of
Europe inspired his ideas on the classification of echinoids. His travel to Belfast
in 1869 strengthened his friendship with Thomson and supported future
exchanges between American and British efforts to explore the deep sea. It
took a great deal of labour and materials to sort, identity and distribute the
Challenger collection to specialists, and Agassiz travelled to Edinburgh to
help with this process. As a result of Agassiz’s relationship with Thomson, S.
varispina travelled with Agassiz back to the United States for study.
Following the movements of S. varispina beyond Britain, the chapter
brought attention to the connection between the Challenger Expedition
and contemporary expeditions in the United States. In April 1877, Agassiz
returned to the Museum of Comparative Zoology with S. varispina and the
Challenger collection of sea urchins. There, he compared the sea urchin to a
wide variety of echinoderms held in the museum’s collection, many of them
dredged by US Coast Survey Steamers. The collection of the MCZ can be
understood as the effect of many involved or relational mobilities as it was
built through the accession of materials from several voyages. The specimens
did not arrive or were maintained at the MCZ through happenstance, but
where the material effect of particular social relationships. Of particular
importance to the study of S. varispina were the echinoid collections
discovered by Count Pourtalès and the Bibb in 1868 and Agassiz on the
Blake from 1877 to 1880.
Adey argued ‘mobilities and immobilities are the ‘special effects’ of a
relationship.93 In 1890, as the result of an active a program of exchange
between the British Museum and the Smithsonian Institution, S. varispina
again travelled to the United States. For the past 129 years, the Challenger
sea urchin has been immobilised at the NMNH, an outcome of the
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collaborative relationship between nineteenth-century American and British
naturalists and institutions in the study of the deep sea.
The narrative of the Challenger Expedition is often framed as the
result of large sums of money given to the project by the British government.
But naturalists who participated in the study of Challenger specimens were
unpaid and had to find their own means of support. As Agassiz said, ‘it is
impossible to be a productive naturalist in this country without money’.94
Agassiz was practical, hardworking and determined, and his directorship of
the Calumet and Hecla Mines provided him with personal wealth that
enabled him to study S. varispina and continue his research on the Blake and
other vessels. Although largely overlooked, access to wealth greatly
determined the personal mobility of naturalists and who could participate in
nineteenth-century ocean science.
Agassiz’s involvement and study of S. varispina and the Challenger
sea urchins raised important epistemic questions that many of his
contemporaries chose to ignore. At a time when ‘evolutionists’ constructed
genealogical trees, Agassiz argued that this popular graphic was ‘building in
the air’ without a stable body of proof.95 Using data from his Challenger study
of sea urchins, he suggested that there were limits to what could be known
for certainty. After engaging with over 2,300 species of Echinoidea, he
speculated that there remained many more unknown species of which he
could not have any knowledge. Agassiz wrote to Darwin of his dilemma, in
which he argued that scientific classification ‘depends upon the material at
our command at a special time’.96 What he could know of sea urchins
depended on what he could observe—the result of his own mobility and the
involved mobility of specimens.
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5. Mobile Practices: Photography on HMS Challenger

The voyage of HMS Challenger was the first ‘truly global’ scientific expedition
to embrace photography in an official capacity.1 Yet the resulting collection
of photographic images—most of them taken on land—and their
relationship to ocean science is not well understood. This chapter explores
how photography was practised by closely examining three photograph
albums assembled by John Hynes, Assistant Paymaster on HMS Challenger
from 1872 to 1876.2

FIGURE 39. JOHN HYNES’S PHOTOGRAPHIC ALBUM SHOWING BAHIA, BRAZIL
Source: John Hynes’s Photographic Album, NMM ALB0174/10;
Credit: National Maritime Museum, Greenwich
1
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In the second half of the nineteenth century, photographers on
military and scientific expeditions advanced techniques to photograph
distant places and to quickly produce copies for distribution. The Challenger
was an experiment in this regard. Its photographers travelled around the
world during the voyage and worked in a mobile photographic laboratory
and darkroom located on the ship. Using this system, between 1872 and
1876, three photographers produced over eight hundred unique images.
During and after the voyage, Challenger photographs travelled to many
destinations. Images were adapted for publication and widely circulated in
newspapers and scientific reports. Crewmembers also bought photographs
for personal use, including Hynes who assembled a collection he later
displayed in albums such as the one in Figure 39.
The Challenger photographs, however, have been regarded in the
historiography as a somewhat random collection of images produced from
a technology not well suited for an oceanographic voyage. Eileen Brunton
comprehensively revealed the scope of the collection in 1999, when she
produced a visual index of all of the known photographs produced during
the three-and-a-half-year voyage. She identified a diverse range of subjects
including buildings, harbours, homes, sailors, coastal communities, indigenous
peoples, naturalists, and landscapes. 3 However, the historical records did not
make clear what the photographers’ brief was, and she could find no
instructions for setting up and equipping the photographic laboratories.4
Adding to the conundrum, images of the ocean are noticeably absent in
the Challenger collection of photographs. Only twenty photographs were
taken from the ship at sea and 35 images were eventually reproduced as
photographic plates in the Challenger Report.5
Bringing another viewpoint to the historiography, Stephanie Hood
argued that photography was not used to produce objective scientific
evidence during the voyage. Rather, scientists implemented photography as
a functional and flexible strategy that worked in conjunction with older
methods of drawing and printing. Photographers rapidly captured images
for use as the basis of later drawings and printed duplicate images for
3
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dispersal to different audiences.6 Photographs of distant places and peoples
were then sold, exhibited, and displayed through different mediums such as
newspapers and personal albums.7
This chapter offers another interpretation of the Challenger collection
of photographs by exploring expedition photography as an embodied
mobile practice. Cresswell and Merriman wrote that mobile practices create
‘spatial stories’ of how we experience the world and ‘involve a range of
embodied engagements and an array of technologies and infrastructures’.8
The practice of marathon running, for example, is associated with the
technologies of running shoes, track surfaces, sports clothes, and runners’
bodies.9 The chapter thus closely examines the materials and technologies
associated with photography such as developing chemicals, traveling dark
rooms, and the trained ‘eye’ of the photographers. Through the
photographs they created, the chapter recovers the different viewpoints of
the three photographers who were employed during the voyage. The
photographic album of Hynes provides material evidence of the many
labours and people involved in the process of creating, replicating and
displaying expedition photographs.
Previous chapters have shown how naval and commercial resources
shaped the techniques used to make the oceans visible. Similarly, this
chapter traces the path of photography from British army campaigns to the
personal photographic album of Hynes. The chapter brings out the central
role of English astronomer, chemist, and photographer William de Wiveleslie
Abney (1843-1920) and the Photography School of the Royal Engineers (RE)
in the preparation of photographic technologies, materials, and personnel to
accompany the Challenger Expedition. The resulting photographs often
followed the established aesthetic of British landscape photography in the
1870s prescribed by Abney and his contemporaries, and photographs were
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most likely produced using the tried-and-tested cameras, equipment and
techniques developed by the Royal Engineers on previous expeditions.10
With a focus on photography as an embodied mobile practice, the
chapter brings greater coherence to the Challenger collection of
photographs as a project of the Royal Engineers. From a close examination
of Hynes’s albums, the chapter argues that photography was practised in
the manner of a military survey of the places that the expedition visited. The
spatial stories told in the Challenger collection of photographs vary
considerably, but the ‘art and science’ displayed in the images closely
resembles the work of RE photographers in the 1850s and 1860s. On land, the
Challenger photographers recorded a ‘sense of place’ that served the
needs of imperial administration, military intelligence, and scientific archives.
The chapter thus reconnects the Challenger photographs to the rich history
of Royal Engineer photography of which it forms a part.
The chapter begins by considering the expedition photography of the
Royal Engineers after the Crimean War and describes Abney’s influential
work in preparing a system for photography for the expedition. In the next
two sections, the chapter explores how Challenger photographers adapted
to the challenges and opportunities of documenting an oceanographic
voyage. Photography is shown to be an embodied mobile practice, and the
photographers engaged with technologies and materials in subtly (and
sometimes, drastically) different ways. In the final section, the chapter
regards how Hynes incorporated photographic images within his own
personal narrative. The chapter concludes with a consideration of how
Challenger photographers recorded a ‘sense of place’ in the manner of the
Royal Engineers, and it is this variety of subject matter that defines the
character of the collection.
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Royal Engineer Photography, 1853-1873
With nearly twenty years of institutional experience, the Royal Engineers
prepared HMS Challenger for its photographic mission. As part of this
preparation, photographic practices developed for military and survey
projects on land were adapted for the sea-going voyage. In order to be
successful, expeditions had to overcome formidable obstacles.
Photographers, assistants and photographic equipment had to travel to
distant places and operate effectively in the field. Photographic images
then had to be manufactured, replicated, and sent back to Britain.
Described as ‘Photographer’ in the ship’s ledger, Caleb Newbold was
the first photographer to work on the Challenger Expedition.11 Besides the
ledger accounts, little is known about Newbold’s official instructions or duties.
Like many RE photographers, Newbold was not acknowledged in the
publications in which his images appeared.12 But understanding how Royal
Engineers were trained and how photographic work was practised on
contemporary government and military expeditions helps us to better
understand essential elements of the Challenger photographic collection.
When Newbold joined the Challenger in December 1872, Royal
Engineers were highly sought after for photographic expeditionary work.
Only a few years earlier, RE photographers had successfully documented the
British Expedition to Abyssinia in 1867 and 1868, one of the most ambitious
and expensive military campaigns carried out by the armed forces of the
British Empire.13 Yet it had not always been so. The first attempts to
photograph distant military operations in the mid-1850s had resulted in
shipwreck, death, and disappointment. Over subsequent expeditions,
military photographers developed more sophisticated methods and solutions
to the problems of long-distance photography. Echoes of these travels and
trials-by-fire later appear in the preparation of HMS Challenger in 1872.
11
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Attempts to photograph the Crimean War from 1853 to 1856 revealed
some of the major difficulties of expeditionary photography that the Royal
Engineers endeavoured to solve. The foremost obstacle was to produce
photographic images of a distant conflict, and then to return these images
to Britain. In Latour’s terms, as ‘immutable mobiles’ photographs needed to
remain fixed and stable in order to successfully be integrated into bodies of
knowledge. Techniques of photography had to be refined, but there were
also significant problems with how photographers and their images travelled.
For instance, Richard Nicklin, a commercial photographer, sailed to Varna in
June 1854 along with two British army sappers. The team produced
photographs for five months, but when a hurricane struck their ship in
Balaklava harbour, the three men drowned and their collections of
photographs were lost.14 In another attempt, the British Army sent two officers
trained in photography to Crimea. The officers produced a collection of
photographs and safely returned to Britain. Yet their prints quickly faded, and
the images were eventually discarded.15
Private individuals, rather than the military, pioneered solutions to
these problems of mobility and photography. On 20 February 1855, the
experienced, wealthy and well-connected photographer Roger Fenton
(1819-1869) left England to photograph the Crimea on HMS Hecla.16 Fenton
was well prepared for his photographic expedition. He travelled with two
assistants and took with him 36 cases of photographic equipment, food, and
camping supplies. Fenton also brought a horse-drawn wagon that he
dubbed a ‘photographic van’. The van was a delivery wagon that he had
converted into a traveling photographic darkroom. Following his arrival at
the port town of Balaclava, the photographer described the city as ‘one
great pigsty’ and complained of the dust, rain, and high winds, all factors
that made photography difficult.17 The van gave shelter from the elements,
and transported Fenton’s team and equipment from one army
encampment to another.
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FIGURE 40. THE PHOTOGRAPHIC VAN WITH MARCUS SPARLING ON THE BOX, 1855

Fenton utilised a new form of transport to photograph the conflict in Crimea.
Source: albumen print (Roger Fenton, 1855), Library of Congress Prints and
Photographs Division Washington, D.C. 20540 USA
http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.pnp/pp.print; Credit: Library of Congress
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With the necessary bottles of chemicals, trays, and processing
materials on hand, Fenton was able to carry out the newly developed wetcollodion process. The wet-collodion process helped to transform
photography into a mass medium, and was also used later on the
Challenger. Thus a brief explanation of the method is warranted here. In
1851, Frederick Archer developed the ‘wet-collodion’ process, a technique
that produced sharp and detailed images.18 But the technique consisted of
several stages, each of which required dexterity and working to precise
chemical formulas and timings. First, a glass plate was prepared by coating it
with emulsion in a darkroom. Then the plate was fitted onto a camera. To
take the photograph, the sensitised plate was exposed to light through the
lens of the camera between three to twenty seconds. The photographer
then had to return to a darkroom to process the glass plate negative before
it dried. The entire process was performed in about fifteen minutes.19 Using
the wet-collodion method, Fenton produced a collection of sharp, highquality images in Crimea. The portable darkroom and the work of the two
assistants greatly aided in the process. Fenton also used photography to
document his method of transport, as can be seen in Figure 40.
However, Fenton’s long-distance project could not be sustained. After
four months of work in the field, he depleted his photographic supplies. The
arrival of the Crimean summer brought additional problems and challenges.
In particular, the heat made it difficult to carry out the complex chemical
processes of developing photographic images. Fenton wrote, ‘It is impossible
to work after nine or ten from the intense heat, which sends the stoppers
flying out of my bottles, and spoils every picture.’20 Against these obstacles,
in July 1855, Fenton sailed for England.
Fenton’s project was nevertheless a great success, made possible by
his new techniques of mobility. In London, Fenton’s photographs were
exhibited, and artists translated images onto woodblocks, an affordable
means of printing images onto paper. In addition to documenting British
troops, Fenton had also taken photographs of the diverse ethnic groups
18
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present in Crimea at the time. As a result, an image of ‘Croats’ appeared on
the front page of The Illustrated London News on 29 December 1855.21
Fenton’s achievement marked a milestone in the development of how
photographic images—and thus knowledge of distant places and people—
travelled.
After Crimea, the British Army made a strategic effort to build from
lessons learned during the war, and to improve the photographic skills of the
Royal Engineers. In the early 1850s, a number of sappers received instruction
on photography from Charles Thurston Thompson, the official photographer
of the South Kensington Museum. Beginning in 1856, instruction in
photography was offered at the Royal Engineers Establishment at
Chatham.22
While the main purpose of this photographic work was to support the
technical demands of the corps in both its day‐to‐day operations and on
campaign, Royal Engineers were also officially encouraged to use the
camera for more general photography. As a result, between the 1850s and
1870s, sappers produced some remarkable work, both in the course of their
military duties and assigned to scientific expeditions.23 Photographic historian
John Falconer argued that ‘the most significant work of Royal Engineer
photographers was of a semi‐military or civilian nature, where their skills were
placed at the disposal of scholarship in a variety of fields’.24 For example,
Corporals B. L. Spackman and J. McCartney accompanied the British
Museum expedition to Halicarnassus and Cnidus from 1857 to 1859 and
made one of the earliest detailed records of a major archaeological
investigation.25
The images produced during these expeditions were published and
circulated along with scientific texts and survey maps, and added to
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colonial, military, and scientific archives.26 During the North American
Boundary Survey from 1858 to 1862, Royal Engineers used photography to
create an exhaustive visual record of the Canadian national boundary line.
In addition to the landscape, the photographers focused their cameras on
the people they encountered.27
As part of their work, Royal Engineers also photographed buildings. In
the course of Ordnance Survey operations in Jerusalem from 1864 to 1865,
and in Sinai from 1868 to 1869, Colour Sergeant James McDonald ‘produced
a magnificent series of technically assured and evocative views of the
topography and architecture of the Holy Land’.28 Produced during a military
survey, the images gathered information about distant places for the British
government, but also made Jerusalem and Sinai visible for historians and
other scholars.
Although RE photographers greatly contributed to scientific
expeditions, their primary aim was to support the military forces of the British
Empire. Captain John Donnelly spoke of the military applications of
photography in 1860 and argued that photographs provided ‘a perfect idea
of place’, much more so than pages of written description could provide.29
Detailed knowledge of a place offered strategic military advantages, and
photography was used to gather military intelligence. For example, Royal
Engineer photographers recorded the position and stature of cannons and
fortifications, as well as the topography that troops would likely have to
traverse. As Donnelly argued, photography added to the information
provided in charts by giving a clearer picture of the distant locations where
British forces were expected to operate.
New skills of mobile photography were thus combined with Britain’s
global networks of military mobilization. James Ryan argued, ‘By 1860, the
Royal Engineers were wielding cameras on a truly global scale’ and
operated in places as varied as Panama, India, Singapore, China, and
Russia.30
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Photographs of distant places appealed to a range of British
audiences, and images produced for military purposes were incorporated
into civilian contexts. Royal Engineer photography could be viewed at public
exhibitions, in scientific papers, daily newspapers, and in official albums.31
The Abyssinia Expedition is a good example of this process. During the military
campaign, Sergeant John Harrold led a seven-man Royal Engineer
photographic division that played a vital role in the coordination of troop
movements.32 At the same time, the photographers produced series of
landscape views, camp scenes, sketches, and portraits. In 1869, seventyeight of the photographs were assembled into photographic albums. The
Secretary of State for War then presented the albums to government and
scientific institutions, including the Royal Geographical Society.33 The
Illustrated London News also printed five drawings taken from photographs
from the campaign.34 In this way, military photography was transferred to
scientific institutions and the wider public.
This expanded use of photographic images also shaped how Royal
Engineers worked. Images were expected to accurately record landscapes,
buildings, and people for military use, and to simultaneously appeal to a
wide viewing audience, no doubt in the service of publicising and
legitimating imperial campaigns. The same approach informed the
photography on board the Challenger, and may be explored in some detail
via the work of Abney, who fitted up the Challenger for photography and
trained its photographic personnel.
Abney, a renowned chemist and photographer, took over direction
of the Royal Engineers Photographic School in 1871, then renamed as the
School of Photography and Chemistry. During this time Abney was aware of
Newbold’s work, a student of his and Challenger’s first photographer. In
1873, he wrote to the editor of the British Journal of Photography that ‘a N. C.
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O., whose photographic career I have watched from its infancy for some
two and a half years, accompanies the expedition’.35
As part of Abney’s restructuring of the photographic education of the
Royal Engineers, the director ‘built the laboratory and laid down the
chemical and photographic system’ at the school, an accomplishment that
was highly regarded at the time.36 With his experience and as director of the
Royal Engineer’s photographic mission, Abney was thus a good candidate
to design the Challenger’s photographic laboratory. There is little evidence
of how the photography rooms on the ship were equipped, but Abney wrote
to the British Journal of Photography: ‘I am glad to inform your
correspondent that I had the honour to purchase a very complete
photographic equipment for that particular object’.37 By identifying Abney
as one of the main architects, we gain insight for the first time into how the
Challenger photographic laboratories operated and perhaps even how
they looked.
The photographic laboratory and system for the expedition was
designed to address one of the central problems of expedition photography
since the Crimean War. How do photographers travel to distant lands,
traverse challenging terrains, and develop photographs in the field? Abney
drew upon the extensive experience of the Royal Engineers, but also
incorporated techniques developed by traveling landscape photographers
and astronomers.
Fenton’s photography van was one model of portable dark room, but
Abney was also inspired by the inventive genius of Warren De La Rue (181589), a pioneer in astronomical photography. To photograph an eclipse of the
Sun on 18 July 1860, De La Rue organised a British expedition to Spain. To
process photographs taken from the telescope, De La Rue originally
intended to take a ‘dark tent’, a piece of equipment used by photographers
working outdoors. But then a large naval ship, HMS Himalaya was made
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available to the expedition.38 In addition, railway transport provided the
eclipse expedition access to the interior. With these larger transport structures
in place, De La Rue devised a portable darkroom to take with him to Spain.
Made of wood, one half of the structure housed the telescope and the other
half De La Rue’s darkroom.39 Fenton had relied on horsepower to move his
portable ‘photographic van’. Traveling by steamship and railroad, however,
gave De La Rue the opportunity to travel with a much more substantial
structure from which to photograph the solar eclipse and develop his
images.
Abney was aware of De La Rue’s design and had adopted into his
own expeditionary work. In 1875, Abney recorded the Transit of Venus in
Egypt and adopted De La Rue’s style of a portable darkroom. 40 Also
traveling by boat and train, Abney brought with him a portable wooden
structure he claimed was based on De La Rue’s design (Figure 41).
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FIGURE 41. WILLIAM DE WIVELESLIE ABNEY’S ‘MODEL DARK ROOM ON A SMALL SCALE’

William Abney designed the photographic laboratories on HMS Challenger
likely in this style of portable darkroom. Source: Woodcut illustration, William
de Wiveleslie Abney, 'Photographic Operations in Egypt in Connection with
the Late Transit of Venus', British Journal of Photography, 22 (1875) pp. 153154 (p. 153); Credit: British Library
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In his report of the Transit operations, Abney praised his portable dark room
for its completeness and convenience, and claimed it provided all the
benefits of a familiar study.41 Both Abney and De La Rue’s experiences
demonstrate how steam power and transport structures changed how
photography was practiced during long-distance scientific expeditions.
While a portable studio worked well to photograph astronomical
observations, it did not address the problem of taking photographs on the
move. Military photographers took photographs while traveling with troops,
tourists took photographs while visiting attractions, and landscape
photographers travelled to remote locations in search of the best views. To
serve these interests, companies in the 1870s sold a wide array of
photographic equipment for both professional and amateur
photographers.42 Abney advised in his book Emulsion Processes in
Photography that ‘numerous patterns of dark tents were on the market,
some very simple and some complicated’.43 He recommended ‘Howard’s’
tent due to its simplicity of construction, ease of use, and portability: ‘the
chemical chest and camera with the attached tent could be easily carried
by one person […] it is certainly most convenient’.44 Widely used
photographic equipment, such as Howard’s tent, camera stands, cameras,
and other apparatus recommended by Abney made the practice of
photography more portable, and would have likely been included as part of
the Challenger Expedition’s gear for times when the photographer travelled
away from the ship.45
Available materials and previous scientific expeditions thus shaped
Abney’s outfitting of the Challenger for photography. From the ship plans,
we know that the photography rooms on the Challenger were constructed
as two halves, with a dark room and a light room. A close examination of the
layout of the main deck from ship plans (Figure 6) reveals that each section
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was about five feet wide by six-and-a-half feet long.46 With these dimensions,
the photography rooms resembled Abney’s ‘model dark room on a small
scale’ that he based on De La Rue’s 1860 design. For the first time, this gives
us some sense of how the photographic rooms on the Challenger were likely
laid out and planned for the expedition.47
In addition to building the photographic laboratory, Abney deeply
influenced photography on the Challenger Expedition through his position at
the RE School for Military Engineering. The first Challenger photographer was
a non-commissioned officer and had trained at the Photography School
while Abney was its director. As a student, Newbold certainly would have
been influenced by Abney’s philosophy and methods of photography.48 To
codify his methods, in 1871 Abney wrote and published a photographic
guide, Instruction in Photography for Use at the School for Military
Engineering, Chatham.49 The instruction book, along with Abney’s other
publications, reveals a philosophy of photography that required both artful
composition and exacting scientific methods. Reviewing these documents
offers insight into how Newbold approached photography and the methods
and materials he employed on Challenger.
As a manual for the Royal Engineers, Instruction in Photography
provided a straightforward guidebook of instructions, chemical formulas,
and a scientific approach to the mechanics and chemistry of photography.
Superior photographs could only be achieved, Abney stressed, through use
of the intellect. This meant following precise chemical formulae and ‘the
exact method of working any particular process’.50 But Abney also
underscored the fact that, in addition to understanding the technological
side of photographs, photographers needed to be ‘artistically educated’.51
This philosophy defined Abney’s approach to photography and also his
teaching at the Royal Engineer School of Photography. He began the
Instruction in Photography with these words:
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Photography cannot be considered merely as a mechanical means
of reproduction in the present day seeing the valuable aid it gives to
almost every branch of industry and art. To become a good
photographer it is necessary to turn to it with an artistic and scientific
mind.52

Abney’s ideas on the importance of artistic knowledge reflected an opinion
strongly held by professional photographers at that time. An article in the
British Journal of Photography in 1872 asked, ‘Our profession: What is it?’ The
author answered, ‘All intelligent photographers will, of course, answer as the
voice of one man, that it is an art.’53 ‘Art’ during this period meant following
classical rules of composition, as Abney and others described in their
instruction books.
As part of his training, Newbold would have been well versed in the
aesthetic rules of photography as laid down by Abney. Adding to this, Abney
strongly recommended that his students read the works of Henry Peach
Robinson (1830-1901), vice-president of the Royal Photographic Society.54
Robinson’s book described individual rules of composition and, ‘how they
have been reduced to a system’.55 Understanding these rules of composition
and the context of previous Royal Engineer expeditionary photography
provides further insight into how the Challenger photographs framed people
and the natural world—a question the next two sections explore.
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Expeditionary Photography at Sea
The Royal Engineer handbook Instruction in Photography provided clear,
easy-to-follow instructions. Yet the reality of expedition photography was a
complicated and messy affair. Conducting photography on a ship charged
with studying the deep ocean posed further challenges. How could the
ocean, an amorphous and ever-shifting liquid stratum, be represented
through the medium of photography?
This section argues that the Challenger photographers largely
approached their task in the manner of previous Royal Engineer scientific
and military expeditions on land. However, the resulting photographs also tell
more nuanced stories. Each photographic image in Hynes’s album is a
product of the specific environment where the film was exposed. Its
composition leaves traces of the photographer’s eye and the agency of its
subjects.
As the expedition’s official photographer, Newbold held an unusual
place in the ship’s compliment. He was a member of the British Army but was
considered part of the scientific staff, although not a highly paid one.
Newbold’s salary was £82 per year, an amount less than half of the salary of
the naturalists.56 No journals or records of his survive, but the photographs he
produced are material evidence of his embodied, mobile experience and
the techniques and materials he used.
Similar to the previous work of the Royal Engineers, Newbold
documented the expedition through a series of formal group portraits. In the
first three photographic images taken during the expedition, Newbold
quickly established the expedition as a scientific endeavour, naval mission,
and British diplomatic envoy. Before the ship left Sheerness on 7 December
1872, a visiting party of the Royal Society, the scientific gentlemen most
responsible for the planning and outfitting of the voyage, posed for a
photograph on the ship’s deck.57
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Four weeks later at Lisbon, Challenger hosted a visit by the King of
Portugal, Luís I, an important diplomatic event discussed in Chapter One. A
photograph Newbold made during the visit shows the King sitting in a chair
surrounded by the Challenger naval officers and scientific staff. This image
conveys as much about the relationship between the scientific and naval
aims of the expedition as it does about British relations with Portugal. Captain
Nares and the scientific director, Charles Wyville Thomson, are both
accorded positions of honor standing to the King’s right, a stance that
reflects their working partnership during the voyage.58
The third formal photograph features the naval staff of the Challenger
Expedition standing on deck. The officers are posed around Captain Nares
and his young son who are seated at the centre of the group (Figure 42).59
Abney wrote of the proper composition of groups of people:

In grouping there should be no uniformity; if possible, every set of
figures should form a complete study by itself, blending themselves
into the other sets, whilst the whole should be harmonious lines.60

Closely examined, the sitting officers each strike a different pose. Yet they
are all aligned in harmony with the overall composition. Captain Nares and
his young son form a study by themselves, but they remain the central focus
of the group.
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FIGURE 42. CAPTAIN NARES AND OFFICERS ON THE QUARTERDECK OF HMS CHALLENGER
The rules of composition and the ‘art’ of photography feature strongly in
Newbold’s work and are illustrated in this photograph.
Source: Photograph print (Caleb Newbold, circa 1872) NMM ALB0174/41;
Credit: National Maritime Museum, Greenwich

People could be arranged on deck, but representing the ocean
environment according to the prevailing rules of composition proved a
difficult task. Historians have pointed out that few images were taken on the
ship at sea. However, during the first months of the voyage, it appears that
Newbold experimented with taking ‘sea views’. Since the 1860s, the
Hydrographic Department had issued charts with illustrations of the coast as
viewed from the sea, a viewpoint valuable for navigation in relation to the
land.61 Newbold produced similar images of the coastline as viewed from
Challenger when he photographed the coast of Portugal and a few weeks
61
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later, at the southern tip of the Iberian Peninsula.62 Photography offered
more detail and accuracy than illustration, a valuable asset for terrestrial
surveys. The image of Gibraltar ‘from the sea’ is relatively clear (Figure 43)
and debunks the idea that photography from the ship was an impossible
task.
Movement of the ship, however, did cause problems for
photography. On land, movement plagued the work of photographers.
Robinson stated that a windy day and moving leaves could ruin a
landscape scene.63 Newbold had to contend with even harsher conditions

FIGURE 43. GIBRALTAR ‘FROM THE SEA’
Challenger’s first photographer produced ‘sea views’, a type of image that
was potentially useful for navigation. Source: Photograph print (Caleb
Newbold, 1873) NMM ALB0174/50;
Credit: National Maritime Museum, Greenwich
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caused by waves, wind, and swiftly moving animals. Photography also
represented the world as monochromatic. The technology thus failed to
capture many aspects of the ocean that the naturalists studied. The ocean
environment—the appearance of birds, passing whales, the colours of water
and sky, the size and frequency of waves, and the composition of floating
debris—were recorded not in photographs, but described in the daily
meteorological log and in naturalists’ notebooks.64
Below decks, Newbold faced the unique challenge of working in a
photographic laboratory on a moving ship. The deployment of a
photography laboratory on the Challenger appears to be the first time this
was attempted. The space was likely outfitted with a wide range of
equipment and materials needed for a photographer to operate in the field.
In the small space, the Challenger dark room likely held wooden shelves
crowded with various glass bottles of chemicals, stacks of photographic
paper, different sizes of mixing jars, emulsion trays, and other developing
apparatus.
Preparing and developing glass plates using the wet-collodion
process was a delicate business, and would have been especially difficult on
a moving ship. The photographic chemicals used were poisonous,
flammable, and potentially explosive. Collodion itself was a flammable,
syrupy solution of pyroxylin or ‘gun cotton’ in ether and alcohol.65
Photographers also wrestled with variations in light, temperature, seasons,
humidity, and weather—all elements that had a profound effect on
photographic exposure and development.66 Thomson wrote:

The management of a photographic studio during a long sea-cruise is
a matter of great difficulty. All the circumstances—the motion, the
dampness of the air, and its vitiation by vapors of various kinds, and
the extremes of climate which affect the different re-agents and
materials, all tell against the photographer. 67
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Despite the motion of the ship and the changing weather conditions,
Newbold carried on with his photographic duties. Thomson continued in his
report: ‘Yet in spite of these disadvantages, Newbold has already produced
a large number of very satisfactory pictures.’68
At anchor, Newbold’s photography followed previous British military
and scientific expeditions in subject and style. Unable to successfully
document oceanographic work, he photographed the work of the
naturalists on land. The exigencies of contemporary photography thus meant
that a study of the ocean also involved the study of coastal places and
people. Making the oceans visible had to mean observing the land. But this
work was also portrayed in a specific artistic manner. Rules of composition
disciplined the arrangement and portrayal of subjects, and it also framed
the representation of the natural world.
One feature of the Challenger photographs is a sense of calm. When
depicting the actions of figures, Robinson instructed, ‘No violent action
should be allowed; no appearance of strain.’69 For example, in a
photograph Newbold took in St. Thomas, a group of Challenger seamen are
arranged in a jovial and relaxed manner (Figure 44).70 There is a visible spirit
of friendship between the sailors and three boys and a man from the town,
and the men put their hands on each other’s shoulders. In this setting, the
hard, dirty, and sometimes violent work of the expedition is absent. Deep-sea
dredging and sounding was difficult work, and many sailors deserted during
the voyage. But in this photograph, the sailors are resting and at ease. The
prevailing ‘art’ of photography and Newbold’s training thus greatly shaped
how the story of the expedition was told.
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FIGURE 44. ‘CHALLENGERS’, TENERIFE
Source: NMM ALB0174/129; Credit: Photograph print (Caleb Newbold, 1873)
National Maritime Museum, Greenwich
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FIGURE 45. HMS CHALLENGER IN DOCKYARD AT BERMUDA, 1873
Military photography recorded strategic naval resources such as dry docks.
Source: Photograph print (Caleb Newbold, 1873) NMM ALB0174/82;
Credit: National Maritime Museum, Greenwich

Military photography attempted to capture the ‘perfect idea of
place’ and this is visible in Newbold’s work. The expedition’s time in Bermuda
provides a good example of this perspective, and how it shaped the images
that were produced. While Royal Engineers regularly operated in the civil
sphere, military intelligence was part of their photographic mission.
Knowledge of coastal resources, foreign warships, and harbour defences
was extremely valuable in the planning of military campaigns.71 In Figure 45,
Newbold gave attention to the floating dry dock in operation. With smoke
from the steam engines visibly blowing in the wind, the dry dock maintained
the fleet’s steel-hulled vessels and steam-driven propellers, such as the one
used on Challenger. The ship at anchor makes for a stately image, but
Newbold also took photographs of practical value, such as the dockyard’s
71
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provision of citrus trees.72 With the ability to add information to naval
reconnaissance files, Challenger photographs made the ocean visible as a
place of British naval dominance and as a space of naval strategy.
While the Challenger photographs had military uses, the images
simultaneously reflect a longstanding use of photography by government
administration. Photography, with its advantages of recording detail, was an
excellent medium to visually survey property, the progress of building
projects and civil infrastructure.73 The Challenger collection includes over
one hundred images of buildings, a feature that has not been addressed.

FIGURE 46. QUARTERS OF THE ROYAL MARINES, BERMUDA, 1873
Royal Engineer photographers recorded colonial government and military
buildings for government archives. Source: Photograph print (Caleb
Newbold, 1873) NMM ALB0174/87;
Credit: National Maritime Museum, Greenwich
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Yet it was no accident that Newbold had an eye for the structure of
buildings and the layout of towns. In addition to his photographic courses, all
Royal Engineers undertook instruction in surveying and architecture,
consisting of 230 and 140 days of training respectively.74 These images
provided information to interested parties who operated at a distance,
including British government officials and commercial investors.
Challenger photographers recorded government administration
buildings, such as the quarters of the Royal Marines at Bermuda (Figure 46),
as well as group portraits of colonial administrators and their families.75 During
a picnic party with Challenger scientific staff, Governor Lefroy and his family
posed for a photograph.76 Lefroy likely arranged the restocking of supplies
and fuel for HMS Challenger, social entertainment for the officers and
scientific gentlemen, and tours of local natural history features of note. These
images reinforced ties between Britain and its far-flung colonies.
On expedition, Royal Engineers surveyed roads and modes of
transportation but also objects of natural history interest. The photograph of
‘Cedar Avenue’ in Hamilton, Bermuda accomplishes both tasks (Figure 47).77
A photograph of a cave visited by the Challenger crew is also typical of
Newbold’s photographs of botanical subjects and landscape.78
Photographs such as these quickly recorded plants and habitats, and could
be used later by the expedition’s artist John James Wild for drawing, or by
the naturalists as a memory aid in writing up their reports.
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FIGURE 47. CEDAR AVENUE, HAMILTON, BERMUDA
Royal Engineers recorded a ‘sense of place’ useful for the transport of
military troops and supplies, such as roads.
Source: Photograph print (Caleb Newbold, 1873) NMM ALB0174/85;
Credit: National Maritime Museum, Greenwich

In another typical survey shot, a photograph of the town of Hamilton
captures the main street and local shops (Figure 48). This image also reveals
how, in the early 1870s, the popularity of photography solved some of the
problems of long-distance photography. On the left side of the street
‘Darrell’s Photograph Rooms’ is advertised in foot high letters.79 Ship accounts
reveal that photographic supplies were replenished at ports nine times
during the voyage, either by purchasing from a local supplier or through
shipment of supplies from London.80 The organisers of the voyage asserted
‘As apothecaries and photographers are to be found all over the world,
79
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there is no difficulty in replenishing the store of any chemical which may be
exhausted.’81 Albumenised paper and various chemicals were the materials
most often resupplied during the voyage, and were essential to printing
multiple copies of images from glass negatives. But chemicals and
photographic supplies were not available everywhere that the expedition
travelled. Seventy-nine titles are marked as ‘obliterated’ on the list of
photographs in the Official Album, suggesting that as supplies ran low, glass
negatives were likely reused.82

FIGURE 48: ‘DARRELL’S PHOTOGRAPH ROOMS’, HAMILTON, BERMUDA
Challenger photographers documented local resources that could support
scientific and military expeditions.
Source: Photograph print (Caleb Newbold, 1873) NMM ALB0174/89;
Credit: National Maritime Museum, Greenwich
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Capturing the idea of a place as a Royal Engineer photographer thus
included strategic, natural historical, and topographic elements. It also
included people. From Bermuda, HMS Challenger sailed and steamed north;
eighteen days later the expedition arrived at Halifax on 9 May 1873. At
Halifax, most of the officers and scientific staff left the ship and travelled to
Boston and New York by train. Newbold and his photographic equipment
(and most of the crew) appear to have stayed with the ship. During this time,
Newbold photographed a group of Mic Mac Indians (Figure 49).83

FIGURE 49. MIC MAC INDIANS, HALIFAX, 1873
In addition to photographing the landscape, Royal Engineer photographers
recorded the people they encountered on expeditions.
Source: Photograph print (Caleb Newbold, 1873) NMM ALB0174/104;
Credit: National Maritime Museum, Greenwich
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These images are similar to those taken by Royal Engineers during the
North American Boundary Survey. In addition to topographical views, RE
photographers photographed Native Americans as part of the survey of the
territory, adding to the accumulated geographical and anthropological
knowledge of the Canadian border.84 In a similar way, Challenger
photographers made studies of the people they encountered during the
expedition.85
Throughout the Atlantic, Newbold recorded distinctive features of the
people and places he encountered at anchor. But was it possible to
photograph and define place in the great space of the open ocean? Some
of Newbold’s most striking images address this question at Saint Paul’s Rocks,
a small geological feature that appears above the ocean surface midway
between the coasts of Africa and South America (Figure 50). Thomson
described the unusual islets: ‘rather under a quarter a mile from end to end
of the group—we had scarcely realised so mere a speck out in mid-ocean,
so far from all other land’.86 Challenger officers re-enacted Fitzroy’s
remarkable technical mooring off St. Paul’s, making fast to the rocks with a
long line.87 The naturalists compared their findings with those of Darwin,
especially observing the species of birds and the structure of the rocks.88
With its fixed and solid surface, the rocks made the ocean current
more visible to science, and brought a sense of place to the open ocean.
Moseley noted the unique vantage point of St. Paul’s Rocks for observing the
ocean current:

I never properly realised the strength of an oceanic current until I saw
the equatorial current running past St. Paul’s Rocks. Ordinarily at sea
the current of course does not make itself visible in any way…But St.
Paul’s is a small fixed point in the midst of a great ocean current,
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which is to be seen rushing past the rocks like a mill-race, and a ship’s
boat is seen to be baffled in its attempts to pull against the stream.89

The scientific evidence provided from the images is questionable, but
Newbold’s images evoke a sense of the Challenger Expedition as exploring
a new oceanographic frontier.

FIGURE 50. ST. PAUL’S ROCKS
The rocky outcrop of St. Pauls’s Rocks helped to visually define the South
Atlantic. Source: Photograph print (Caleb Newbold, 1873) NMM ALB0174/91;
Credit: National Maritime Museum, Greenwich
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As Hood has noted, photography was used as a method to quickly
replicate images so that they could be dispersed to different audiences. To
take an example, an image of the Challenger at St. Paul’s Rocks made the
front page of The Illustrated London News on 1 November 1873, less than
three months after the expedition’s visit to the remote rocks.90 The engraved
image was fashioned after a pen and wash drawing made by the artist John
James Wild that was then subsequently photographed and sent to London.
We know that Wild’s illustration was photographed and duplicated because
Hynes has a copy in his album.91
Ryan described this use of photography as a ‘printing-press-in-thefield’, and it was one of the Challenger Expedition’s most successful
photographic strategies for conveying scientific data about the ocean.92 This
technique had been developed on previous military campaigns. In 1860,
Captain Henry Schaw, the RE Telegraphy and Photography School’s chief
instructor from 1858 to 1864, wrote about the many applications of
photography such as, ‘Copying plans and maps, either on the same scale,
or reduced, or enlarged’.93 During the Abyssinian Campaign, a team of RE
photographers duplicated 15,200 prints of plans, maps and sketches of
routes for use by commanders in the field.94
During the voyage, photographic copies were made of more than a
dozen scientific illustrations and drawings.95 Photography was limited to
capturing the material world, but illustrations were created using the artist’s
imagination and artistic liberty. The combination of photography and
drawing drew on the strengths of both techniques.96 When specimens were
procured from the ocean and introduced into the environment of the ship,
the marine bodies changed in response to differences of temperature,
pressure, and decay after death. Preservation techniques attempted to
90
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stabilise specimens but skin colours and body shapes often changed during
the embalming process. The image of Euplectella subarea, drawn by Wild,
depicts a specimen of a rare glass sea-sponge, as it appeared alive (Figure
51).97
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FIGURE 51. PHOTOGRAPH OF AN ILLUSTRATION EUPLECTELLA SPONGE

Using a technique Royal Engineers developed during the Abyssinia
Campaign, photographers on Challenger duplicated drawings and
illustrations. Source: 1875) NMM ALB0174/114; Credit: National Maritime
Museum, Greenwich
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The duplication of drawings into photographs also afforded their
mobility and entry into scientific publications and discourse. Complex
illustrations such as the Sounding Chart from Bermuda to Azores could be
rapidly copied and sent to the Hydrographic Office as well as sold to the
crew, as it ended up in Hynes’s collection.98
As well as copying drawings and charts, Newbold spent a great deal
of time working in the Photographic Laboratory making copies of the
photographs he took at anchor. The printing of photographic images onto
paper increased their availability and mobility for different uses and
audiences, including the collection of photographs for album making,
scientific publications and military use. During the voyage, naturalist
Willemoës-Suhm posted paper photographs to zoologists in Europe, and sent
images of indigenous people of the Philippines to his German family
members.99 Paper photographs were also sent by Thomson to scientific
publications and the The Illustrated London Times to accompany articles
about the expedition.100
There is no estimate of the number of photographs produced on
Challenger, but the enterprise operated on a large scale. Photographs were
sold on board for a shilling each. Officers had greater funds in order to
collect Challenger photographs, and Brunton identified six Challenger
albums belonging to Henry Moseley, Rudolf von Willemoës-Suhm, John
Young Buchanan, Hynes, Navigating Lieutenant Tizard and Robert Higham.
These albums alone required the manufacture of some 1785 prints.101
Duplicates of Challenger photographs were also given as gifts to dignitaries
and other people met during the voyage.102 These examples illustrate that
thousands of paper photographs were printed during the voyage at sea. This
production was made possible by a system of photography on Challenger
that included a dedicated photographer on board, a well-equipped dark
room and a continuous resupply of photographic materials.
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Sometimes, the photographic system failed. After Cape Town,
Challenger was destined for Melbourne, a trip that would entail over ninety
days at sea. Perhaps the prospect of a long sea voyage prompted Newbold
to desert ship, or he found a better paying offer. Matkin wrote that, ‘The
Photographer is also absent somewhere, & the Police are after him.’103 Cape
Town provided a place to replenish photographic equipment and other
supplies. But it was just this global connectivity that allowed Newbold to
disappear and jump ship. Newbold did not return.

Embodied Engagements with Landscapes, Subjects, and the Sea
The few studies that have engaged with Challenger photographs have not
considered how the practice of photography changed over time as the ship
travelled around the world. Looking closely, each photograph from Hynes’s
album holds traces of how the different photographers practised
photography during the voyage.
On Christmas Day 1873, anchored near the Prince Edward Islands in
the south Indian Ocean, Matkin wrote that, ‘at the last moment Professor
Thomson had to rush up to Cape Town, & engage a young fellow there; who
has been very sea sick since coming across here’.104 The ship ledger for AprilJune 1874 recorded a payment of £25.0.0 given to ‘the Photographer on the
civilian staff’, a man who was likely the second photographer to the
expedition, Frederick Hodgeson.105
Newbold had set the template for a system of photography that
operated throughout the voyage: photographs were taken at anchor in the
manner of a general survey; and then those photographs and other
illustrations were continually processed and duplicated in the Photographic
Laboratory. Hodgeson largely followed the Royal Engineer style of
photography, but he brought to the position with his own experiences,
training and notions of how photography should be practised. From Cape
103
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Town onwards, Challenger photographs were impressed with Hodgeson’s
gaze.
Time has obscured the photographer’s life and career. But
Hodgeson’s photographs suggest he was also well versed in what Abney
described as the ‘art and science’ of photography. A good example of this
is at Kerguelen, where the spectacular and harsh landscape of the islands
provided a dramatic setting for his first photographs of the expedition. As
with Newbold’s work, Hodgeson carefully considered the relationship
between people and the landscape. In Pictorial Effect in Photography,
Robinson described how figures must serve a purpose in the image:

To give life to a scene, or to supply an important spot of light or dark;
to give balance […] to be avoided is the indiscriminate dragging in of
figures into scenes in which they have no business, and where they do
nothing but mischief.106

At Kerguelen, Hodgeson strategically placed people in the landscape,
adding a sense of human scale and drama to the wilderness expanse
(Figure 24). Like Newbold’s work, the man is portrayed at rest. He is shown
reclined on a cold and boggy ground, rather than at work. This followed
Robinson’s treatise that the purpose of the photographer is to ‘avoid the
mean, the base, and the ugly; and aim to elevate his subject’ as far as
possible.107
When it came to the problem of how to depict the ocean, Hodgeson
again followed Newbold’s approach. The ocean was made visible in
contrast to other geological features above the surface. Leaving Kerguelen
and travelling in polar waters from February to March 1874, Hodgeson took
the first recorded photographs of icebergs (Figure 52).108 As with St. Paul’s
Rocks, icebergs are an oceanographic phenomenon that could be
observed above the surface of the water. The floating ice created a visual
contrast to the open ocean in which it was surrounded.
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FIGURE 52. ICEBERGS IN THE SOUTHERN OCEAN, 1874

Frederick Hodgeson produced the first photographs of icebergs during the
Challenger Expedition. Source: Photograph print (Frederick Hodgeson, 1874)
NMM ALB0175/20; Credit: National Maritime Museum, Greenwich
As with other Royal Engineer projects, the Challenger system of photography
successfully mobilised images from remote regions to the British public. The
photographs of icebergs in the Southern Ocean documented a
phenomenon very few people would ever see in person. Despite their lack of
colour and detail, the images of icebergs had value for the subject’s rarity
and were widely circulated; eight photographs of icebergs were published
as photographic plates in the Challenger Report.109 Together with St. Paul’s
Rocks, these images made the ocean visible by capturing it when it most
resembled land.
As the ship steamed and sailed to Australia and then the south
Pacific, Hodgeson followed a now-familiar program modelled after the
photography of the Royal Engineers. Working primarily on land, landscape
109
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scenes account for the great majority of images Hodgeson produced from
Cape Town to Hong Kong. Adding to imperial and scientific archives, his
photographs are of harbours and anchorages, geological features and
natural history subjects, town vistas and architecture.110
But the photographs in Hynes’s album taken at Tongatabu, Friendly
Islands, illustrate a completely new approach to photography during the
voyage. For the first time, the expedition’s photographer made a distinct
effort to create photographic portraiture, a medium that sought to express
the ‘essential’ nature of a sitter’s identity.111 This approach departed from
Abney’s military instructions that were more concerned with the strategic
elements of place. Unlike previous group photographs of the Mic Mac
Indians or Challenger sailors, Hodgeson took photographs of people that
attempted to capture the personality and image of individuals. For example,
in the portrait of the Governor of Tongatabu (Figure 53), the man’s face and
expression predominates the image while the ship’s deck appears as a blurry
background.112
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FIGURE 53. GOVERNOR OF TONGATABU

Frederick Hodgeson brought the technique of photographic portraiture to
the expedition. Source: Photograph print (Frederick Hodgeson, 1874) NMM
ALB0175/37; Credit: National Maritime Museum, Greenwich
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FIGURE 54. GROUP WHO WORKED CLOSELY ON CHALLENGER SCIENTIFIC TASKS
Frederick Hogeson photographed Challenger crewmembers not visible
elsewhere in records of the expedition, such as assistant William Peniber
(standing, centre). Source: Photograph print (Frederick Hodgeson, 1874)
duplicated in Photographs Taken During the “Challenger” Expedition (J.
Horsburgh: Edinburgh) Vol. II, photograph no. 96;
Credit: State Library of New South Wales

While Newbold had trained his camera on groups of officers,
Hodgeson took a series of photographs that showed a greater diversity of
Challenger crew. Taken likely during the voyage from Sydney to Hong Kong
in 1874, Hodgeson produced a series of seven photographs, each a different
group of Challenger crewmembers.113 These images make visible people
who are not pictured elsewhere in the photographic collection or named in
113
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official reports. For example, the eleven regular seamen who made up the
Challenger Band pose on deck with drums, brass instruments, and a cat.114 In
another photograph, Hodgeson photographed a group who worked closely
on scientific tasks during the voyage.115 As seen in Figure 54, Thomson is
surrounded by the artist Wild, the chemist Buchanan, the naturalist
Willemoës-Suhm, and Navigating Lieutenant Tizard. Standing behind
Thomson are two people rarely seen in Challenger photographs. On the right
is William Peniber, Thomson’s assistant who joined the ship at Bermuda, and
on the left is Federick Pearcey, the expedition’s taxidermist and general
scientific assistant.116
Ports connected the expedition to resources and London, but ports
also provided an opportunity for crewmembers to jump ship. After a year
working on the voyage, Hodgeson abandoned the expedition at Hong
Kong. On 19 December 1874, Matkin wrote to his mother: ‘Our Photographer
that was engaged at Cape Town left the ship here […] however we have
got another.’117 Brunton has identified the final Challenger photographer as
Jessie Lay. His background is unknown, but ‘belongs to the navy’ appears in
a margin next to his name in the ship’s ledger and suggests that he was an
enlisted man.118 Lay remained on board for the remaining eighteen months
of the expedition and his character was marked as ‘exemplary’ in the
paying-off entry.119
Lay may have been a military photographer, but he also brought his
own photographic experiences, methods, and techniques to HMS
Challenger. Following the work of the previous photographers and in a similar
style to a RE survey, most of the photographs Lay took during the
oceanographic expedition appeared on land. One significant difference
can be seen, however, in the colour of his photographs. From an
examination of Hynes’s album, the photographs from Hong Kong to the end
of the voyage have a yellow tint. Yellowing of the emulsion can occur after
114
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developing, possibly caused by organic pollution in the water used during
the process.120 Whatever the cause, Lay’s work in the Challenger dark room
is visible as a slightly yellow haze.
Like Newbold and Hodgeson, Lay also photographed the people the
expedition encountered, from Cebu fishermen to Hawaiian royalty. But
rather than capturing the ‘sense of place’ preferred by the Royal Engineers
and landscape photographers such as Robinson, Lay utilised popular
techniques and props used by Victorian photographic studios. Lay further
experimented with different styles of portraiture that featured solid
backgrounds, such as hanging cloths, and props. For example, in a portrait
of a ‘Moro Chief’ from Cebu Island in the Philippines, a man stands in front of
a light background holding a musical instrument (Figure 55).121 As Hood has
noted, this style of photography resembled postcards for sale to the British
public that portrayed non-Europeans as ‘exotic’.
In addition to portraits, Lay produced a series of racial profiles,
unadorned full-faced and side views, of people in Japan, Hawaii, Tahiti, and
Megellan, as seen in John Hynes’s album (Figure 55).122 The photographs
appear to follow the instructions of the Royal Society sent out in December
1872 before Challenger departed: ‘Every opportunity should be taken of
obtaining photographs of native races to one scale’.123
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FIGURE 55. PROFILE OF A JAPANESE MAN AND A ‘MORO INDIAN’

The last Challenger photographer, Jessie Lay, utilised different styles of
portraiture including the use of props and backgrounds. He photographed
Pacific peoples using a style of racial profiling, as seen above.
Source: Photographic print (Jessie Lay, 1875) NMM ALB0176/1-3;
Credit: National Maritime Museum, Greenwich
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Although racial profiles were dictated in the expedition’s scientific
instructions from the Royal Society, Lay was the only Challenger
photographer to profile subjects in this manner. Indeed, in a review of the
expedition’s work in 1895, A. C. Haddon wrote:

When one takes into consideration the length of the cruise and the
interesting places visited by the “Challenger,” regret can only be felt
that more Anthropological work was not accomplished. […] Even the
photographs were as a whole unsatisfactory.124

Photography on the Challenger served many interests, but in the study of
Pacific peoples, the Royal Society was disappointed. Although organised by
Abney in the manner of a military survey, Challenger photographers
recorded the people and environments they encountered in markedly
different ways. This new evidence offers a more nuanced understanding of
the collection and how it was produced.
Making the oceans visible with photography proved a challenge, but
if the ‘oceans’ included the land and coasts at its edges then photography
was a successful technique. Each of its three photographers—Newbold,
Hodgeson, and Lay—had their own particular approaches and preferences.
Without appreciating the role of the Royal Engineers, the photography has
appeared to historians as a jumble, a varied collection of terrestrial scenes
and vistas of little interest to the history of oceanography. Some of this
confusion might be attributed to the form the photographs took after the
voyage, in Hynes’s album.
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John Hynes’s Album
At some point after the voyage, most likely in the 1880s, Hynes assembled the
photographs he had obtained during the voyage into three albums.
Photography on Challenger was practised as a military, scientific, and artistic
exercise, but Hynes incorporated the resulting photographs into his own
material memories of voyaging and naval service. In the process of making
his album, Hynes further shaped and redefined the meanings of the images.
Hynes’s photograph collection appears in a format familiar to modern
viewers.125 Arranged with minimal adornment or modification, Hynes pasted
371 photographs relating to the voyage onto blank white pages.126 At first
glance, the albums present a visual narrative story of the Challenger
expedition’s three and a half year voyage around the world. Handwritten
titles below the photographs denote the part of the world in which the
images were taken, and the albums present the 1872-1876 voyage in roughly
chronological order. Examined more closely, the Challenger expedition
features as only one episode—although a crucially important one—of the
story of Hynes’s naval career and family.
In telling Hynes’s personal narrative, the albums begin not with HMS
Challenger leaving Sheerness in 1872, the place and time often associated
with the expedition’s beginning, but in Naples in 1865. Born in Ireland, Hynes
came to England and at the age of 21 joined his first ship, HMS Marlborough,
as an Assistant Paymaster on June 11, 1865.127 A photograph of HMS
Marlborough anchored at Naples had special significance for Hynes, as it
symbolised his first naval position and the beginning of his long naval
career.128
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FIGURE 56. PAGE FROM HYNES’S ALBUM WITH HMS MARLBOROUGH AND FAMILY

John Hynes incorporated the Challenger Expedition within his own naval
career and life story. Source: Page from John Hynes’s album; NMM
ALB0174/12-18; Credit: National Maritime Museum, Greenwich
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In addition to the navy, the album’s narrative illustrates people who
figured prominently in Hynes’s life. On the same page as the Marlborough,
Hynes pasted several photographic portraits of men and women (Figure
56).129 The figures are unlabelled but likely depict Hynes’s wife, brothers or
other family members. In the album format, Hynes has created a material
and visual interweaving of personal relationships with his early naval career.
The wide-reaching mobility of the navy is made visible with the image of the
ship anchored at Naples, while reminding the viewer of beloved family
members, especially women, who stayed home.
Album making, like photography, was an embodied practice and
reflected Hynes’s personal experiences of the Challenger expedition. Hynes
collected a wide variety of Challenger photographs throughout the voyage,
but these images represented only part of a more extensive series. Out of
over 800 unique images Brunton has identified as produced during the
voyage, Hynes included slightly less than 300 in his albums. Of the eight
Challenger albums Brunton has catalogued, some officers collected more
photos and others fewer. Many photographs were popular and widely
shared, but no two collections were assembled in exactly the same way.
In the selection of Challenger photographs to display, Hynes was
perhaps limited by the space of the album or the cost of the photographs, or
he simply chose which images he thought were most interesting. Hundreds of
mundane images from the voyage, such as landscapes, buildings and
roads, do not appear in his or other albums. Hynes’s exclusion and selection
of images thus helped to obscure the original context of Challenger
photography as practised in the manner of a military survey.
Hynes also added images to the story of Challenger that are not part
of the official collection of photographs. The expedition’s visit to the east
coast of North America is a good example of how Hynes portrayed his own
memories of the voyage. Throughout the Challenger expedition, Hynes’s
travels, work and experiences as Assistant Paymaster were not exactly the
same as his shipmates’ or of the official photographer. After arriving at the
Royal Navy base at Halifax in May 1873, the sailors worked to prepare the
ship for next leg of the voyage. It is during this time that Newbold took
129
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photographs of the Mic Mac Indians, and Wyville Thomson met with
Alexander Agassiz in Halifax. But a contingent of Challenger naturalists and
officers, including Hynes, left the ship, and travelled to Boston and New York
City.
In his album, Hynes documented his trip to the United States with a
collage of seven of photographs presumably bought as souvenirs during his
travels. These images feature images of Fifth Avenue in New York City,
Niagara Falls, views of Central Park in summer and winter and a busy street
labelled ‘Boston’.130 These images demonstrate how photographic images
collected during a scientific expedition and a tourist jaunt could easily be
combined, shifting the meanings of both in the process.
The medium of the photographic album allowed images to be
combined, a feature that created different ways of ‘seeing’ places that the
expedition visited. In the album’s wide, open page format Hynes placed
photographs together, an addition that further personalised his vision and
storytelling of the voyage. For instance, by joining two separate photographs
of Bahia, Hynes created a sweeping vista—the viewer sees at once the
Atlantic Ocean, the terrestrial landscape and the built environment of the
city—that the photographer could not capture through a single image
alone (Figure 39).131
The placement and selective editing of photographs also changed
their meaning and context. Viewed in their original format, the images of a
Hawaiian man and woman appear as racial types. In the making of his
album, however, Hynes edited these photographs by cutting around the
edges.132 The edited photographs then flatter the face in the same style as a
studio portrait, not unlike the photographs of Hynes’s friends and family.
Further changing the context of the Hawaiian portraits, Hynes placed the
edited photographs around a central image of King Kalakana of Hawaii on
board HMS Challenger. A (red?) carpet was rolled out for the King, and the
Captain and Scientific Director both hold swords to mark the formal
occasion.133 In the position of Assistant Paymaster, Hynes is likely stood at the
130
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back, his head just visible. In the reimagined context of Hynes’s album, racial
stereotypes give way to a narrative of his own experience of encountering
people in the Pacific.
After its creation, the photograph album served as a personal record
and material proof of Hynes’s voyage around the world. This followed a long
tradition of naval album making and visual story telling that began with hand
drawn illustrations and personal journals. As Martha Langford has argued,
‘The photographic album symbolises connections with the past.’134 Through
the photographic album and the performance of stories, the voyage of the
Challenger became intertwined with Hynes’s personal identity and history. In
his obituary, Hynes was remembered as a man with a ‘wide circle of friends’
and known by all as ‘one of the few survivors of the expedition made by the
old Challenger from 1872 to 1876’. Hynes was remembered for ‘many a
thrilling story of hardship and endurance could he tell as the result of his trip’
and certainly his photograph album served as a visual reminder and material
evidence of those memories.

Conclusion
With a focus on photography as a mobile practice, this chapter has brought
a more cohesive understanding to the Challenger collection of
photographs. The first Challenger photographer, Caleb Newbold, carried
with him the materials, techniques and training of the Royal Engineers.
Moreover, Abney, then Director of the Royal Engineer School of
Photography, designed and outfitted the ship’s photographic laboratory.
The practice of Challenger photography is thus best understood as a project
shaped by the aims, perspectives, and experiences of the Royal Engineers.
Rather than a technological failure, photography on HMS Challenger
offered new solutions to the problems of long-distance photography that the
Royal Engineers had tackled since the Crimean War. Historians have given
little attention to the workings of the photographic laboratory on the ship, yet
the travelling darkroom was a significant innovation. During the voyage,
134
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expedition photographers operated a mobile system of photography that
produced over eight hundred unique images. To restock their supplies,
photographers bought chemicals, paper and other photographic apparatus
at places where the ship visited. This global connectivity supported the
production and duplication of photographs, but also gave photographers
an opportunity to abandon ship.
The photographs in Hynes’s album display many of the multi-faceted
subjects that Royal Engineers photographed while accompanying scientific
and military campaigns in the 1850s and 1860s. Buildings, roads, natural
historical features, people, strategic military resources, and the lay of the
land all added to a military ‘perfect idea of place’ that could be
represented in the detailed medium of photography. The resulting images
served scientific, military and commercial purposes, and as such, travelled
through many mediums and appeared in scientific reports, newspapers, and
official and individual photographic albums.
Although shaped by the aesthetics of contemporary photography
and the general aims of a military survey, the chapter revealed how each
photographer brought his own experiences, techniques and training to the
role. As the voyage continued and photographers left and joined the
expedition, the character of Challenger images changed. Each photograph
was the result of the ‘eye’ of the photographer, the specific materials on
hand, and the agency of the subjects being photographed. These images
bring to the foreground an issue less examined by historians of science; the
work of scientific expeditions was not uniformly practised, but was dynamic
and changed through the necessities of travel.
Perhaps the most valuable aspect of the photographs for historians of
nineteenth-century science is that the images make visible people who are
not included elsewhere in the story of Challenger, and whose involvement
has been obscured by time. Post-colonial historians have worked to recover
some of this history. In a short study of the expedition’s time in New Zealand,
Emma Zuroski demonstrated through existing texts how the global expedition
depended on local networks and knowledge in order to construct a global
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study of the ocean.135 The inclusion of Challenger photographs, understood
as a project of the Royal Engineers, would add to these histories. Hynes’s
photographic album displays his memories and narrative of the voyage, but
within its pages are folded the experiences and participation of many others.
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6. Mobile Systems: The Report on Deep-Sea Deposits

The publication of the scientific results, the Report on the Scientific Results of
the Voyage of H.M.S. Challenger, was the final task of the expedition.1
Historians and scientists regard the fifty-volume series as the intellectual
foundation of oceanography, but historians have given little attention to
how the reports were actually published. To better understand how
knowledge of the ocean was constructed through print, this chapter
recovers the history of one of the most significant volumes of the series, the
Report on Deep-Sea Deposits Based on the Specimens Collected During the
Voyage of H.M.S. Challenger co-authored by British naturalist John Murray
and Belgian geologist Alphonse Renard. The report was a complex
undertaking that brought together new scientific ideas, distributed authors
and materials, and various manufacturing techniques. The chapter gives
particular attention to the work involved in the production of images of
deep-sea deposits as viewed under the microscope. Striking
chromolithograph illustrations of manganese nodules that appeared in the
Report on Deep-Sea Deposits in 1891, such as Figure 57, represented a new
way of viewing and understanding the ocean floor.2

1
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FIGURE 57. SECTION OF MANGANESE NODULE FROM 2350 FATHOMS, SOUTH PACIFIC
The Report on Deep-Sea Deposits changed how the ocean floor was
made visible. Shown in polarised light, the specimen was magnified 145
diameters. Source: Murray and Renard, Report on Deep-Sea Deposits,
Plate XVIII, fig. 2; Credit: The University of Edinburgh
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Most of the volumes of the Challenger Report were dedicated to
marine zoology, but reports on the physical and chemical aspects of the
ocean added vital strands to the development of ocean science.3 Over a
period of ten years, Murray and Renard carried out an extensive analysis of
the rocks and sediments that the expedition had dredged and sounded
from the ocean floor. The authors employed microscopic petrography, a
method of geologic analysis developed in the 1860s and 1870s in which thin
slices of rock were viewed under powerful microscopes, to determine the
history and composition of ocean sediments. Using this technique and others,
the Report on Deep-Sea Deposits explained the origin of red clay found at
great depths, analysed the composition of manganese nodules, and
discovered extra-terrestrial materials in deep-sea sediments.4 Significantly,
the Report on Deep-Sea Deposits included the first published chart of the
global distribution of ocean sediments. The report thus transformed the study
and scientific understanding of the geology of the ocean floor.
To the extent that the history of the Challenger Report has been told,
historians have emphasised the large scale of the endeavour.5 Harold L.
Burstyn brought attention to the project’s reliance on government funds and
the great number of people involved.6 Published from 1880 to 1898, the series
included thirty thousand pages of letterpress, three thousand lithographic
plates, two hundred maps, and numerous woodcuts. Hundreds of people—
sailors, artists, illustrators, printers, editors, naturalists, analysts, chemists, and
many more—contributed to and shaped the reports’ construction.7
This chapter attempts to better place the Challenger Report within
the context of nineteenth-century science and publication. 8 This approach
extends the work of Lynn K. Nyhart, who argued that the Challenger Report
3
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was not unique but followed the format of previous multi-authored, serialised
expedition reports, a particular literary genre established in the early
nineteenth century. Published in instalments over time, expedition reports
allowed scientists to continue debates and discussions about ocean science
from one expedition to the next. This style of publication thus significantly
contributed to the development of ocean science.9 Considering the
materials and technologies of scientific publication, Aileen Fyfe brought
attention to how steam power revolutionised the ability to transmit
knowledge in the Victorian period but the publication and distribution of
printed materials also depended on new social and cultural methods of
organising, producing and consuming texts.10 Inspired by these studies, this
chapter brings to light technologies, scientific methods, and the social
organisation required to publish the Report on Deep-Sea Deposits. As a
result, the chapter finds that the method of manufacture shaped what
became known of the geology of the deep ocean and how this knowledge
circulated.
The thesis has considered different aspects of mobility and the
production of knowledge through the Challenger expedition. The travels of
instruments, specimens, scientists, and photographic images all shaped how
the ocean was made visible. This chapter considers how these many
different mobilities were marshalled and bound together in a single project,
the publication of the Report on Deep-Sea Deposits. The travels involved with
publishing the expedition report were nearly overwhelming in their variety
and scope. The scientific work of analysis and discovery was entangled with
other systems of illustration, typesetting, and binding. Indeed, the stress of
publishing the series is said to have driven the expedition’s director Charles
Wyville Thomson to his grave.
While the study of embodied practices, such as the taking of
photographs, may seem relatively straightforward, it is more difficult to
ascertain how large social projects operated over several years. The idea of
9
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a system of movement is useful for understanding how the publication of the
Report on Deep-Sea Deposits involved multiple stories of mobility. As John
Urry argued, ‘systems make possible movement’ and create spaces and
methods through which things and people can repeatedly and predictably
travel.11 The chapter thus considers the manufacture of the Report on DeepSea Deposits as a complex mobile system of publication that began at sea
and ended at the printers’ works in Edinburgh. At the heart of the project,
the Challenger Office coordinated the movement of images and text
through what Thomson called the ‘machinery’ of publication. Consequently,
this chapter argues that what became known of the ocean floor through the
Report on Deep-Sea Deposits was greatly shaped by the technological and
social system of its design and manufacture.
The publication of the Report on Deep-Sea Deposits is a particularly
relevant case study as the report involved a radical change in ways of
understanding and illustrating the composition of geologic materials. For the
first time, the techniques of microscopic petrography were applied to the
study of the ocean floor. In the words of Lorraine Daston and Peter Galison,
uncovering these changes ‘recapture the work of construction and
interpretation that goes into foraging a new representational technology,
the forgotten labour that makes it possible for a new type of image to come
to seem natural’.12
The literary genre and manufacturing process of serialisation in the
second half of the nineteenth century greatly shaped what became known
of the ocean through the Report on Deep-Sea Deposits. As the penultimate
volume of the Challenger series of reports, Murray and Renard oversaw the
scientific study over a period of ten years, from 1881 to 1891. During this time,
Murray was able to acquire and compare deep-sea sediments from many
other voyages for examination. To illustrate their findings, the authors
oversaw the production of intricate chromolithographic plates, a process
that required the coordinated movement of materials, data, illustrations, and
text. Publication thus required a sophisticated technological and social
system to marshal the efforts of petrographic analysts, natural history
11
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illustrators, and specialist printers and between different teams working in
Edinburgh, Vienna, and Brussels. Each of these actors and technologies
contributed to and shaped the physical appearance of Report on Deep-Sea
Deposits, as well as the knowledge that was made of the ocean floor.
To better understand the system of publication, the chapter follows
the travels of scientific images and text from Murray’s preliminary report on
the Challenger deep-sea deposits published in 1875, to the publication of
the Report on Deep-Sea Deposits in 1891. The first section reviews Thomson’s
vision for the expedition’s scientific publications and his preparations for the
report’s manufacture. The ship was an essential component in the retrieval of
ocean sediments from the ocean floor, but was also a space for scientific
writing and the process of publication. The chapter then explains how
microscopic petrography and new ways of ‘seeing’ and understanding the
composition of rocks greatly influenced the analysis and illustration of the
Report on Deep-Sea Deposits. Subsequent sections reveal how the use of
serialised printing greatly widened the scope of the report, but a dispersed
authorship brought additional complications of analysis and manufacture. In
the final section, contemporary reviews of the Report on Deep-Sea Deposits
offer insights into how the design of the expedition report both directed and
constrained its circulation, and the cultural meanings that the report carried.
The chapter concludes by considering the system of mobility necessary to
publish the Report on Deep-Sea Deposits and the legacy of the series.
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The ‘Machinery’ of Publication
As part of his duties as Director of the Scientific Staff, Thomson developed a
plan ‘for working up the results of the expedition, and putting them in
permanent form’.13 Thomson’s vision for the design and manufacture of the
Challenger expedition report defined the character of the series, as well as
the Report on Deep-Sea Deposits. This section relates his motivations and
perspective of scientific publishing, and how the system of publication
worked at sea.
Thomson’s primary concern was to simultaneously produce
knowledge of the ocean and manufacture it into a ‘fixed form’.14 He had
witnessed first-hand ‘the unsatisfactory history of similar expeditions’ in which
the records were lost or fragmented.15 He wrote:

It was, therefore, from the first a matter of grave consideration with
me by what machinery it might be possible to keep the collection
together and to prepare a report, which should justify the expense of
the voyage.16

The ‘machinery’ of publication that Thomson had to consider was a complex
system that involved the coordination of naturalists, illustrators, and
publishers. Many things could go wrong, including a lack of funds or the loss
of specimens.
However, Thomson brought with him his successful experience
publishing the results of the Porcupine and Lightning, dredging expeditions
that operated from 1868 to 1870. Naturalists published their findings in
scientific journals, but Thomson wrote and designed Depths of the Sea to be
read by ‘the general public’.17 He aimed to show the public value of deepsea research, and ‘that the value of the additions which had been made to
13
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human knowledge justified the liberality of Government’.18 Moreover, he
desired to inspire future researchers ‘to penetrate farther into the new and
strange region on whose borders we have had the good fortune to have
been among the first to encroach’.19
Illustration was central to Thomson’s design of Depths of the Sea, a
characteristic he would carry into the Challenger Report. ‘With numerous
illustrations and maps’ advertised on the front cover, Depths of the Sea
included ninety images and eight charts of various sizes.20 The Swiss natural
history illustrator John James Wild drew the majority of the images that were
reproduced as woodcuts. In the book’s preface, Thomson thanked Wild, for
‘every figure for him was a labour of love’.21 Similarly, Thomson was ‘indebted
to the accomplished pencil of Madam Holton’ who produced a series of
vignettes and Mr. J. D. Cooper, ‘for the singularly faithful and artistic
rendering of Mr. Wild’s beautiful drawings on the wood-blocks’.22 In these
passages, Thomson acknowledged the work of artists and engravers in
realising his vision for scientific publication. Through these images, Thomson
showcased to the British public the wonders and value of deep-sea
research.
Following his experience of publishing Depths of the Sea, Thomson
turned his attention to the format and means of manufacture of the
Challenger results. With the future illustration of Challenger publications in
mind, Thomson secured the position of ‘Secretary to the Director and Artist’
to Wild. The relative salaries of the civilian staff suggest the importance
Thomson gave to the role of expedition artist. As Director, Thomson was paid
one thousand pounds per annum, an amount equal to his salary as Professor
of Natural History at the University of Edinburgh. In comparison, the artist was
compensated four hundred pounds per annum. The four remaining scientific
staff members, John Murray, Henry Moseley, Rudolf von Willemoës-Suhm,
and John Young Buchanan each received a salary of two hundred pounds
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per annum, half as much as the expedition’s official artist.23 As scientific
director, Thomson needed a team to carry out collections and experiments,
but he put great expectations on Wild to prepare images for publication.
It is little known that the Challenger system of publication began at
sea. In the eighteenth century, naturalists such as Joseph Banks recorded his
observations on HMS Endeavour from 1768 to 1771 in journals that were later
edited and published, and Charles Darwin took notes in his diary during the
voyage of HMS Beagle from 1831 to 1836 that were subsequently published
as the Voyage of the Beagle in 1839.24 But significant technological
developments in the mid-nineteenth century facilitated the rapid publication
of scientific results. Unlike Banks and Darwin, Murray and the rest of
Challenger scientific staff published their preliminary results during the
voyage.
Steam power was part of the driving force of this change. The steam
press made publications cheaper and faster to manufacture. The number of
overall books and journals in circulation rapidly increased, including the
variety, frequency, and quantity of scientific publications.25 Added to this,
innovations in marine steam engines and ship design made shipping faster
and more reliable. Postal steamers quickly circulated English-language
publications between America, Europe, and throughout the British Empire.
For example, as part of the Smithsonian’s program of international
publication exchange, in 1858 the museum sent out 572 packages to
institutions and libraries, consisting of 9,195 articles and weighing 9,855
pounds.26 Scientific journals, made with cheaper manufacturing techniques
than books, thus quickly circulated information throughout the scientific
community along major transport routes. To keep the Challenger staff up-todate with scientific developments, the Hydrographic Office forwarded
journal subscriptions to meet the ship at ports of call. Thomson thanked ‘Mr.
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Blakeney and the other officers of the department for the accuracy with
which they kept us supplied with the latest scientific periodicals, and with
such instruments and books of reference as we required’.27
As a result of technical and social changes to how scientific
knowledge travelled, writing articles and reports for publication became
part of the scientific work at sea. Moseley argued the ship provided a unique
environment for study and reflection:

There are many worries and distractions, such as letters and
newspapers, which are escaped in life on board ship, and the
constant leisure available for work and reading is extremely
enjoyable. I felt almost sorry to leave, at Spithead, my small cabin,
which measured only six feet by six, and return to the more
complicated relations of ‘shore-going’ life.28

During the voyage, Moseley published several papers on botanical
subjects and the discovery of new marine invertebrate species in a variety of
publications. This included two papers in the most prestigious and longstanding scientific journal in Britain, the Philosophical Transactions published
by the Royal Society of London, one paper in 1874 and another in 1876.29
Added to this, Moseley published five short articles in Nature in 1874 alone.30
But Murray, a young naturalist with an expertise in geology, found it
more difficult to prepare his findings concerning the Challenger collection of
deep-sea deposits. In the preface to the single paper he published during
the voyage, Murray implied that his report was prepared somewhat under
duress:
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The Preliminary Reports have been prepared at the request of
Professor Wyville Thomson. They have been compiled during the past
three weeks from notes taken daily during the past three years. In only
a few cases has it been possible to refer to the objects remarked
upon, they having been sent home for greater safety, or packed
away beyond reach.31

Clearly, Murray saw disadvantages to preparing reports at sea. After deepsea deposits were recovered from the sea floor by the dredge or sounding
tube, the materials were preserved, briefly studied, and then sent to
Edinburgh for safekeeping.32 Without access to comparative materials,
Murray had to rely on the accuracy of his notes. Moreover, limited to the
tools available on HMS Challenger, Murray was unable to conduct some
forms of analysis, such as calculating the ratio of mineral particles. He wrote,
‘At the present moment such an undertaking is in no way possible’.33
Nevertheless, with Thomson’s assistance and advice Murray
composed his ‘Preliminary Report on Oceanic Deposits’ during the long
voyage from Tahiti to the west coast of South America. Arriving in Valparaiso,
Chile, in early December 1875, Murray posted his report to the Royal Society
in London via steamship and his paper was recorded as received by the
institution on 14 February 1876.34
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FIGURE 58. CHART OF DEEP-SEA SEDIMENTS ALONG ROUTE OF HMS CHALLENGER

John Murray prepared his preliminary report whilst cruising in the South
Pacific. His report was limited to the specimens and capabilities of the
equipment on board; Source: John Murray, 'Preliminary Reports to Professor
Wyvile Thomson, F.R.S., Director of the Civilian Scientific Staff, on Work Done
on Board the ‘Challenger'', Proceedings of the Royal Society of London, 24
(1875), 471-544, Plate 20; Credit: The Royal Society
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A special issue of the Proceedings featured seven papers by the
Challenger staff. Murray, Moseley, and Buchanan each authored a paper,
and Thomson and Willemoës-Suhm contributed two papers each. Thirtythree plates illustrated the text.35 Of these, four chromolithographic plates
depicted the distribution of ocean deposits as observed along Challenger’s
route (Figure 58). Colour was a significant tool used in the geologic mapping
in the nineteenth century, and was often included in the depiction of strata
and its formations.36 Murray’s chart of deep-sea deposits, like other geologic
illustrations of the time, used different colours to distinguish between various
sediments. Thus, the first rendition of text, images, and knowledge of the sea
floor that would form the basis of the Report on Deep-Sea Deposits
circulated in print even as the expedition continued on its voyage home.
Thomson’s publication ‘machine’ had successfully worked while the
expedition was still at sea.
After HMS Challenger returned to Britain, the expedition staff began
the next phase of scientific analysis and publishing. The expedition was
reliant on government funds, and Thomson looked to the British government
to support the publication of the scientific results. During the voyage,
Thomson had submitted a course of action to the Lords Commissioners of the
Admiralty, including details of expenditure, for what he calculated was a
five-year project to prepare the scientific results.37 The authorities approved
his general plan, and in 1876 a grant of nearly twenty-five thousand pounds
was agreed for the publication of the Challenger expedition report through
the Treasury and Stationary Office.38 This large grant enabled Thomson to set
in motion his ambitious publication plan.
Thomson set up the Challenger Office in Edinburgh at 32 Queen
Street, and paid the scientific staff for an additional year. As detailed in
Chapter 4, the main tasks were to ‘get the collections and notes into order,
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and to prepare the specimens for reference and study’.39 Beginning in May
1877, Thomson proposed, ‘that the arrangements be put on a new footing’
and he explained his new position:

It will be obvious that my function is simply that of Editor […] and all I
can undertake at the Office is to bring the series as nearly as possible
into uniformity as they pass through the press.40

The numbers of scientific staff members were reduced, and other roles
associated with publication became more prominent. Murray was retained
as an Assistant Naturalist, Frederick Pearcey remained a working Assistant,
and Thomson took on a new Assistant to ‘look after the correspondence and
accounts, and to take the mechanical and detail part of the editing’.41
Again, staff salaries point to the relative importance of these roles: Murray
and Pearcey were both paid one hundred pounds per annum, and the
assistant who worked with the ‘mechanical’ aspects of publishing, meaning
the preparation and editing of works for publication, was awarded three
hundred pounds per annum. The largest sum of the yearly budget was to
cover ‘authorship and illustration’ at a cost of three thousand pounds.42
Considering naturalists were not paid for their writing or research, most of the
grant went towards the costs of illustration.
With the aid of government funds, Thomson had formed a scientific
and artistic vision for the Challenger expedition report. Thomson wrote that
the series would bring together the ‘multitude of observations which were
made in various departments’, the official record of the voyage requested
by the government, and ‘the description and illustration of the natural history
collections’. Moreover, ‘many lithographed plates, and many charts,
woodcuts and photographs’ would illustrate the series.43 Following Thomson’s
design, the Report on Deep-Sea Deposits would include the expedition’s
scientific results as well as rich illustrations.
39
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Mountain Ranges Studied with the Microscope
To trace the construction of the Report on Deep-Sea Deposits, it is vital to
understand how the study of geology radically changed during the 1870s. A
writer observed in Geological Magazine in 1877, ‘Not so very long ago […] a
hand-lens to be used in the field was the only auxiliary thought of
determining the lithographical characters of rocks’. Now, mountain ranges
‘were studied with the microscope’.44
In Edinburgh, Murray was introduced to sophisticated types of analysis
that led to new discoveries and changed the course of his study. During the
voyage, the dredge had brought up several specimens of manganese
nodules, black rocks that ranged in size from small marbles to large potatoes.
How nodules formed on the ocean floor was strongly debated. In his study of
crushed nodules under a microscope, Murray noticed small spherules made
of iron but could not account for their origin. A breakthrough occurred when
Murray mentioned his conundrum to his former teacher Archibald Geikie
(1835-1924), then Professor of Geology and Mineralogy at the University of
Edinburgh.
Geikie suggested that Murray use a new lithographic technique, the
‘Belfast method’. The microscopic structure of the spherules that Murray had
found in manganese nodules had strongly suggested they had come to
Earth as meteorites. The new tests confirmed Murray’s discovery of ‘cosmic
dust’ in ocean sediments.45 This was a significant finding. Murray’s study
offered clues to how iron, an essential element to living organisms, became
available to animals living in the deep sea. In 1877, he then published his
discovery as a paper in the Proceedings of the Royal Society of Edinburgh.46
Notably, after Murray returned to Edinburgh it was not a more
expansive reference library or access to laboratory space that led to his
now-famous discovery, although these elements contributed, but the
involvement of other scholars in the study. Murray acknowledged that he
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had received ‘much assistance in these investigations from all my
colleagues’ and ‘many hints from Professors Tait, Geikie, Turner, Dr Purves, Mr
Morrison, and other gentleman’.47 Murray also gave credit to the work of
Pearcey who assisted ‘in much of the mechanical work which an
examination of these deposits has entailed’.48 The authorship of the Report
on Deep-Sea Deposits continued to expand and thus shaped the study’s
direction and findings.
The method Geikie suggested to determine the composition of
manganese nodules was part of a new scientific discipline, microscopic
petrography, the study of rocks using high-powered microscopes. It is
important to understand that microscopic petrography was a highly
specialised field, and in the early 1870s it was not commonly practised in
Britain. A brief review of the major publications of the field draws a direct line
from German scholarship to the illustrated pages of the Report on Deep-Sea
Deposits.
The study of geology was transformed in 1873 when the German
physicist Ernst Abbe (1840-1905) discovered the optical formula—now called
the Abbe sine condition—necessary for a lens to produce a sharp image
free from distortion. Using powerful microscopes, geologists in Germany,
France and Belgium viewed thin sections of rocks illuminated by polarized
light. As if by magic, the internal crystalline structure of igneous rocks
became visible as never before.
The new way of seeing and understanding the composition of rocks
was soon accompanied by new ways of designing and printing scientific
images. Founders of microscopic petrography such as Karl Rosenbusch
(1836-1914), Ferdinand Zirkel (1838-1912) and Hermann Voselsang (18381874) identified the unique properties of new ‘species’ of rocks. They
subsequently defined the nomenclature of the new discipline through the
publication of illustrated memoirs and reports.49 In the early 1870s, the
techniques of microscopic petrography, however, did not circulate widely
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outside of Eastern Europe.50 One barrier to the diffusion of the new
petrographic knowledge was that the first major works on the subject were
published in German. Although some British geologists could write and speak
the language, it would take a German petrographic expert to correctly
translate the new technical language and descriptions of rock species into
English.
An expedition report commissioned by the United States Army was the
first significant work in English on these techniques.51 From 1867 to 1872,
Clarence King led the US ‘Geological Exploration of the Fortieth Parallel’ that
mapped about 160,000 square kilometres across Colorado, Nevada, Utah
and Wyoming. After collecting thousands of specimens and completing the
fieldwork, King asked Zirkel to study the samples and apply his petrographic
techniques. Zirkel’s finished work, Microscopical Petrography, was published
as the eighth volume of the Report of the Geological Exploration of the
Fortieth Parallel in 1876.52 In addition to three hundred pages of description
of the samples, the report included twelve plates, such as the one in Figure
59. The report was the first publication of this type of image that showed
incredibly detailed and accurate representations of thin slices of rock
specimens as seen under a microscope.53 Microscopical Petrography laid
out a system of classification for American and British geologists. The memoir
heavily influenced subsequent works, including the design of the Report on
Deep-Sea Deposits.
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FIGURE 59. PLATE XI IN MICROSCOPICAL PETROGRAPHY BY FERDINAND ZIRKEL, 1876
Commissioned by the United States Army, Microscopical Petrography was the first
publication to illustrate rock specimens as seen under the microscope with such
attention to detail and variety of colours. Source: Lithographer unknown; Volume VI
of the United States Report of the Geological Exploration of the Fortieth Parallel,
(Washington: Government Printing Office) 1876, Plate XI; Credit: British Library
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Colour was an essential part of the identification of rocks, as seen in
the illustrations and in Zirkel’s descriptions. To represent the different mineral
compositions, the plates were composed of several colours and appear as
intricate mosaics. Zirkel described the appearance of specific rock species,
from the ‘black, entirely opaque, amorphous grains and scales’ of Opacite,
to the ‘yellowish, reddish, or brownish amorphous earthy substances’ of
Ferrite.54 Funded by the United States government, Microscopical
Petrography was made using chromolithographs, an expensive printing
technique that overlaid several different colour plates to produce a multicoloured image.
Microscopical Petrography had set a strong precedent for how
geologic results could be displayed in a national expedition report. However,
this type of study and illustration was well beyond Murray’s expertise. It was
during this great change in geology that Renard, then Professor at the Jesuit
College in Louvain, visited the Challenger Office in Edinburgh for the first time
in the fall of 1877.55 Unlike Murray, Renard was one of the few experts of the
new technique, as he had been one of the first students of Zirkle. Renard had
recently published a paper in the Transactions of the Royal Microscopical
Society with a summary of his upcoming memoir on an analysis of Belgian
plutonic rocks.56 Renard’s memoir, co-authored with C. de la Vallée Poussin,
was published by the Royal Academy of Belgium and was illustrated in the
same vivid and colourful style as Microscopical Petrography.57 Adding
dramatic visual appeal to the illustrations, the use of a solid black
background brought attention to the dazzling array of bright colours found
within illuminated rock specimens and (Figure 60).58
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FIGURE 60. ALPHONSE RENARD’S ILLUSTRATIONS OF BELGIAN ROCK SPECIMENS, 1876
In September 1878, Thomson asked Renard to apply his analytical and
illustrative techniques to the study of Challenger deep-sea deposits.
Source: Renard and de la Vallée Poussin, Mémoires couronnés et
mémoires des savants étrangers, Plate III; Credit: British Library
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It was a significant day when Renard met Thomson and Murray at the
Challenger Office and viewed the collection of terrestrial rocks and deepsea sediments. Renard left intrigued by the possibility of applying
microscopic petrography to better understand ocean processes and
geologic formations, a type of study that had not yet been attempted.59 In a
letter dated 5 September 1878, Thomson extended a formal invitation to
Renard to begin work on the Challenger deep-sea materials:

I believe it would be important to science if you could make it
consistent with your arrangements to examine these samples
systematically and to contribute an account of them with suitable
illustrations to the Official Report of the Expedition now in course of
preparation.60

It is worth emphasising that in addition to contributing to the analysis of the
deep-sea deposits, Thomson specifically asked Renard to contribute
‘suitable illustrations’ to the official report. Renard’s illustrative and scientific
work had achieved acclaim, and he brought these skills to the construction
of the Report on Deep-Sea Deposits.
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Analysis and Illustration of the Challenger Deep-sea Deposits
The system of publication included the combined and coordinated work of
analysts, illustrators, and printers. The analysis of Challenger deep-sea
samples using petrographic techniques was an exacting and slow process
that involved several careful stages of physical and chemical separation,
examination, and measurement. To examine ocean sediments by polarized
light, ‘thin sections’ of rocks had to be fashioned and mounted on
microscope slides, a technique that required considerable time, skill, and
specialised laboratory equipment.61 As the data was being compiled,
Murray and Renard also prepared illustrations and text for the Report on
Deep-Sea Deposits.
Murray and Thomson worked together at the Challenger Office in
Edinburgh for prolonged periods during 1881 and 1882.62 Murray wrote to
Agassiz on 15 December 1880, ‘Renard has been here working with me on
the deposits for two months. We hope to well on in the spring.’63 Work
progressed gradually, and on 1 March 1881, Murray again updated his
friend, ‘Renard is ill here so our muds do not get on as fast as I would like’.64
When Renard left Edinburgh, a large number of the deposits in the collection
had been examined in great detail, but an enormous amount of work
remained.
To distribute the work of the study, Renard and Murray enlisted the
help of other analysts. Travel strengthened scientific networks, and Renard
had studied in Vienna before arriving in Edinburgh in 1881. Due to the
friendships that he had established there, Challenger deep-sea materials
were sent to three petrographers working at the laboratory of Professor
Ludwig in Vienna.65 Renard also worked with analysts in his own laboratory in
Brussels. Adding to these efforts, John Gibson conducted a separate
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geochemical analysis of the composition of manganese nodules at
Edinburgh University.
Analysis and illustration went hand-in-hand, and images were
produced over time as the scientific study progressed. Although the report
would not be completed for another eight years, there is evidence that
Renard began reviewing plates for publication as early as April 1883.66
Photography was being used at this time in conjunction with microscopy, but
Zirkel argued that as the field of focus was variable only a faithful hand
drawing could produce good results. To properly visualize the composite
identification of materials, some objects and contours of the optical field
needed to be ignored and others emphasized.67 Scientific representation
was thus a combination of the available materials of manufacture, the
discerning ‘eye’ of the scientist, and the skills of the artists involved.
To produce selective images, artists and petrographers worked closely
together in the production of the Report on Deep-Sea Deposits. This meant
that each of the three teams of analysts—working in Edinburgh, Vienna, and
Brussels—worked with artists who lived in their respective cities.68 Material
remnants of the process of selective viewing and representation can be
viewed in the archives. Available ink colours were matched to a close
approximation of the rock specimen and ‘mapped’ to selected areas for
the printing process, as seen in Figure 61.69
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FIGURE 61. WATERCOLOUR SKETCH OF ‘CRISTALLIZED CALCITE’, 1883
Microscopic petrographers worked closely with lithographers to selectively
compose and map the distinctive colours and features of mineral specimen.
Credit: University of Edinburgh
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The use of many colours in the illustration of the Report on Deep-Sea
Deposits was expensive as well as time-consuming. To etch an image onto a
plate, the lithographer drew onto the surface of a stone plate using oil, fat,
or wax and then treated it with a mixture of acid and gum arabic to raise the
image from the stone. Because each stone was used to print a single colour,
each additional colour raised the cost of materials and the labour involved.
The distribution of labour helped to solve the problem of analysis and
illustration, but caused problems of its own. Workers at the Challenger Office
administered the movement of materials and information between analysts,
different laboratories, and artists. In 1880, the publication ‘machine’ that
Thomson had envisioned in 1872 was bursting at the seams. The work of the
Report on Deep-Sea Deposits alone involved coordinating three teams of
scientists based in different countries. Yet historians have given little
consideration to the administrative system at the heart of this sprawling
project, how it failed, and then became stronger over time.
At the end of the initial five-year government grant, several reports
were in process, but only one volume of the Challenger Report had been
published. Worse, the Treasury was hesitant to renew funding. From letters by
Agassiz, the editorial direction of the Challenger Office under Thomson from
1877 to 1881 was chaotic. Thomson had great difficulty managing the
complications of the large folio format, the many authors involved, and the
manufacture of chromolithograph plates rather than woodcuts, as he had
done previously.70 As Thomson had chosen an expensive (but beautiful)
method of manufacture and the number of volumes in production soared,
the costs of printing quickly spiralled beyond the project’s budget. Under
tremendous stress, Thomson died on 10 March 1882. Thomson was a popular
figure, and his death was attributed to the actions of a miserly government.
His great circle of scientific and political friends pressed for renewed funding
and the publication of the Challenger results continued.71
In January 1882, Murray took on the position of director and began to
install new administrative systems at the Challenger Office. In 1883, Murray
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hired additional office staff including Editorial Assistants.72 In the process of
publishing, printed illustrations or plates circulated between artists, printers,
authors and editors to ensure that the specimens were correctly drawn,
printed, labelled and described.73 Illustrations—like biological specimens—
were valuable but could easily go missing in transit. To help solve this
problem, workers at the Challenger Office utilised new administrative
systems. A notebook in the archives reveals that starting in 1883, assistants
recorded details of to whom and where plates were sent, and if the plates
had been returned to the Challenger Office.74 Under Murray’s direction and
with the aid of a small team of administrators, the Challenger Office
published the bulk of the expedition report throughout the 1880s.
One of the consequences of serialisation was that scientific research,
writing, editing, and illustration could carry on even as earlier sections of a
report were sent to the printer.75 For instance, the first chapter of a report
could be printed and held for binding even as later sections were still being
worked out. The process of manufacture thus made it possible for scientific
research to continue while the Report on Deep-Sea Deposits was being
published. This style of publication greatly shaped the production of science
and what became known of the bottom of the ocean.
Within this system of publication, Murray and Renard continued to
study deep-sea sediments for several years after the voyage returned. Taking
advantage of the time to expand the study, Murray and Renard collected
and analysed soundings from many other expeditions until 1891. Murray
recorded this collective effort:

Since the return of the Challenger Expedition very many samples of
marine deposits have been collected from nearly all regions of the
ocean basins by the surveying vessels of the British Navy, by the
telegraph ships belonging to the India Rubber, Gutta-percha and
Telegraphs Works Company, and the Telegraph Construction and
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Maintenance Company, and by Norwegian, Italian, French, German,
and American Expeditions.76

The addition of these materials greatly widened the geographical
area of study. Only through the work of many expeditions could Renard and
Murray make general conclusions as to the global distribution of deep-sea
sediments. As discussed in Chapters One and Two, telegraph companies,
navies, and ocean scientists all shared an interest in mapping the ocean
floor. Towards this effort, the Hydrographic Office directed deep-sea
sediments collected by Royal Navy survey ships—including the Porcupine,
Bulldog, Valorous, Nassau, Swallow and Dove—to Edinburgh for inclusion in
the global study. From the American expeditions, Agassiz contributed
samples from United States Coast Survey ships including the Blake, Tuscarora,
and Gettysburg.77 Due to its serialised format, the Report on Deep-Sea
Deposits thus surveyed many more materials than the Challenger expedition
alone.
Not everything that influenced the publication of the Report on
Deep-Sea Deposits was manmade. One of the most dramatic natural events
of the late nineteenth century—the volcanic explosion of Krakatau that
began on 26 August 1883—prompted Murray and Renard to publish their first
joint paper on deep-sea sediments. In his earlier report, Murray had
speculated that red clay found in deep-sea sediments was of volcanic
origin. In the wake of one of the largest volcanic eruptions in recorded
history, sailors found pumice floating on the ocean’s surface thousands of
miles away from the eruption site. The floating pumice gave evidence to
how far volcanic materials could travel around the world, carried by the
wind and waves. Murray and Renard authored a joint paper of the results
that was published in the Proceedings of the Royal Society of Edinburgh. 78
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The discovery of ‘cosmic dust’ was also included in the paper, along with a
woodcut illustration of cosmic spherules (Figure 62).79

FIGURE 62. COSMIC SPHERULES DISCOVERED IN DEEP-SEA DEPOSITS, 1883
Murray and Renard adapted illustrations for different formats and audiences.
Here, cosmic spherules appear as woodcuts. Source: Murray and Renard,
‘On the Microscopic Characters of Volcanic Ashes and Cosmic Dust’,
Proceedings of the Royal Society of Edinburgh, 12 (1884), 474-95, p. 491

A flexible system of publication helped to mobilise images to different
audiences. Krakatau garnered international attention, and a shortened
version of Murray and Renard’s article appeared in Nature, further
circulating their scientific findings and illustrations to a wider audience.80 In
both articles, Murray and Renard’s findings were not presented as complete
or fixed. Instead, the papers invited dialogue with the broad scientific
communities in which the papers circulated.
The publication of the Report on Deep-Sea Deposits was aided by an
existing system of scientific publication in Edinburgh. As the study continued,
the first sections of the Report on Deep-Sea Deposits were put into type and
printed by Neill & Company, the firm that printed the majority of the
Challenger Report. The company had published the Transactions of the
Royal Society of Edinburgh since 1783 and had built its reputation serving the
79
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intellectuals of the city.81 At the time that Report on Deep-Sea Deposits was
published, Neill & Company employed some 326 workers, including over one
hundred female compositors and nineteen machine boys and girls.82
Other than the work of naturalists, the considerable labour that went
into publishing the Challenger Report is largely invisible in the history of the
expedition. The industrial mode of production was distributed amongst
workers by gender, job description, and where they worked in the city. Most
of the industrial aspects of printing were done at the company’s printing
works at Old Fishmarket, a large manufacturing building located near
Edinburgh’s harbour.83 A photograph of Neill & Company’s printing works
from the 1880s shows women and men working with steam-powered printing
presses (Figure 63). Industrial sites on land are not often associated with
nineteenth-century voyages of exploration, but the printing works were an
essential part of the publication of the Report on Deep-Sea Deposits.84
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FIGURE 63. OLD FISHMARKET, WORKS OF NEILL & COMPANY, EDINBURGH, CIRCA 1880
The publication of the Deep-Sea Deposits involved industrial works. In the
1880s, Neil & Company employed over 300 workers, including women, men,
girls and boys. Source: Photograph from collection of Neill & Company held
at the National Library of Scotland, NLS Neill & Company, ref. Dep. 196

Speed was vital to how paper moved as part of the system of
publication, both across oceans and across the city. Close proximity
between printer and client was an enormous advantage, and Neill &
Company thus operated several offices throughout the city.85 Indicative of
the substantial work of publishing the Challenger Report, the publishing
company opened a new office at 32a George Street in 1887, located across
81
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the street from the Royal Society of Edinburgh and a ten-minute walk from
the Challenger Office located at 63 Queen Street.86 Notes and printed text
regarding the Report on Deep-Sea Deposits could therefore circulate quickly
between the Challenger Office and the company’s office and industrial
printing works. As part of the process of serialisation, small sections of the
Challenger reports were sent to the printer rather than entire documents. The
written manuscripts were put into type, a ‘proof’ printed, and then returned
to the office for corrections.87 This would have resulted in a constant flow of
paper between the Challenger office, authors, and the printers’ offices and
works. Through the system of manufacture at Old Fishmarket, workers cut
and moved paper, set type, and operated steam presses.
But not all of the work of printing could be done in Edinburgh.
Chromolithography was an expensive and exacting method of printing that
required yet another distributed system of specialist equipment and highly
skilled workers.88 Tracing the movement of illustrations through different
publishing formats, the ‘cosmic spherules’ later reappeared in the Report on
Deep-Sea Deposits as part of Plate XXIII (Figure 64).89 The lithographer
credited on the plate is Dr J. Heintzmann. Although his story has been lost,
Heintzmann would have worked with the petrographers in Vienna, where he
mapped and etched the images onto stones. According to the credits, the
stone plates were then sent to Kaiserliche und königliche Hof- und
Staatsdruckerei, the Viennese Imperial and State Printing House.90
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FIGURE 64. PLATE XXIII OF THE REPORT ON DEEP-SEA DEPOSITS, 1891
This chromolithograph plate of cosmic spherules in deep-sea deposits was praised
for its ‘fidelity and beauty’. The work of production involved many people, including
A. F. Renard and lithographer Dr J. Heitzmann. The plate was printed at the Austrian
Imperial and State Printing House, Vienna.
Source: Murray and Renard, Report on Deep-Sea Deposits, Plate XXIII;
Credit: The University of Edinburgh
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There, an imperial system of publication contributed to the material form of
the Report on Deep-Sea Deposits. Printed materials were vital to the
administration of the Austrian Empire and the circulation of state information.
In addition to administrative forms, maps, and surveys, the Imperial and State
Printing House provided the government with postage stamps. To meet these
demands, the printing house maintained a large, high-quality lithographic
printing operation.91
Stamps and other valuable imperial documents utilised a complex
method of overprinting, and the same process was used to create the richly
illustrated images of the Report on Deep-Sea Deposits. The printer moistened
the plates with water, applied an oil-based ink with a roller, and then pressed
the plate onto a sheet of thick paper. The application of ten separate plates
was not unusual for a multi-coloured image. In order to avoid a blurred
image, each of the plates had to be exactly aligned to reference points
placed on the paper. As a result of this meticulous work, Plate XXII carries
subtle graduations in tone. The cosmic spherules and their microstructures
appear on a tinted golden background, further enhancing the beauty and
the cost of the illustration. Each of the twenty-nine plates manufactured for
the Report on Deep-Sea Deposits followed a similar process in Brussels,
Vienna, or Edinburgh. Each plate required the collaborative work of
microscopic petrographers, lithographers, and specialist printers.
Although largely similar, each city brought to the project different
visual language and illustration technologies. Some illustrations, such as Plate
XVIII closely resembled the earlier style of Zirkle. Bold colour dazzled against a
solid black background, as in Figure 65.
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FIGURE 65. PLATE XVII, MANGANESE NODULES IN DEEP-SEA DEPOSITS, 1891
A. F. Renard and J. Heitzmann lithographed this plate in the style of the
American expedition report Microscopical Petrography (1876). Through
Challenger, the microscope was now applied to the geology of the ocean
floor. (Plate printed at the Austrian Imperial and State Printing House,
Vienna.) Source: Murray and Renard, Report on Deep-Sea Deposits, Plate
XVII; Credit: The University of Edinburgh
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But other plates used lighter colours and depicted specimens of rocks drawn
as detailed three-dimensional stones. Murray and Renard also added
features to existing techniques. Putting thin sections of calcareous deep-sea
deposits under the microscope revealed the shells of a range of
Foraminifera, organisms mostly less than one millimetre in size and vital to
marine food chain. As part of Plate XII (Figure 66), a printed tissue overlay
bound into the volume outlined and labelled different species. This feature
aided readers to better identify fossils in the rock.
Adding to the illustrations of specimens, Report on Deep-Sea Deposits
included the first chart showing the global distribution of marine sediments.
During the fifteen years of the study of Challenger deep-sea deposits, many
other expeditions and voyages had contributed materials gathered from the
sea floor. The results of this collaborative and long-term effort is visible in the
striking difference between Murray’s first published distribution of deep-sea
sediments in 1875 (Figure 58) and the global chart published in 1891 (Figure
67).
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FIGURE 66. PLATE XII, CALCAREOUS DEPOSITS IN DEEP-SEA DEPOSITS, 1891
A printed tissue overlay outlines different species of Foraminifera, adding to
the visual techniques utilised in Deep-Sea Deposits. This plate was
lithographed by Alfonse Renard and George West and most likely printed in
Brussels. Source: Murray and Renard, Report on Deep-Sea Deposits, Plate XII.
Credit: The University of Edinburgh
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With greater time devoted to the study through the process of
serialisation, findings from the route of the Challenger alone were greatly
expanded to produce general conclusions as to the nature of the global
ocean floor. This illustration further distributed the work and geography of
publication, and was printed by Bartholomew & Co., a map publishing
company based in Edinburgh that specialized in cartographical
publications.92
While collaborative and distributed authorship had many
advantages, the final work of composing the Report on Deep-Sea Deposits
with two authors was difficult. During the last stages of writing up the report,
Murray wrote to Agassiz in February 1891:

I am busy with the Deep Sea Deposits: it is a joint book with Renard
and I don’t find that joint work of that kind progresses rapidly or that it
is every way satisfactory in the composition. However I hope it may be
out in June at latest.93

The inclusion of Renard in the study had greatly shaped the format and style
of the Report on Deep-Sea Deposits, and his involvement also determined its
scientific conclusions. Murray and Renard did not agree on some of the
report’s findings, and they had to find ways to compromise. After all of the
plates and charts for the report were printed, they were eventually gathered
and sent to Neill & Co. in Edinburgh to be bound with the final printed text.
Since the voyage began in 1871, Murray had devoted nineteen years of
work to the Report on Deep-Sea Deposits. With the aid of many different
contributors and technologies, the work was completed and published in
the winter of 1891.
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FIGURE 67. CHART SHOWING THE COMPOSITION OF THE OCEAN FLOOR, 1891
John Murray and Alfonse Renard published the first chart showing the global
distribution of deep-sea sediments in the Report on the Deep-Sea Deposits in
1891. Source: Murray and Renard, Report on Deep-Sea Deposits, Chart I;
Credit: The University of Edinburgh
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Illustrations Designed for Different Audiences
The design of the Report on Deep-Sea Deposits—its material form as well as
the scientific knowledge it conveyed—had important consequences for how
the scientific results circulated. It is little known that the Challenger Report
was published in three different formats. The reports could be bought as
individual memoirs, as bound volumes, or as a complete set.94 Individual
reports were much cheaper to print, buy, and transport than bound
volumes, and Thomson had in mind ‘working naturalists’ when he planned
for the Challenger memoirs to be published singularly:

I have adopted the plan of publishing the Zoological results […] in
order that working naturalists may have [them] in their hands at the
earliest possible date; and to avoid as far as possible the
multiplication of synonyms by the description of the same species
simultaneously by different observers.95

On the other hand, individual reports were more ephemeral and few
examples of this format survive today.96 Published as a bound volume,
reports were protected by a thick cover and formed a more durable object.
Bound volumes were more expensive than individual memoirs, but they
formed the basis of reference libraries—a collection of books that held the
valuable information needed for future analysis and publication.
Full sets of the Challenger Report were more likely to be acquired by
large institutions with a stake in ocean science. The Oceanographic Institute
of Naples and the Comparative Museum of Zoology at Harvard both hold full
sets of the Challenger Report, as does the library of Percy Sladen, a wealthy
naturalist who studied the Challenger Asteroidea. It was a virtuous cycle of
knowledge production. The expedition dispersed materials to experts for
study; scholars produced text and illustrations to send to the Challenger
Office; and then through publication, the results were synthesised and
94
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distributed back to the authors and scientific institutions that contributed to
the report’s production.
Elements of the Report on Deep-Sea Deposits also travelled in other
publications. Immediately after its publication, the report was reviewed in
several popular and scientific journals. Through these published responses,
the legacy of Murray and Renard’s work—and the larger project of the
Challenger Report of which it was part—became firmly established by the
end of the century. In the 3 March 1892 edition of Nature, John W. Judd, a
contributor who regularly wrote on geologic affairs, wrote a lengthy review
of Report on Deep-Sea Deposits. He gave special praise for the report’s
design:

Geologists have had to wait long for this very important work, but now
that it lies before them, we believe that the general verdict will be
that it was worthwhile to wait even sixteen years for a monograph so
excellent in design and so complete in execution.97

The Report on Deep-Sea Deposits displayed many of the hallmarks of
Thomson’s original vision for the expedition report. Illustration was a
prominent feature, and several of the woodcuts were originally drawn by
Wild during the voyage. From his artist’s notebook on the ship at sea, the
images had travelled through different publishing formats—including popular
books such as The Atlantic by Thomson—and were now assembled in bound
volumes for posterity.98 The pages concerning the ‘various methods of
obtaining, examining, and dredging deep-sea deposits’ were generously
illustrated. These illustrations provided a detailed methodology for future
study of the ocean floor, as seen in the woodcut illustration of the deep-sea
dredge.99 Judd elaborated:
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The precise account of the apparatus, illustrated as it is by numerous
woodcuts, cannot fail to be of great value to those engaged in fitting
out similar expeditions.100

The Report on Deep-Sea Deposits carried another feature of
Thomson’s original design ethos. The images depicting specimens of rocks
were both pleasing to look at and conveyed truth to nature. Judd noted the
lithographic plates that illustrated the part of the work on manganese
nodules, ‘which have been drawn by Prof. Renard, and engraved in Vienna,
are of wonderful beauty and fidelity’.101 An example of the detail and range
of colours demonstrated in these plates can be seen in Figure 64, Plate XXIII.
Moreover, Judd regarded that the clear descriptions and admirable plates
of the spherules as proof of their extra-terrestrial origin. Similar to Murray and
Renard’s journal articles, the images of cosmic spherules stood in for material
evidence. Judd wrote:

The exquisite drawings of magnetic spherules and of chondre upon
Plate XXIII, enable the reader to judge of the real nature of the
evidence relied upon, and an examination of these figures cannot
but remove any lingering doubt, as to the true nature of these
materials, from the minds of all those who are familiar with the minute
structure of meteorites.102

The vibrant, multi-coloured illustrations of the Report on Deep-Sea Deposits
sparked wonder in general readers as well as students. Judd wrote:

The 76 pages of text, and the admirable drawings which illustrate this
part of the subject, will excite the interest of all students of the subject.
They enable the reader to form a clear idea of the forms and
structure of the remarkable manganese nodules […] strewn over the
deepest part of the ocean-floors.103
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With the publication of the final volume of the Challenger Report in
1895, the popular and scientific press both celebrated and critically
reviewed the expedition’s work. The design of the Report on Deep-Sea
Deposits and the other volumes came under scrutiny, as the lavish format
severely limited its distribution. The beautiful plates secured the report’s fame
and regard, but the nature of its manufacture limited its print run to only 750
sets. The Pall Mall Gazette explained the conundrum to its readers:

It is quite clear that it is of the highest importance that a work so
replete with interest as the Challenger report should be easily
accessible to students all over the world who desire to carry on
investigation in the same line. At the same time, the issue has been
necessarily as limited as that of any minor poet. Only 750 sets of the
complete report have been printed, that being the largest number
which it was supposed that the plates, numerous and often of very
delicate workmanship, would bear.104

The high cost of the volumes, limited print run and subsequent inaccessibility
was a serious criticism that was repeated in other contemporary reviews.
The limited publication of the reports further drove the issue of how
the series would be distributed. Members of the expedition, report authors,
and the country’s most prestigious libraries received the first copies. A
newspaper reported:

Of the complete sets, about sixty have been presented by the
Government to members of the expedition, to certain Government
Departments such as the Hydrographic Department of the Admiralty,
and to libraries, such as those of British Museum and the Royal Society,
the Bodleian, the Cambridge University Library, and the libraries of a
few other universities and learned societies in Great Britain.105
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During this time, the University of Edinburgh most likely acquired the copy of
the Report on Deep-Sea Deposits that this chapter has followed.
Although the physical format of the Report on Deep-Sea Deposits
limited its distribution, images from the study continued to circulate in other
formats. In a special issue of Natural Science published in July 1895,
prominent scientists reviewed the Challenger Expedition and its Report.106 In
a few pages, authors summarised and reduced the findings of the great
monographs, as John W. Judd did for the marine deposits.107 To illustrate the
issue, woodcuts were used rather than expensive chromolithographs. The
editors wrote: ‘Warm thanks are also due to the “Challenger” Office in
Edinburgh for the loan of the wood-cuts that illustrate this present number’.108
The Challenger system of publication was again successful, as office
administrators made images from the Report available to other printed
formats. Illustrations from Murray and Renard’s Report on Deep-Sea Deposits
were included, as seen in Figure 68. How the ocean was made visible in
publication through illustration was again shaped by the means of
manufacture. Through the special issue of Natural Science, representations
of discoveries of the composition of ocean floor circulated to an increasingly
broad audience.
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FIGURE 68. DEEP-SEA DEPOSITS ILLUSTRATED IN NATURAL SCIENCE, 1895
The Challenger Office circulated images from the Report on Deep-Sea Deposits
through other publications and formats, such as these woodcuts printed in Natural
Science, 1895; Source: Natural Science: A Monthly Review of Scientific Progress, 7
(1895), 1-75, Plate III. Credit: Biodiversity Heritage Library
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Conclusion
The system of publication of the Report on Deep-Sea Deposits had
consequences for how knowledge of the ocean was made visible and how
that knowledge circulated in print. Thomson had a strong vision for the
format of the report, founded on the belief that scientific ideas should be
accompanied by high-quality illustrations. Thomson’s idea would later be
vindicated, as the beautiful chromolithographic plates and numerous
woodcuts that form part of the Report on Deep-Sea Deposits received wide
acclaim. The physical design and manufacture of the report thus helped to
ensure the book’s distribution to universities and research institutions, and in
so doing, furthered the study of submarine geology. However, the delicate
nature of the plates meant that only 750 copies were printed. Nevertheless,
a flexible system of publication meant that images and ideas from Report on
Deep-Sea Deposits continued to move through other publications and
formats.
The system of publication not only determined how the Report on
Deep-Sea Deposits looked, but also greatly shaped what became known of
the ocean floor. The serialisation of the Challenger Reports enabled Murray
to devote an additional fourteen years to the study of deep-sea sediments,
from 1877 to 1891, as other reports were put through the ‘machinery’ of
publication. In 1881, the Challenger study of deep-sea sediments took a new
direction with the addition of co-author Renard, who brought to the report
his expertise in the art and science of microscopic petrography. During the
1880s, Murray was able to greatly expand the geographical area of study by
collecting deep-sea materials from later American and British expeditions.
With the additional soundings, the Report on Deep-Sea Deposits could offer
more general results on the global distribution of ocean sediments than with
Challenger soundings alone.
The resources of the British government were essential to the task of
publication, but cannot entirely account for the report’s success. The
Challenger Office was central to the continuous flow (or blockage) of
information and materials. After Thomson’s death, Murray adopted more
robust administrative systems using notebooks, filing systems, and the work of
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editorial assistants to make the system more efficient. Historians have
struggled to explain how the Challenger Report was produced on such a
large scale. But this chapter suggests that the complexity of the publication
of the Report on Deep-Sea Deposits can also be thought of as
interconnected systems of mobility that began with Murray’s preparation of
the preliminary results while still at sea. As Urry argued, ‘Such systems enable
the movement of people, ideas and information from place to place,
person-to-person, event to event.’109 Furthermore, it is the combination of
many mobile-systems that ‘defines the contours of the modern mobilized
world’.110 The system of publication of the Report on Deep-Sea Deposits
enabled the movement of materials, ideas, illustrations, and text between
several different sites and actors, and thus connected the geographies of
ships, laboratories, editorial offices, and printing works to make the oceans
visible.
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Conclusion

Between 7 December 1872 and 24 May 1876, the Challenger Expedition
traversed a distance of 68,890 nautical miles and established 362 deep-sea
observation stations.1 Throughout the circumnavigation, the crew obtained
specimens, conducted deep-sea soundings, and collected data regarding
the temperature and chemical composition of the ocean. After the ship
returned, the scientific work of the expedition continued for nearly twenty
years. Seventy-six authors working in Britain, Europe, and the United States
studied specimens and deep-sea materials for the publication of the fifty
volumes of the Challenger Report. Together with the Challenger results, the
naturalists included information from several subsequent voyages, including
the work of telegraphic cable ships, US Coast Survey steamers, and other
national expeditions in the study of the deep sea. Through this international
programme of study, the deep ocean became visible as a place of science
in the last decades of the nineteenth century.
By exploring the mobilities of six objects associated with the
Challenger Expedition, the thesis revealed a broad range of techniques and
practices used to make the oceans visible in the late nineteenth century and
contributed to a better understanding of how scientific knowledge
circulated through long-distance expeditions. The emergence of
oceanography has been understood as the result of the convergence of
scientific, imperial, and commercial interests in the ocean. This thesis
contributed another perspective to this historiography. Demonstrated by six
empirical case studies, the thesis argued that the process of movement
conditioned how knowledge was made and what type of knowledge was
produced. This focus on mobility and circulation in the production and travel
of knowledge helped to illuminate a much wider geography than historians
have previously associated with Challenger and the history of
oceanography. Similarly, historians have significantly underestimated the
significance of the material infrastructure on which global science
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depended. A mobilities approach brought to the foreground how global
systems of mobility that emerged in the late nineteenth century greatly
shaped and defined what could be known about the ocean environment.
Few studies have attempted to address more than a single aspect of
the Challenger expedition—historians have most often prioritised the voyage
at sea, and the work of the Challenger Office in Edinburgh. To demonstrate
a wider range of the labours and organisation involved, six objects were
chosen to represent different aspects of the larger scientific project. The
histories of these objects complicated the usual narrative of the expedition
and showed how knowledge was made at many points during, before, and
after the voyage at sea. These different travels and mobilities also brought to
light the historical resources, labours and infrastructure that supported a
global study of the sea but are largely overlooked in the historiography.
Bringing these varied mobilities together, the Conclusion first reviews each
chapter’s findings. The second section then reflects on the significance of
the argument of the thesis in regard to the role of the Challenger Expedition
to the development of oceanography. Lastly, the chapter evaluates the use
of mobility studies and whether it may have a more general application to
the history of science.

Mobility and Making the Oceans Visible
To construct knowledge of the ocean, the Challenger Expedition marshalled
together a diverse range of mobilities that operated on many scales and in a
variety of spaces. HMS Challenger travelled around the world; instruments
traversed the depths of the sea; marine animals were collected from remote
sampling sites and sent to the metropolis; natural history specimens were
distributed to experts for examination; photographic images moved through
many uses and avenues; and knowledge of the deep ocean was
represented using new techniques of scientific analysis and illustration. After
the voyage, the resulting books, scientific journals, and expedition reports
continued to circulate through different spheres. All of these movements,
and many others, contributed to making the ocean visible.
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Chapter One recovered a more complete history of HMS Challenger,
the Royal Navy warship in which the expedition travelled.2 Oceanography
emerged as a global study of the ocean in the late 1870s partly because the
Challenger was able to collect information and specimens throughout the
Atlantic, Pacific, and Southern oceans. A consideration of motive forces, the
forms of power necessary for things and people to move, revealed the
labours and resources that were essential to undertake the
circumnavigation, but have been largely invisible in the historiography.3
Extending Kapil Raj’s notion of the ‘scientific and technological system
of voyaging’ to nineteenth-century expeditions, these motive forces
demonstrated how the infrastructure of the Royal Navy, built to protect British
trading routes that connected distant parts of the Empire, was crucial to
conduct steam-powered ocean science.4 Moorings such as Royal Navy
dockyards, naval bases, and supplies of coal supported and directed the
expedition’s travels throughout the oceans it traversed. Chapter One thus
better connected the history of the Challenger to one of the most important
mobile systems developed in the nineteenth century, the use of marine
steam engines and the global network of coaling stations that supported
them.
Chapter Two further examined how motive forces shaped the
construction of knowledge of the ocean through the mobility of
oceanographic instruments. The Baillie sounder was deployed on the
Challenger from 1874 to 1876 to measure the depth of the ocean and to
collect material from the ocean floor.5 Combined with the efforts of other
nineteenth-century voyages, sounding on the Challenger made visible the
great depths, broad plains, and mountain ranges of the global ocean.
However, how exactly sounding was carried out on the expedition was
unclear in the existing literature. A focus on the movements of the Baillie
sounder revealed how mobility was often channelled along routes,
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pathways of movement that served particular interests and power
structures.6
The route the Baillie travelled brought to light how the Hydrographic
Office contributed to and shaped deep-sea research in the late nineteenth
century. From its invention on the Sylvia to its use on the Challenger, the
Baillie was mobilised along routes that furthered the interests of the British
Empire through the expansion of the telegraphic cable system. The design of
the Baillie served the interests of both telegraph companies and marine
scientists to gather information on the nature of the ocean bottom by
collecting a greater quantity of sediments than previous sounders. After its
preparation at Chatham Dockyard, in 1874 the Hydrographic Office sent the
sounder and its associated materials to meet the Challenger at Cape Verde.
During the voyage, the Baillie sounder worked as part of a complex
system of sounding that included the movement of the ship and its
relationship to the ocean floor, epistemological methodologies, and an
array of instruments that were often deployed together. Deep-sea sounding
was not conducted at uniform intervals during the voyage, as historians had
previously assumed, but was concentrated along particular routes beneficial
to the laying of submarine telegraphic cables. The need to expand the
telegraphic cable system in many places around the globe, however,
meant that Challenger was able to collect a great quantity of deep-sea
sediments for study across a wide geographical range.
Chapter Three discussed why marine animals such as the Antarctic
mussel Cardita astartoides were important objects to nineteenth-century
science.7 As scientific questions concerning evolution, biogeography, and
ocean life became more sophisticated, marine scientists desired to study
well-preserved specimens gathered from many different regions of the
ocean. One of the defining achievements of the Challenger Expedition was
its immense collection of natural history materials, the largest single collection
that had so far been procured from the deep sea.8 However, how this feat
was accomplished was not well understood. Adding a new perspective to
6
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the historiography, the chapter examined how C. astartoides travelled in
terms of velocity, how fast or slow a person or thing moves, and the moorings
or places that supported and directed movement.9
As a result, a close study of the travels of C. astartoides from
Kerguelen Island to Edinburgh identified techniques specific to making
organisms mobile and the resources devoted to speed. The chapter brought
out ways that the natural world presented challenges to what could be
collected, and how spaces of the ship were adapted to preserving and
transporting specimens. To continue to collect and store specimens on the
ship as the expedition progressed, the director Charles Wyville Thomson
regularly shipped natural history materials back to Edinburgh for safekeeping.
The chapter found that Challenger specimens travelled using the
fastest transport available that connected points around the globe to
Edinburgh. In the case of C. astartoides, the mollusc was packaged and
shipped in a crate from Sydney—a mooring with access to the flows of
global commerce—to London through the Royal Mail. In this way,
Challenger materials were mobilised through another exceptional system of
mobility established in the nineteenth-century, the British postal system that
was reformed and greatly expanded in 1844.10 From Sydney, C. astartoides
was carried by Royal Mail steamship to San Francisco, by railroad to New
York, and then via steamship to London. Large transport infrastructures built
in the 1860s including regular commercial steamship routes, the American
Transcontinental Railroad and the Suez Canal greatly enhanced the speed
of travel. It was this particular historical geography that in 1874 made it
possible to transport C. astartoides quickly from the Antarctic to Edinburgh,
and helped to preserve the natural history collection in transit.
Chapter Four addressed how Challenger’s large collection of deepsea animals offered new opportunities for ocean research but also posed
problems of analysis through a close study of the travels of a sea urchin,
Salenocidaris varispina.11 The distribution of Challenger specimens to
seventy-five taxonomic specialists working in several countries was critical to
9
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the production of the expedition’s scientific results. Yet historians have given
little attention to how specimens travelled or the places where they were
studied. Added to this, the historiography has portrayed Thomson’s
distribution of specimens as central to the establishment of an international
community of oceanographers.12 To better understand this process, the
chapter explored how knowledge was produced through the involved
mobilities of S. varispina and Alexander Agassiz, the American naturalist who
identified the Challenger collection of sea urchins.
Bringing attention to the travels of Agassiz disrupted the usual model
of expeditionary science. Thomson and the Challenger Office played an
important role in the study of specimens, but the ability of naturalists—
including those who did not engage in the expedition’s work at sea—to
travel was equally important for the establishment of social networks, the
distribution of Challenger specimens, and the construction of knowledge.
The travels of S. varispina and Agassiz revealed that Thomson distributed
Challenger materials from Edinburgh as part of an existing scientific network
that included natural history museums, deep-sea expeditions, and centres of
research outside of Britain. This finding better placed the Challenger
Expedition within a vibrant international effort to explore the deep sea that
had begun in the late 1850s, especially the work of the U.S. Coast Survey and
the Museum of Comparative Zoology at Harvard.
How the ocean became visible through S. varispina depended on
how specimens and naturalists moved in relation to each other. Peter Adey
wrote that the way that people and objects move in the world is ‘a way of
relating’.13 The upkeep of natural history collections required work and effort,
as did the travel of naturalists to visit and analyse specimens. The chapter
found that different resources were required than other features of the
expedition. Naturalists such as Agassiz who studied Challenger materials had
to secure their own means to travel and conduct research. As a
characteristic of nineteenth-century science, the study of the ocean was
also shaped by social connections and individual wealth.
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Chapter Five turned attention to how the ocean was represented in
photographic images, and traced the construction of three photographic
albums belonging to John Hynes, Assistant Paymaster on the Challenger.14
Previous state-sponsored expeditions had utilised photography, but
Challenger was the first to do so on a global scale.15 The Challenger
collection of photographs consists of over eight hundred photographic
images, yet their relationship to ocean science was unclear. The
photographs represent a diverse range of subjects including buildings,
harbours, coastal communities, and primarily, terrestrial landscapes. 16 Since
images of the ocean are noticeably absent, the historiography has largely
regarded photography as technologically unsuited for the study of the sea.
Chapter Five offered another interpretation of the Challenger collection of
photographs by exploring expedition photography as a mobile practice.17
The chapter closely examined the materials and technologies associated
with photography such as developing chemicals, travelling dark rooms, and
the trained ‘eye’ of the three photographers who accompanied the
voyage.
As a result, Chapter Five brought a greater coherence to the
Challenger collection of photographs. From a close examination of Hynes’s
albums, the chapter argued that photography was practised in the manner
of a military survey of the places that the expedition visited. The chapter
brought out the central role of William de Wiveleslie Abney and the
Photography School of the Royal Engineers in the preparation of
photographic technologies, materials, and personnel to accompany the
Challenger. The resulting photographs often followed the established
aesthetic of British landscape photography in the 1870s prescribed by Abney
and his contemporaries, and photographs were most likely produced using
the tried-and-tested system of cameras, equipment, and techniques
developed by the Royal Engineers on previous scientific and military
expeditions on land.
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Through the photographs they created, the chapter recovered
important differences between the three photographers who were
employed during the voyage. Although shaped by the general aims of a
military survey, each photographer brought his own experiences,
techniques, and training to the role. How the ocean was made visible
through photography changed as photographers left or joined the
expedition. This brought attention to an issue less examined by historians of
science: the work of the scientific expedition was not uniformly practised
throughout the voyage, but was dynamic and changed due to the
necessities and results of travel.
Chapter Six interrogated how many different mobilities were
marshalled and bound together in the publication of the Report on DeepSea Deposits, especially in the production of illustrations that made the
ocean floor visible in new ways.18 The travels involved with publishing the
Challenger Report of which it formed a part were nearly overwhelming in
their diversity and scope. The scientific work of analysis and discovery was
entangled with other systems of illustration, typesetting, and binding. To
better understand what Thomson called the ‘machinery’ of publication,
Chapter Six considered mobile systems, the spaces and methods through
which things and people can repeatedly and predictably travel.19
The chapter detailed the history of the Report on Deep-Sea Deposits
as a complex mobile system of publication that began at sea and ended at
the printers’ works in Edinburgh. Further extending the historical geography of
the expedition, the chapter identified many spaces and people who
contributed to the production of the Report on Deep-Sea Deposits, including
laboratory analysts, illustrators, and printers working in Edinburgh, Vienna,
and Brussels. The resources of the British government were essential to the
task of publication, but cannot entirely account for the report’s success. The
Challenger Office was central to the continuous flow of information and
materials between many actors, but historians have struggled to explain how
it operated. The chapter brought to light new evidence of how, in the early
18
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1880s, Murray adopted more robust administrative systems using notebooks,
filing systems, and the work of editorial assistants to make the system more
efficient.
The social and technological system of publication of the Report on
Deep-Sea Deposits had consequences for what became known of the
ocean floor and how that knowledge circulated. The serialisation of the
Challenger Reports enabled John Murray to devote an additional fourteen
years to the study of deep-sea sediments, from 1877 to 1891, as other
Challenger reports were put through the ‘machinery’ of publication. During
this time, the study of deep-sea deposits was dramatically shaped by the
addition of co-author Alphonse Renard, a specialist in the new field of
microscopic petrography. With the aid of specialist illustrators, lithographers
and printers, the Report on Deep-Sea Deposits featured beautiful illustrations
that enhanced its success and distribution. For the first time, the ocean floor
was made visible as seen under a microscope. With materials from other
expeditions, Murray and Renard also published the first global chart of
ocean sediments. Although the chromolithographic process limited the
report’s print run, images were simplified and adapted other publications
and audiences. The history of the Report on Deep-Sea Deposits and its
images thus brought attention to the complexity of the system of publication,
including a diverse geography not often associated with the oceanographic
expedition.
Together, the chapters brought close attention to the historical
context of travel in the period 1872 to 1895, and how travel shaped and
defined ocean science. Many systems of mobility contributed to and
shaped the project of making the oceans visible, especially new
technologies of travel, communication, and associated resource
geographies.
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The Challenger Expedition and the Development of Oceanography
By the end of the nineteenth century, oceanography had emerged as a
distinct scientific discipline, and the Challenger Expedition was a formative
part of this process. In 1895, John Murray published the Summary of the
Scientific Results, the final report of the fifty-volume series. Marking the
culmination of the expedition’s scientific results, Murray’s scientific
colleagues celebrated his great achievement of overseeing the completion
of the Challenger Report, a project that spanned 23 years. It was a
transformative time in the study of the sea. From the voyages of the
Porcupine and Lightning in 1868 and 1869 to the end of the Challenger
project in 1895, ocean science developed from a loose association of
naturalists, naval officers and hydrographers to a recognised scientific
discipline—the science of oceanography.
In the Summary of the Scientific Results, Murray remarked on the
establishment of oceanography and the importance of Challenger in the
process.

The Challenger Expedition has played a very large part in all the
recent advances in oceanographical knowledge. The Official Reports
on the Scientific Results of the Expedition deal more or less directly will
all those branches of knowledge which, we have seen, constitute the
science of oceanography.20

Murray explained that a scientific understanding of the ocean relied upon
many different fields of knowledge, and this thesis examined various aspects
of Challenger that later came together to form the ‘science of
oceanography’. The selected objects explored the study of marine life and
the development of deep-sea zoology; deep-sea deposits and the founding
of submarine geology; the sounding and surveying of the great ocean
basins; and through the use of photography, an inquiry into the relationship
between coastal communities and the sea.

20
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The Challenger has long stood as a landmark voyage in the history of
ocean science, and the Challenger Report is often cited as providing the
intellectual foundation for the modern study of oceanography. Although the
scientific work of the Challenger Expedition rightly deserves acclaim,
historians of science have worked to better place the voyage within the
legacy of previous and contemporary efforts to explore the deep sea. This
thesis contributes to this discussion by suggesting another way of considering
the significance of the expedition. The Challenger Expedition did not
revolutionise oceanographic knowledge or practice, Deacon argued, but
extended existing knowledge and techniques on a global scale. The British
expedition, Deacon wrote, ‘represents the summit of achievement of an
earlier period, the work of John Ross, James Clark Ross, Du Petit-Thouars,
Lenz, etc., carried to its logical conclusion’.21
But perhaps the sheer scale of Challenger points to its importance to
the development of oceanography. Oceanography at the end of the
nineteenth century shared a defining feature of Victorian science: as with
the study of Earth’s magnetic field and astronomy, oceanography began to
encompass a global field of study. As the first circumnavigation with the aim
to study the deep sea, the Challenger operated on a geographic scale that
had not been possible on previous expeditions. Although Challenger may
not have been revolutionary in the use of oceanographic equipment or
techniques at sea, this thesis found that the expedition’s ability to transport
and mobilise the materials of science before, during and after the voyage
was unprecedented. The resulting mass of data and specimens that
Challenger collected, dispersed, studied, and circulated in published form
after the voyage greatly contributed towards the project of understanding
the ocean not as discrete seas, as had been done before, but as a
connected environment that spanned the globe.
The ability to operate a scientific expedition on a global scale is thus
at the heart of the story of Challenger and the development of
oceanography. This prompted the primary question that was explored and
answered in the thesis: what resources, technologies and practices made
the large scale of Challenger possible? Considering the relationship between
21
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mobility and the production of knowledge, the thesis found that the results of
the Challenger Expedition were made possible by nineteenth-century
revolutions in how people and things moved. The exploration of the deep
sea required mechanical aids, such as steam-powered marine engines,
dredges, and sounders. But historians of oceanography have largely
overlooked the larger systems of mobility in which nineteenth-century ocean
science operated, including emerging global systems of transport and
communications.
Giving attention to how people and the materials of science moved
in the production and circulation of knowledge through Challenger, the
thesis better revealed the complex infrastructure required to undertake the
circumnavigation expedition and the exploration of the deep sea in the
1870s. The ways things and people travelled have often been treated as
historical details, but the thesis found that mobilities were a defining feature
of how science was conducted and thus shaped what knowledge was
produced. Considering the importance of mobilities in the nineteenth
century, John Urry argued that what has been termed the ‘industrial
revolution’ was brought about through the development of significant
mobility-systems dating from the 1840s and 1850s.22 These mobility-systems
defined ‘the contours of the modern mobilized world’ but also greatly
shaped the science of this period. 23 The national post system, the
telegraphic cable network, the invention of photography, the railroad
system, steam-powered publishing, and scheduled ocean steamship service
all contributed to and shaped the project of making the oceans visible from
1872 to 1895. Places where mobilities paused or stopped, such as natural
history museums, research centres, and dry docks, also formed part of the
larger mobility-system necessary for Challenger to move and circulate the
materials of science.
Compared to previous expeditions with the aim to study the deep
sea, the Challenger Expedition was able to mobilise materials and people
around the world on a new scale, with increased speed and over a wider
geographical area. With the backing of the British government, the

22
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Challenger Expedition benefited from the mobility-system of the Royal Navy,
then the world’s largest naval fleet. In the 1870s, the British overseas naval
fleet moved in a particular way and was supported by a network of dry
docks, naval bases, and coaling stations. These moorings formed a powerful
infrastructure that afforded the mobility of HMS Challenger around the world.
The organisation of British colonial resources further supported and
channelled the mobility of the Challenger and its materials through global
flows of trade that connected London to its formal and informal colonies. It
was these particular mobile-systems and the political motive forces of the
British government that supported the Challenger to operate on a larger
scale than previous attempts to study the deep sea. In turn, this expanded
geography and study contributed to the development of oceanography as
a global science. Imperial, scientific and commercial aims came together
for the development of oceanography in the last decades of the nineteenth
century, but so too did technologies of travel and communication on which
projects of global science depended.
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Mobilities Studies and the History of Science
Mobilities scholars have done much to theorise how society, culture, and the
material world are constructed through movement. However, mobilities
scholars have taken little interest in applying these concepts to
epistemology. At the same time, historians of science have typically been
interested in considering mobility as it relates to the production of
knowledge, but do not exhibit the sensitivity to movement seen in mobilities
studies. This thesis thus presented a combined approach, termed a
‘mobilities of science’, that drew from both the rich theorisation of mobilities
as a form of meaningful motion and from critical approaches to science.
Questions and approaches developed within mobilities studies are
well suited to the study of how science travels. Historians of science have
debated how to theorise the relationship between power, movement, and
the production of knowledge, but there is room to develop this further. For
instance, Bruno Latour argued that Europeans accumulated and produced
knowledge at ‘centres of calculation’ with the result that an asymmetry of
power slowly developed between European visitors and Pacific islanders.24
Kapil Raj argued that knowledge was a hybrid of different cultures and
resulted from the intersections of varied peoples and perspectives.25 An
interdisciplinary approach that considers mobilities could add new
perspectives to these studies by prompting new questions and themes for
discussion. For example, Latour’s model does not account for the specific
historical resources or infrastructure necessary for mobility, and Raj does not
address how hybrid knowledge was further shaped during transit.
A ‘mobilities of science’ approach contributes another perspective to
how knowledge was produced through movement. Giving serious attention
to how people and the materials of science travelled, the historical
geography of an expedition expands beyond particular ‘spaces of science’
or moments of encounter to include many points before, during and after
the voyage at sea.

24
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The ‘politics of mobility’ is an advantageous concept for interrogating
histories of science and empire. First proposed by Doreen Massey, the politics
of mobility brings attention to how individuals and groups throughout history
have experienced differential abilities to control, access, and direct
movement.26 Further developed by Tim Cresswell and other mobilities
scholars, mobility can be regarded as a resource that is not equally shared in
society. As Cresswell argued, how and why people and things move (or
remain immobile) is connected to ‘wider social themes of power, exclusion,
resistance and emancipation’.27 These themes from mobilities theory
resonate with post-colonial studies of science and provide additional
avenues for research.
The politics of mobility has interrogated how movement is related to
power through concepts such as routes, velocity and motive force—aspects
that connect science to other historical contexts such as flows of trade,
migration, communication technologies, and war. Moreover, a study of
movement brings attention to historical actors and labours that have been
largely overlooked in the historiography of scientific expeditions. For
example, the mobility of HMS Challenger revealed the labours and imperial
geography that made steam-powered ocean science possible. On the ship,
stokers and trimmers toiled in the hold to keep the furnaces supplied with
coal. To refuel at ports, members of the crew—and in some instances
enslaved people, prisoners, convicts or poor labourers—shifted hundreds of
tons of coal from shore to ship by hand. The development of steam-powered
ocean science thus relied upon the hard labour of sailors and was closely
tied to systems of colonial repression.
The concept of moorings—places were movement pauses or rests
and where networks and material flows overlap—is particularly apt in the
study of the history of science. Confronting the tension between bounded
spaces and circulation, mobilities studies has developed the concept of
moorings to better understand the dynamic relationship between objects
and people that move and those that remain relatively still. This thesis
examined the mobility of the Challenger around the world, but an attention
26
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to moorings brought out how travel and the production of knowledge was
shaped by a wide range of ‘local’ environments and communities. This
approach connects the organisation of global scientific projects to the
hybrid moments that Raj describes.
Beyond the history of oceanography and voyages of exploration, the
study of moorings raises interesting questions as to what forms of mobility
other scientific endeavours depended upon. How, for example, did
mobilities define the development of astronomy in the nineteenth century?
How did travel shape what astronomical knowledge was produced?
Historians have given much attention to the scientific work of the British
expeditions of 1874 to observe the Transit of Venus, but the larger historical
mobile-systems that supported the travel of astronomical instruments,
astronomers, recorded information, photographs and the every-day
materials of science have been less considered.28
Astronomical observatories, places where scientific work was carried
out in the same place for decades or even centuries, are often thought of as
‘static’ spaces of science. But considering observatories as a type of
mooring expands on the concept of ‘place’ and connects many different
scales and spaces through movement. A mobilities approach could thus
rethink astronomical knowledge as a meshwork or coming together of the
embodied mobile practices of astronomers, the apparent movements of
Earth and celestial objects, the labours of local communities, the resources
of particular environments, and the historical transport and communications
infrastructures upon which science depended. Historians of science are
engaged with these issues, but concepts of mobility could make these
connections more explicit in considering how science was made through
travel. Nineteenth-century astronomy is one such example, but a ‘mobilities
of science’ approach could be readily applied to other periods and subjects
throughout the history of science.
Applying a ‘mobilities of science’ approach to the history of
oceanography, this thesis explored how the deep ocean—once considered
a lifeless, cold abyss—was made visible as a dynamic place of science in the
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last decades of the nineteenth century. A study of the voyage of the
Challenger Expedition (1872-1876) and the publication of the expedition’s
findings, the Report on the Scientific Results of HMS Challenger (1880-1895),
revealed an expanded historical geography of the scientific project. The ship
at sea and the Challenger Office in Edinburgh were critical places to the
expedition’s work, but attention to these sites alone does not give a full
picture of how the scientific project was organised or the extent of the
resources required. By interrogating how scientists, instruments, specimens,
illustrations, and publications travelled, the thesis demonstrated how
knowledge of the ocean was shaped and produced at many points on both
land and sea. Although it is not uncommon for historians to narrate history
through objects, a ‘mobilities of science’ approach focused on how these
objects were made to move, and the epistemological consequences of
these movements. As a result, the thesis found that Challenger’s large-scale
success was made possible by nineteenth-century revolutions in global
transportation and communications technologies, access to British imperial
resources, and followed flows of trade and commerce within a rapidly
expanding capitalist system. This historical understanding underscored how
the Challenger Expedition contributed to the development of
oceanography as a global science of the sea.
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